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Dr. Thomas Henry Moray, of Salt Lake City, Utah, was probably the first to use radiant energy as a 
source of power. His tireless effort, to gain recognition for this work, has been an inspiration to me. 

The original concepts presented by the late Dr. Thomas Henry Moray, of Salt Lake City, from the year 
1909 to 1974, have paved a road to our energy independence. He made history by drawing the 
attention of the scientific community to certain discoveries of far-reaching importance. His research 
involved the direct application of radiant energy, to the ultimate electric particles of the atoms and 
molecules of the universe. Dr. Moray's discoveries, when demonstrated, convinced large numbers of 
scientific men who had witnessed them in action. However, there were a few scientists in high places 
who prevented the commercial success of this technology. 

If these eminent men, the supposed leaders of the scientific community, had the privilege of studying 
under Dr. Moray, they would have understood I s  discoveries and applauded them. But in their 
ignorance of radiant energy, they refused to believe or even listen politely to the facts that he often 
demonstrated. 

One of his prototypes measured about 42 x 26 x 22 inches and weighed no more than sixty pounds. It 
generated around four kilowatts of electrical power and was demonstrated in front of too many 
witnesses to count. Unfortunately, these few people, knowing nothing of the truth, have done 
incalculable damage to Moray's discoveries over the years. 

In its' widest form, radiant energy can be said to be the "Holy Grail of Free Energy". Those who wish 
to study ths  exciting subject will do well to give serious attention to Dr. Moray's original discoveries. 

It should be as easy to accept the fact that a device can be built to collect and convert ionized particles - )( -".- 
as it is to accept a radio that receives and converts broadcast waves. The only difference being is that - 
the former is electrostatic while the later is electromagnetic. One device transforms radio energy 
coming fiom a man-made transmitter to sound while the other transposes electrical particles from 
natural transmitters into heat, light, or electrical power. 
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I N T R O D U C T I O N  

Radiant Energy is emitted as charged particles from all bodies at a constant rate. The mystery 
surrounding it will unlock untold amounts of energy. Under the proper conditions, it can be 
rendered susceptible to the most incomprehensible changes caused by the oscillations, pulsation 
and surging throughout the universe. 

It was discovered by the Curie's that all matter is possessed with radioactivity. It can be shown 
that radium, barium, uranium, thorium, polonium, vanadium, cerium, n~olybdenum, zinc, 
aluminum, etc ... will imprint radiographs on sensitiv 

If an oscillating tank c ance, reactance and inductance it will absorb 
energy from an extema source. Energy is captured. The tank oscillations can 
be kept alive by establishing resonance with the external source. Therefore, energy is not drawn 
from the transformer that powers the tank circuit. In the case of the radiant energy receiver, it 
becomes possible to draw energy from cosmic energy with the aid of specially constructed 

The implications of my findings to be described in this book are far and 
aled to you is a device that will release electrical power from the cosmic 

energy of the universe and a glorified radiant energy receiver, one that is designed to receive and 
convert the oscillations that is being generated. This device locks onto the very wheelwork of 
nature. When properly constructed it should last for many years with very little maintenance, no 
more than is required for a good radio receiver. 

It will be understood that the energy that is being harnessed is not perpetual energy. Everything in 
the universe eventually returns from whence it came. What is claimed is a device that can extract 
energy that is contained in the atoms of matter, otherwise known as the cosmic energy of the 
universe. My research has revealed to me that certain substances can be excited into generating 
radiant energy. A receiver has also been built that will allow this energy to be collected and 
converted into useful electrical power. Unique ion-valves have been manufactured to achieve 
high efficiency in the prototypes. Demonstrations will be performed when the prototypes reach 
commercial value. 

It must be stressed here that the final development of the generation, production, transformation 
and utilization of radiant energy from the reserves of cosmic energy is not yet complete, but 
rather a first attempt at commercialization. This book is being published to insure that the 
technology does not become lost. 

"Electric power is everywhere present in unlimited quantities and can drive the worlds machinery 
without the need of coal, oil, gas, or any other of the common fuels." - N&,!E& 



S E C T I O N  I 

We have succeeded in penetrating many secrets of Nature. Because of this we have an obligation 
to honor her abundant miracles with care and respect. 

Since the time of Benjamin Franklin and his famous kite experiments not much has been learned 
about the nature of electrical charge and how to convert it into useful power. Certain people have 
discussed this to some extent. Some theoretical papers in the so-called "free energy" field have 
been written. Many of these theorists will even consider that ionizing particles from natural 
reactions can be utilized to produce usable amounts of electrical power. They are determined to 
cling to their own wild unproven theories. 

Nevertheless, I have taken it upon myself, with great personal conviction to find a solution to 
converting kinetically ionized matter (radiant energy) into useful electrical currents. The 
properties of radioactive matter have shown me that large quantities of energy can be collected 
and converted. I have found with the correct circuits and components, that ionizing particles can 
be efficiently transformed into useful electrical currents. It is my desire to be able to furnish 
irrefutable proof of this discovery. To begin this journey, scientists and researchers alike will have to 
snap out of their state of denial. The utilization of ionizing energy on completely new ground has 
to take place. 

The production and utilization of energy obtained from natural sources for the well being of 
humankind has been the goal of scholars and researchers for countless years now. However, the 
implementation of a practical working device has remained a pious desire. This is because well- 
intentioned researchers turn away from the simple fact that there is free electricity to be obtained 
from natural ionizing sources. I have come to realize through my investigations and observations 
that this form of energy can be collected in large enough quantities. It can be converted into 
useful power. 

Many researchers after investigating atmospheric electricity become astonished when they realize 
that there is nothing new in the world. They find out that this form of energy has been with us for 
a very long time, even before the knowledge of electricity. The wisdom of the effects and 
utilization of atmospheric electricity dates back many thousands of years, as we can infer from 
biblical text. We read in the first book of Moses, that the all-holiest temple of Jehovah housed the 
Ark of the Covenant. With the exception of the high priests, this Ark would kill anyone getting to 
close to it. Furthermore, we read that 40 priests dared to approach the Ark, in the absence of 
Moses and Aaron. Lightning issued out from it, killing all 40 priests. 

It is written in the second book of Moses, Chapter 25 verses 10-1 1 : 

10. Frame an ark of acacia-wood; the length whereof shall be of two cubits and a half (45 inches): 
the width, a cubit and a half (27 inches): the height, likewise a cubit and a half (27 inches). 

11. And thou shall overlay it with the purest gold within and without (exactly like a capacitor). 



The biblical text sited indicates that the Ark was made out of a noble wood that acted as a good 
electrical insulator, and that gold was to be laid inside and out. Thereby, all conditions were just 
right for creating a good electrical capacitor. From the description we can tell that Moses and 
Aaron knew how to collect charged particles from the atmosphere. This Ark of the Covenant 
could only have been a very large capacitor with a huge electrical capacity. It was charged by 
atmospheric static electricity from the accounts given. The fact that it remained filly charged 
with only atmospheric electrostatic energy must be attributed to the dry climate in Palestine. 
Knowledge of this energy was a coveted secret kept by Moses and the high priests of Egypt. They 
were the first connoisseurs of static electricity. 

When the study of meteorology first began there was a big interest in atmospheric electricity. 
Many in this field thought to use it. This is revealed through the patents of the time. The first 
relevant patent was granted to inventor Dr. Heinrich Rudolph of St. Goarshausen, according to 
the German Patent Office; D.R.P. No. 98 180 January 19, 1897. 

Benjamin Franklin in America made a few attempts to utilize static electricity obtained from the 
atmosphere. He once built a motor that implied a commercially significant amount of energy 
might be derived from the earth's atmosphere. It has been observed that an average potential 
gradient of 150 volts per meter of height is always available. 

There are three major causes of atmospheric ionization shown in Figure 2. The first one is due to 
the cosmic rays and the second cause is due to the solar winds. The solar winds consist of 96% 
protons and the remaining percentage contains atoms of tritium. There are other particles but they 
are relatively unimportant. Almost all of these high-energy particles are absorbed by the earth's 
upper atmosphere causing it to become ionized. This is why the upper atmosphere is called the 
ionosphere. However, the area where the reaction between the solar wind and the magnetosphere 
takes place is far outside of the earth's atmosphere. The charged solar wind particles rattle our 
planet's magnetic cage long before its gas envelope neutralizes them. The third cause of 
atmospheric ionization is due to the content of radioactive gas contained in the air that we 
breathe. In the ground radioactive substances such as radium, thorium and actinium are spread 
throughout the soil. These elements generate gaseous radioactive emanations that spread in the air 
and ionize its molecules. The actinium-emanation generated from the decay of U235 plays a 
major role because of its brief radioactive half-life of only 3.9 seconds. 

Radio Ionics 

There are not enough charged ions in the air to be converted into electrical power. This on the 
surface appears to be a correct calculation and assumption. There simply are not enough of them. 
However, these ions are in a state of constant surging motion. By studying this particular sea of 
energy we can gather clues to obtaining power from its charged particles. The ions in our 
atmosphere are in constant motion. To obtain electrical current from a generator the magnets must 
also be in constant motion. Do you see the correlation here? What we learn is that charge in 
motion induces electrical current. By means of a properly tuned radio-ionic-circuit a solution to 
harnessing this seemingly static charge presents itself. Hermann Plauson was successful in 
converting atmospheric energy into useful electrical currents. He was granted a patent titled 
"Conversion of Atmospheric Electric Energy" - U.S. Patent No. 1,540,998. In his patent he 
states, "St. Elmo's fire and the northern lights can be more or less absorbed in the same way as a 
receiver in wireless telegraphy absorbs waves coming from a far distance". His patent has been 
added to the end of this book. This patent begins on page 61. Study it carefully. It contains the 
foundation to building a powerful radiant energy power-receiving device. 



S E C T I O N  2 

The Wird Telegraphic 
Conn ion 

Radio in the early years was called "wireless telegraphy". Beginning around the year 1913, 
amateur wireless telegraph stations were set up in trees and on housetops. Aerials and masts 
dotted the countryside. It is estimated that there was almost "a quarter of a million stations". They 
were used to send and receive wireless telegraph signals, not voice. Vacuum tubes were not yet 
widely known. These stations had to rely on spark gaps. 

It was the energy spikes, or surges that the spark gap transmitters generated that first caught T. H. 
Moray's attention back in 1903. In 1909 Moray devised a circuit that would draw electricity from 
the surges of energy that were thought to travel through the ground. By the fall of 1910 he 
obtained enough electrical energy from the ground to power a miniature arc lamp. During the 
Christmas holidays of 191 1 he was able to power an old type 16-candle carbon arc lamp at about 
half of its normal brightness. 

In 1912 while Henry Moray was on mission with the Mormon Church in Uppsala, Sweden, his 
passion for crystal radios got him started in his research in the science of radiant energy. Every 
spare moment he searched for a mineral that could work as a good radio detector. Moray had 
found two specimens that worked well as radio detectors. The material that he found in the 
hillside could have very well been a type of argenti-zinciferrous-galena. This type of galena is 
highly sensitive to radio waves that would have allowed his receiver to function without a battery. 
My finding here is based on the fact that Moray describes a synthetic galena type formula in his 
Electrotherapeutic Apparatus - U.S. Patent No. 2,460,707. This material could have used only the 
power transmitted from a local wireless station to drive a small horn speaker as he has reported. 

The other detector material was a white, powdery, stone-like material that he found in a railway 
car, located in Abisko, Sweden. Military Contract No. F42600-75-2212, Hill Airforce Base, 
Ogden, Utah, Final Report dated April 15, 1977, page 4, 2.6.2, indicates that it contained a small 
amount of crystallized silicate but consisted mostly of "fused silicate". Silica is the chemical 
name for the simple oxide of silicon, silicon dioxide (Si04). Mineralogists call this compound 
quartz. This is normally found in nature in its crystalline form. What Moray could have found is 
quartz in a metamict state. Metamict minerals are formed when a crystalline mineral loses its 
crystalline structure due to radioactive destruction. It must contain at least impurity amounts of 
uranium andlor thorium. In its metamict state, quartz is in a more or less amorphous state, owing 
to radiation damage from a-decay. "Over the course of hundreds of millions of years, a-decay 
doses as high as loi9 decayslg can occur, which may lead to the complete amorphization" (I' of 
the quartz structure. It is also a strong possibility that what he found was an artificial willemite. 
Artificial willemite is a white lumpy substance. Chemically, it is an anhydrous silicate of zinc, 
having the composition ZnO:Si02. When willemite is exposed to a preparation of radium it 
fluoresces with a fine green glow. The luminosity produced by the proximity of even a small 
quantity of radium, such as one-thirteenth of a grain, is quite sufficient to enable the time to be 
read on a watch in total darkness. The luminosity of the artificial substance is, in some cases, 



superior to the natural mineral. No matter what the source was we still know that the mineral 
Moray found was a fused silicate. 

Moray's mineral find became known as the "Swedish Stone". He was able to light a standard 100- 
watt General Electric light bulb in June of 1925 using this material in his circuitry. By August 
1925 he was able power an electric flat iron along with a 100-watt bulb. Therefore, bringing the 
total power consumed to 655 watts. People would quite often demand that he would draw too 
much power from his device and the white, stone-like material would overheat and burn up. 

The Federal Radio Commission on Nov. 11, 1928 limited the amount that could be transmitted 
from telegraph stations. Because of this Moray's energy device could no longer generate high 
wattage. His device depended on these stations to excite the Swedish Stone into giving up its 
energy. Scores of spark gap driven telegraph stations had to be dismantled and in effect had been 
given death sentences. This spelled disaster for Moray. His device would still generate power but 
the amount of power that it generated was restrained. Originally, Moray's device had relied on the 
telegraph stations to excite it into generating electrical power. This forced him to find another 
way to excite his circuitry. Moray could utilize the natural radio energy generated by the cosmos 
but unfortunately the end result was only very low power at the time. This forced Moray to 
develop a more sensitive detector material. It was not too long before he got the inspiration to add 
ionizing radioactive substances to his active circuit components. This new material was also put 
into quartz tubes in a controlled environment so that it would not oxidize and bum out. This line 
of research occurred shortly after the Radio Allocation Act of 1928 when Moray's detectors were 
no longer able to generate steady power. His Radiant Energy circuitry could still produce power 
but it only did so in pulses. The power was not constant. The addition of radioactive impurities 
allowed the production a steady flow of energy. 

Radiant Energy Early Definition 

Professor Langley showed that out of the total amount of radiation coming from the sun, that the 
visible portion represents only 19% of the spectrum. He presented the theory that there is only 
one kind of energy radiated from sunlight. That, heat, and chemical effects depend entirely upon 
the state or condition which radiant energy may happen to fall on matter. 

Professor Langley wrote that up until 1872 it was almost universally believed that there were 
three different kinds of entities - actinic, luminous, and thermal. These are what make up the 
spectrum. He reasoned that there is only one radiant energy that appears to us in the form of 
"actinic", "luminous", or "thermal" radiation, according to the way we observe it. Heat and light, 
therefore, can not be things in themselves, but separate sensations to our bodily sensors. They are 
merely effects of this mysterious thing called "radiant energy". 

The Italian physicist Melloni stated that, "light is merely a series of caloric indications sensible to 
the organs of sight, or vice versa, the radiation of obscure heat are veritable invisible radiation of 
light". Melloni wrote this in 1843, but it was not adopted until Langley by his elaborate 
researches, more refined and complex, that proved it. The great physicists of society then adopted 
the doctrine of one radiant energy. 

Only a few researchers know that the immediate effect of radiant energy is electromagnetic. The 
results of two centuries of observation all point to this conclusion. When a mighty tongue of 
white-hot matter darts across the abyss of a large spot or cavern on the sun, the equilibrium of the 
earth's magnetic field is disturbed and the effect is a magnetic storm. The needle of any 
magnetograph throughout the world will quiver and oscillate. These vibrations pass from the sun 



to the surface of our planet that is closest to it. These impulses then pass to the most distant side, 
whether through or around the planet's surface. 

After centuries of investigation from Gilbert to Tesla, this most wonderful research still holds 
admiration and mystery for all that study this vast science; electrodynamics. Power is cut out of 
the seemingly emptiness of space, and the hurrying waves are caught and chained to servitude in 
artificial light and electric appliances. The sun, being electromagnetic, emits waves that carry 
power, which beat and surge against the earth. A magnetic field is space that surrounds a magnet. 
This space might be filled with air, wood, stone, glass, or might be a vacuum. Nevertheless, the 
waves are not quenched. They flow through all of these things. A freely suspended magnet in a 
magnetic field will move, and the earth's surface is surrounded by a magnetic field, that is acted 
upon by the sun's magnetic field. Suspend a sewing needle by a silk fiber in the earth's magnetic 
field and it will come to rest parallel to the field's north and south poles. Now, if this field 
becomes disturbed, that is, if it becomes stronger or weaker, the needle will move. This is a 
magnetic storm. When a gas jet is hurled across a spot on the sun the disturbance reaches the 
earth in the same time that light does. Therefore, the radiance travels at 186,000 miles per second 
reaching the earth in eight minutes and nineteen seconds. 

The most memorable magnetic storm occurred on November 17, 1882. This was one of the most 
violent recorded. The daily press was burdened with accounts of widespread magnetic 
disturbance. In some places telegraphic communication was suspended. The turbulence stretched 
from New York to Yankton, Nashville, and Winnipeg. In Milwaukee, the carbons in the electric 
lamps were lighted, rendered incandescent by currents of electricity flowing on the wires. At 
other locations, switchboards in telegraph offices were set on fire and sending keys were melted, 
while electric balls were seen hovering on the telegraph lines in Nebraska. 

The earth's aurora holds the key to harnessing the sun's daily pulsation. An aurora is the visible 
effect of obscure undulations from the sun, as they come dashing on the earth with a speed of 
186,000 miles per second. In a six-month winter, say at the North Pole of the earth, where the sun 
is far south of the equator, and none of its rays can shine on the earth's northern pole, the aurora is 
very bright. It displays many colors, and these flash and glow with rapid variations. The light, 
although caused by the sun, does not come direct. It is caused by the turbulence set up in the 
earth's magnetic field by electromagnetic upheaval on the sun. The field of the earth is "tuned" 
with the sun's field, as was the coherer in the days of wireless telegraphy and telephony. The 
aurora is known to be electrical, for magnets and compass needles on ships are always affected. 
Could the coherer of the days of old teach us something new? 

No magnet can be placed near a "current" of electricity, or a static charge without making an 
oscillation. Every oscillation sends out a wave, like a stone falling in water. An electromagnetic 
wave from the sun disturbs the earth's magnetic field in the same way that an induction coil used 
in wireless telegraphy does. The earth and coherer are both doing the same thing with the same 
kind of electromagnetic waves. The coherer in a distant receiving station will react to natural 
electromagnetic wave fi-onts from the sun. It will likewise react to the artificial wave fronts 
coming from the induction coil. The electromagnetic wave makes the loose particles of metal 
between the knobs in the glass tube coherer generate dots and dashes. 

Finding a really efficient component to detect natural radio waves is no easy task. Today's state of 
the art crystal diodes are still not where they could be. In my opinion, T. H. Moray's synthetic 
semiconductor that was housed in a controlled environment was the perfect detector. 



Moray found that certain semiconductive materials that he doped with radioactive impurities 
displayed an increased sensitivity. One such satisfactory formula included a triboluminescent zinc 
mixture consisting of pure zinc sulfide, radioactive impurities and pure germanium metal. He also 
found that "artificial radiation" could be used in place of the radioactive impurities. For example, 
by exposing bismuth to radon gas and charging it with a negative charge of a thousand volts or 
better "active bismuth" is created, today known as Polonium-210. When added to the zinc sulfide 
it would glow a bluish-green. When this glowing material was then doped into ultra-pure 
germanium it made an excellent emitter of secondary electrons. This synthetic substance was 
called "fission material" by Moray. 

"The Moray germanium mixture gives certain unique results in functioning as in a valve and or 
booster (amplifier). Made in form of rounded stones or pellets compressed under high pressure 
and fused. Combination contains radium chloride, thorium, uranium, and pure germanium 
metal-triboluminescent zinc. Some pellets fastened to envelop with pure tin in place of solder. 
Bismuth pellets fused to side. Germanium mixture pellets float between other pellets but making 
fm, needlepoint-like contact. Have used silicon too, which has some of the properties of 
germanium. Germanium works best when impurities are introduced. Care must be taken when 
alloyed with other substances, as too much other mixture added worsens conductivity and 
germanium loses its properties." * T.H. Moray, fifth edition, The Sea of Energy in Which the Earth Floats (1978), p. 71. 

I had often asked myself, what ever became of Moray's radiant energy tubes? Wouldn't it be nice 
to run some tests on them? Well, as fate would have it I have had the opportunity to test some of 
his tubes. I now possess several of Moray's tubes that he used in his research. Many years ago a 
man named Stan Mahurin obtained a steel case loaded with Moray's experimental vacuum tubes 
and a notebook from his widow. This man knew T. H. Moray and his wife quite well. 

Mr. Mahurin passed the tubes onto Dr. William A. Rhodes, "a close friend for many years", 
because he had no clue as to their function but did insist on keeping the notebook. The tubes were 
a big mystery to Rhodes and he had them stored away for over twenty-five years. I was contacted 
because of my passion for radiant energy research and was given the opportunity to purchase 
these tubes. I promptly replied and have had the honor to inspect them first-hand. 

Upon inspection of the tubes there is no outward sign of radioactivity. None of the tubes indicate 
the presence of radioactivity when approached with any of my radiation sensing meters. Several 
of the tubes contain a cylindrical anode and wire filament. I concluded that these tubes were used 
to rectify the received radiant energy waves. They had to have been the tubes that Moray used 
when he ran out of his Swedish Stone mineral. None of the tubes that I bought from Dr. Rhodes 
turned out to be of any real importance to my research. However, they do hold historical value. 

I am now attempting to rebuild a radiant energy device that will demonstrate a few hundred watts 
of excess power above what the circuits require to be self-sustaining. My next goal will be to 
develop a 1000-watt device and then I will proceed to build a commercial unit. 

1) Miami University, Herbert Jaeger Physics 
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Moray's Patent Drawing - Figure 1 

On January lst, 1954 Carl Betz drew this circuit from memory after visiting Moray's lab and 
seeing patent drawings that were never filed. 

It is assumed that the average reader of this publication is familiar with the elementary principles 
of radio transmission. Granting this, it is of course reasonable to believe that such readers will 
understand how an oscillating current is set up in a circuit comprising an inductance or coil of 
wire, a capacitor and a spark gap. The capacitor is charged with a high tension current from any 
convenient source such as a transformer or induction coil. When the potential stored in the 
capacitor reaches a critical value, the air in the gap between the spark gap electrodes can no 
longer stand the strain. The capacitor discharges across the gap in a succession of crashing sparks. 
As the current from the capacitor crosses the gap in one direction, it literally over-reaches itself 
just as a pendulum will swing past the neutral point when given a push by the hand. After the first 
rush of current passes in one direction, a reversal of the cycle occurs and a second rush in the 
opposite direction occurs. This operation is repeated many thousands of times per second. The 
discharge gradually dies down as all the energy is either completely radiated or used up in heat or 
in performing work. These oscillations cease once the potential across the capacitor has been 
lowered until the spark can no longer jump the air gap. The capacitor immediately takes a fresh 
charge from the transformer and the entire cycle of operations is repeated. It will be understood 



that all of this passes in an infinitesimal fraction of a second. The charge and discharge of the 
capacitor takes place so rapidly that the observer can detect no change in the solid spark that 
appears continuously to fill the gap. It should also be understood that if this oscillating tank 
circuit has the correct impedance, reactance and inductance, it could absorb energy from an 
external oscillating electrical source with the correct conditions met. Energy would therefore be 
captured. The tank oscillations can be kept alive by establishing resonance with the external 
source. In the case of the radiant energy device the external source is drawn from a field of 
radiant energy that the ion-valve power tube generates. 

What is being explained within this publication in my opinion is the "Holy Grail of Energy". The 
implications of this discovery are far and wide. Is humankind ready for such a revolutionary 
discovery? The radiant energy circuitry locks into the very wheelwork of Nature. This device 
should last for many years with very little maintenance, no more than is required for a good radio. 

c~smic 
rays 

SOME FACTS TO THINK ABOUT 

1. Cosmic particles are hurled at the earth from 
outer space. 

-L-'1 f - 

I,' -I5 2. The sun emits ionized protons and tritium 
atoms that are carried to the earth by the solar 
winds 24 hours each and every day. 

solar wind 

-.&\\\\S- ----,-' 
3. The earth's upper atmosphere absorbs the 

.- charge carried by the particles in the solar 
winds causing it to become ionized. 

4. The earth's ionized atmospheric region is 
called the "ionosphere". It is sort of a half gas 
and half plasma. 

r91 *= water vapor 5. Water vapor (clouds) become charged by , 

EARTH I el-  3s m: \surge ot energy 
- induction as they travel parallel to the 

ionosphere. 

Sources of Radiant Enerw - Figure 2 

6. When clouds become sufficiently charged they will discharge according to Pupin's theory of 
capacitive discharge. The energy is released in the form of light and electrical oscillations. 

7. There is a cloud discharge about one hundred times each second that is randomly located 
somewhere on the planet, generating a tremendous amount of natural oscillating electrical 
energy. The total energy per discharge is documented to be approximately "two million- 
million watts". (2) Now multiply this figure by one hundred lightning strikes every minute 
and unbelievable amount of unleashed energy presents itself. 

2) Exploring Light, Radio & Sound Energy by Calvin R. Graf, p. 74 



Moray's Radiant Energy Detector Tube 

T.H. Moray invented a very unique energy-generating component. He called this discovery, the 
"radiant energy detector valve" (R.E. valve). It was excited by radio frequency energy. It 
contained solid-state semiconductors "mounted under ideal conditions". 

This Radiant Energy valve contained Moray's fission material. It replaced the original Swedish 
Stone. It's anode acted as a collector made with a molybdenum disulfide rod. The metal case 
served as a parabolic reflector to concentrate and focus the secondary ions that were expelled 
from the fission material. 

The radioactive elements within Moray's fission material emitted waves of separate and distinct 
units called photons. There were definite relationships between the energies of these particles and 
the zinc sulfide (triboluminescent zinc) germanium mixture, contained in Moray's formula. The 
zinc sulfide in the mixture was highly sensitive to the photons generated from the fission material. R.4 T& * -- The sulfide transformed the high frequency photons into lower frequency photons)~hese photons - % 
then impinged upon the germanium. The germanium being sensitive to these lower frequency R-4, + 
photons emitted secondary photo ions. The hemisphere that contained the active materials was *t 

filled with a low-pressure water vapor and was comparatively simple in construction. &-~=$ei t .  

Thomas Henry Moray successfully demonstrated his electrical device that weighed less than 
sixty pounds. It extracted enormous amounts of energy, four thousand watts to be more exact. 
This unconventional source of energy is abundant day or night throughout the year. To 
understand how this device generated energy, you must carefully read the material contained in 
this book. I have compiled this information to assist you in understanding radiant energy power 
generation without giving away the entire contents of the discoveries. 

On the introduction page in the "The Sea of Energy in Which the Earth Floats", 4th edition, 
Moray explains that radiant energy is kinetic in nature. He states that it is rendered sensible by the 
conversion of its energy. He then states that "this is the phenomenon of the transducer fueled by a 
fission reaction. In the final analysis, radiant energy is a means of using the energy released by 
the fissionable reactions taking place in the stellar crucibles of the universe". Moray in his second 
edition, on page 61, describes the "universe" as being both stellar and atomic. The final clue to 
the inter-most secret of Moray's energy device is found on page 33 in this same edition: "It is an 
accepted fact that when various substances are bombarded with alpha particles they are found to 
give off electrons". How much clearer can this be? He goes on to state; ''just as sodium, 
potassium, cesium, rubidium, barium and strontium react to visible light or wavelengths within a 
certain range, might not certain other substances react to oscillations from the Cosmos or 
artificially produced radiation"? We now know that that silicon and germanium will emit 
electrons when alpha or beta particles impinge upon these semiconductors. Moray knew this back 
in the 19201s! He also states that "the universe is analogous to a radio transmitting station. It is 
continually emitting energy, only of a greater range of wavelengths". 

What is revealed within this publication should clear a path to the understanding of Moray's 
radiant energy device for you the reader. It will be shown that energy emitted from the artificial --* 
transformation of matter (cosmic energy) can be directed to produce intense surges of radiant 
energy. More clearly, the radiant energy (radio noise) that is artificially generated from the 
transformation of matter is converted from its ionic state into electromagnetic energy. The 
conversion from ionic to electromagnetic energy can then be transformed into useful electrical 
power through tuned radio circuitry. 



Electronics vs. Ionics 

The earth's electric field that exists between the surface and the ionosphere is charged to about 
360,000 volts. It is estimated that the stored energy ranges from about one million to a billion 
kilowatts. This field provides a low current at a high voltage and will not power today's 
appliances because they use high current, low voltage electromagnetic power. 

In 1748, Benjamin Franklin was the first to invent an electrostatic motor that could run on the 
earth's energy field. Did this scientist of yesteryear point us in the right direction? 

Thomas Edison's 1880 discovery of thermionic emission, the current of electron flow in a vacuum 
tube, created the first electronic device. Sir William H. Preece called this the "Edison Effect". 
Edison had discovered the fundamentals of the electron tube and was granted US Patent No.307, 
03 1. Its' basic principle was to be used in radio communication for many years to follow. 

At the Paris Electrical Exhibition of 188 1, Professor Amos Dolbear successfully demonstrated his 
electrostatic transducer for the telephone. He obtained US Patents No. 239,742 and No. 240,578 
for this invention. 

In 1887 Dolbear was forced to go to court against Alexander Graham Bell to establish that he was 
the inventor of the telephone. Dolbear lost this infringement case. The judge consequently ruled 
that Bell was the inventor of the telephone. This decision was the pivotal point of our electrical 
development. Because of this one decision by a court, inventors moved in the direction of 
electromagnetic driven components. 

Conventional radio tubes to this day are based on electron emission. Electron flow through a 
vacuum tube is where we get the word "electronic". If science had gone the way of ionic emission 
instead of electron emission in radio tubes I believe that our technology would be drastically 
different today. 

%--- I have designed radio tubes that carry ion current instead of electron current. Vacuum tubes that 
carry electrons are called "electron valves". My tubes carry ions and therefore are called "ion- 
valves". This changes everything about inductance and capacitance. Capacitance then becomes 
the essential element in electron transfer through the associated elements. It may be of interest to 
you that "ohm's law" only applies to conventional electron tubes. In a conventional elec 
the mean velocity of an electron is about 1 cm per second. In mycon tube charge 

equation on its electrodynamics. 
faster. When using the ion tube as a rectifier or oscillator this changes the 

- T. H. Moray's tube oscillators were actually ion-valves.(~his is what allowed them to run coldj  
There are many foreign seas of energy that we might venture to sail. There are indeed more seas 
yet to be discovered. Sailing another uncharted course in the modern world is not just a wild 
dream. This publication is proof positive that a new technology is just on the horizon. 

There can be no doubt now that I have opened the door to a revived energy revolution. I now ask 
that you shout from your rooftops the information that you have gleaned from this book. This will 
give me the credit and recognition that my work deserves. This in turn will lead to the 
commercialization of the technology. It is my ultimate goal to offer self sufficient energy systems 
to a network of communities throughout the world. It is my hope that these systems will better the 
quality of life here on our planet. 



S E C T I O N  4 

Early ae!mo ions 

What follows are accounts given by observers of the T. H. Moray radiant energy device that utilizes the 
vast stores of energy in the matter without mechanical force, but through ionic oscillations. The 
statements have been edited for clarity without changing the meaning being conveyed. 

A brief description of the device 

A brief description of what the device has done will be given. Successful demonstrations will also be 
described like those that have been made in the presence of hundreds of reliable witnesses, many of 
whom were highly trained and held degrees in physics and electrical engineering. There will be a brief 
description of why the device worked based on the oscillations of condensers. I do not believe in 
perpetual motion. I have no quarrel with those who do. The operation of the Moray device is not 
perpetual motion. It utilizes energy that exists in matter and transforms it into useful forms. The 
electrical generator is not really a generator, as it creates nothing. The generator does not make 
electricity. It merely pumps it. From that standpoint, an electric generator might be referred to as an ion 
or electron pump. The Moray energy device might be called an electric siphon, or high speed- 
oscillating turbine. 

T. H. Moray's device was enclosed in a box 10 x 10.5 x 26 inches, one wire leading fkom the device to 
a special balanced antenna. Another wire was connected to a balanced ground connection. 

In my own device, a special ion-valve is used to excite an electron emitter into giving up its energy. 
The device is adjusted so that a synchronized resonance is established. Once it is operating, the device 
"siphons" energy. A radio frequency transformer is used to control the circuitry. Any desired voltage 
may be obtained. 

On page 17 of the "Nature of the World and of Men" (compiled by the technical staff, Chicago 
Institute of Technology), we learn that our planet is receiving energy from the sun continuously at the 
rate of 160,000 horsepower per inhabitant. 

In the "Physical Review", Dr. Gunn of the U. S. Navy Research Laboratories states that the earth itself 
is a huge dynamo, producing 200,000,000 amperes of electrical current. For more detail, read pages 
334 - 344, "Physical Review", July 15, 1939. 

The Aurora Borealis definitely is considered an electrical phenomenon produced by the passage of 
electric charges through the rarefied gases of the upper atmosphere. 

The conversion of matter to energy in the stars is now generally accepted as fact. During radioactive 
disintegration energy waves are radiated. Thus, we may conclude that energy waves of very high 
frequency are sent out fkom the stars, one of which is our sun. 

Similar to the reception of radio waves, a radiant energy power receiver can be tuned into resonance by 
the right arrangement of inductance and capacities. The components respond to the particular wave 



frequency "oscillations" of energy from the Cosmos. Moray used a unique diode that prevented the 
return of power to the outer circuit and forced it to go through the R.E. valve. 

All that is necessary to put the device in operation is to start electric oscillations in the circuit due to a 
surge of high potential between the antenna and ground connections of the device. 

The frequency of the current is extremely high, as is shown by the brush discharge when either the 
antenna lead or the ground wire is disconnected fiom the machine. Certain difficulties of insulation that 
is inherent with high fiequency currents are avoided by the ingenious operations of the oscillator tubes 
that reduce the frequency on the output side. 

Standard electric light globes become exceedingly hot on one spot that is about the size of a dime when 
operated on this current. This is due to the fact that the gases in the globes become incandescent under 
the influence of the very high fiequency current. The luminosity of the incandescent gas is also much 
higher and whiter than with ordinary current. A variation of the Tesla, high frequency, button type 
globe would be ideal for use with this device. 

Ordinarily, when a potential is applied to the terminals of a condenser, a fbll charge is acquired almost 
instantly. The filling up of Moray's oscillator tubes is similar to water being poured into a bucket. That 
is, the longer the voltage is applied the greater the charge that is taken, up to the maximum capacity for 
a given potential and frequency. 

R.E. experiments have been made at different places, many miles from all power lines. One experiment 
occurred more than 50 miles from any power line and 26 miles fiom even a farmer's telephone. The 
locations for these experiments were selected by those making the test and not by the inventor. These 
locations were not prearranged but selected as they drove along in their own car, not the automobile of 
the inventor. 

In an endurance test, the device was operated under seals for a total of 157 hours and 55 minutes. Then 
the seals were broken and the device was put under severe strain and tests for about another how and 
then shut off 

Close examination of the device, showed that all parts were in perfect shape and could have been run 
indefmitely. During the entire test the light burned evenly and brightly without flickering. There was no 
change in the brightness from day to day. 

The quantity of current passing through the secondary of the transformer, experts have asserted, is 
sufficient to burn up similar wire if ordinary current was used. Yet, there is no heating of the 
transformer, even though cooling air was not present, as it is completely enclosed. All parts of the 
machine run absolutely cool regardless of the length of time operated. 

It makes no difference whether one 50-watt lamp is used or whether fifty of them are connected to the 
machine; the current is adapted to the load. 

This current has another physical characteristic as seen in the photographs of light bulbs operated by 
the radiant energy (R.E.) device. The photographic images of such bulbs are extremely bright. So, the 
emulsion density in the area of the bulb image is extremely low, virtually zero. If one takes a 
photograph of the original print the resulting film has the same characteristics. Prints made from this 
second film have these same characteristics as well. The light bulb images have such extreme low 
density that one has to reduce the exposure of other parts of the image in order to get a satisfactory 



picture. Yet the light fiom the R.E. device is whiter and less harsh, even to stressed eyes. Here is further 
evidence that this current is different from any coming from conventional sources in use today. 

There is no sound coming from the machine when it is in operation, there being no moving parts, 
electrical oscillations or prime mover operations. 

The current cannot be derived from batteries, as it can be shown. Doctors of Physics have pronounced 
this current to be high frequency. Only an alternating current has these properties. Batteries provide 
only direct current. 

It cannot be induction fiom adjacent power lines, as an induced current is always the same frequency as 
the inducing current. There is no power line on earth canying current of these fiequencies. This current 
cannot be caused by radio signals alone; these are much too weak. To operate a loud speaker, it is 
necessary to ampli@ a radio signal many times, to say nothing of lighting a lamp or heating a flat iron. 

Moray stated that when the oscillators are connected to the circuit the condensers fill slowly. The 
longer the current is applied the greater the charge they take, up to their maximum for the applied 
voltage. This is similar to filling a bucket by pouring the water into it. The condensers do not take the 
charge instantly, as is ordinarily the case. 

Moray has also stated that the size of wire in the transformer could not carry the amperage passing 
through it without burning up if ordinary current were used. Yet the wires remained absolutely cool no 
matter how long the machine operated. 

The above points show these currents to be entirely out of the ordinary. They cannot be accounted for 
by induction from existing power lines or current fiom batteries. 

Another short account follows 

Today Mr. Judd, Mr. Adams and attorney Nebeker visited the inventor's laboratory. After the "radiant 
energy" device was packed into the attorneys' auto, we drove away. The three above-mentioned 
gentlemen began to discuss where they should go to make the test experiment. The inventor did not 
want to have any say in where the test was made. He wanted the test to be made at a place selected by 
them. At last, the three men decided to go up Emigration Canyon, as there are no power lines there. 
After driving about four miles up the canyon they selected a place. Then they changed their minds, 
selecting another place a few hundred feet fixther up the canyon. 

Mr. Judd stayed in the car because of an injured foot, while Mr. Nebeker and Mr. Adams put up the 
antenna and ground. The inventor then took the device out of the car and connected it to the "antenna 
and ground". The switch on the device was opened and closed many times as in all former 
experiments, but no light appeared. The device was then "tuned in" as Mr. Judd had witnessed in 
previous tests. Then the switch was closed and the lights came on. The "antenna wire" was 
momentarily disconnected. The lights went out but came back on when the "antenna" was again 
connected to the device. The same thing happened when the "ground wire" was disconnected and then 
reconnected. All this with Mr. Judd hopping around on one foot, he having gotten out of the car when 
the tuning process was started. All three gentlemen were very well satisfied and pleased with what they 
saw. It was dusk when they left the canyon. 



The following is a letter describing a similar test performed at a different location 

Dear Mr. Cooley, 

This letter is being written for your information. It is a record of the electrical demonstration made on 
October 29th, 1926, by inventor T. H. Moray for Attorney Judd, Mr. Knight and myself 

As prearranged, I met Moray and Judd at the Moray laboratory at about 7:10 a.m. on October 29th, 
1926. We carried the electrical equipment in my car and left Mr. Judd's car in the Moray parking lot. 

I remember that the odometer registered 19 miles at Charleston and 26 miles as we left the last electric 
power line near the mouth of Daniel's Canyon. It registered 52 miles when we stopped to do the 
demonstration. Thus, we were 26 miles from the nearest power line and we were 26 miles fiom the 
nearest one wire rural telephone line. 

Moray requested that we select a place near a stream of water so that the ground pipe could be sunk in 
its bed to be more effective. The ground in the mountains, at this time of year, was fi-ozen. We stopped 
at a place about 10 miles southeast of the Daniel's Strawberry summit and about 200 yards west of the 
main road to Duchesne. This location was almost due east fi-om what Mr. Knight called Haystack 
Mountain. It was perhaps Nth's of a mile east of Strawberry Lake on a little stream that made a zigzag 
course through a gently sloping grassy flat. 

The antenna wire was put up without any aid or instructions whatever fi-om Moray, as it had been 
"balanced". Moray did suggest that the wire be stretched tighter to prevent so much sag at its' center. 
This was done and the wire then appeared to clear the ground by 7 or 8 feet at its lowest point. 

Operation of the RE. device 

The balanced ground rod was pointed at the end to make it easier to drive into the ground. 

The antenna wire was insulated from the poles with two quartz glass insulators that were about six 
inches long. A piece of wire about two feet long connected each insulator to the poles. The lead-in wire 
was fastened to the antenna at a point about 10 or 15 feet fi-om the east pole. I helped Moray solder the 
connection where the lead-in wire was fastened onto the antenna wire. I also helped him solder the 
ground wire to the rod. I stepped the distance between the two antenna poles and estimated it to be 87 
feet as 1 took 29 steps that were intended to be three feet each. 

Moray took his electrical equipment out of the automobile and placed it on the running board of the 
car. Two dry boards were laid on the ground and a rubber mat from my office was placed on the boards 
for Moray to stand on. This was as a precaution against electric shocks. The running board was hardly 
large enough for the equipment so we took the seat cushion out of the front seat 2nd placed it on the 
mat. Moray transferred the equipment to the seat cushion and connected it up there. 

Very light snowflakes fell occasionally and a tarpaulin was hung over the top of the car doors to protect 
the equipment from getting wet. Then all of the wire connections were made and the device was 
synchronized in resonance by Moray. It was just 1 :05 PM by my watch. Before "tuning in" he closed 
the switch but no light appeared. After "tuning in" for slightly more than 10 minutes the switch was 
closed and the light appeared immediately. It was slightly after 1: 15 PM by my watch. Moray closed 
the switch two or three times before and during the tuning operation but no light appeared until perfect 
"balance" was established. 



While the lights were burning the antenna lead-in wire was disconnected from the apparatus. The lights 
went out. When reconnected again, the lights reappeared. Moray disconnected the "ground wire" and 
the lights went out. He then reconnected it and the lights appeared again. 

E. C. Johnson of Salt Lake City, Utah signed the above letter. 

Mr. Nelton Welling wrote this letter, describing yet another test 

Your interest in the Moray invention to take electrical energy from the "air" and make it usable for 
light, heat and power purposes is the reason for this letter. It describes a demonstration that I saw of his 
device on Saturday, February 2 1. 

A dozen people were present, including Paul Harsh, Mark Yuri and Mr. Ferguson. 

I first witnessed a demonstration of this device three months ago. Since then, the cabinet containing the 
machine has been simplified and improved. It was quite apparent that there was no possible falung of 
the power produced. 

The tuning device was improved. The time required to bring in the energy was shortened from five 
minutes to less than a minute. 

The operation was as simple as tuning in a well-equipped radio set. A lady who witnessed the 
demonstration for the frst time also performed this tuning. She operated the device as easily as Dr. 
Moray himself did. This was after she had seen him "tune in" the energy. 

A pilot light on the cabinet first became illuminated. The switch was then closed, connecting a light 
rack with the current. Instantly thlrty 50-watt lamps and five 100-watt lamps were brilliantly lit. 

A regular, Hot Point flat iron was then connected without dimming the lights in the least. The inventor 
stated that the result would have been the same had one hundred lamps been used in place of the 35 on 
the light rack. 

The lights and iron together were consuming more than four-horse power of electric energy. 

On account of the brilliancy of the lights it was apparent that much more than ordinary voltage was 
going into them. The excessive heat, which developed on one spot, made me feel that they would soon 
bum out, but they did not. 

I confidently believe that Dr. Moray is on the threshold of perfecting one of the most amazing 
fundamental inventions of history. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Nilton H. Welling 



The following is a lengthy report that was written by T. J. Yates to the Secretary of Utah 

Dear Secretary of the State of Utah, 

Many men of science have come from foreign countries and from the East and the West and have been 
shown demonstrations. Not one of them has been able to fmd any fault with what they have seen or 
heard. Names of these men will be furnished upon request. These men have had the device opened for 
their inspection. They have pronounced the experiments to be wonderful, that the current is high 
frequency, the color of the light different, that the device carries many times as much current without 
even getting slightly warm. Any other electrical device of llke construction, known to man, would burst 
into flame if it were carrying that much current. They state that the "tubes used are far more powerful 
than anything known to science today". The drawings, circuits and theory have been pronounced by 
leading men of science as scientifically, electrically, mechanically sound and correct. 

It is generally accepted now by science. Moray's device proves there is energy coming from 
somewhere, that such a field of energy surrounds the earth. 

As Moray explains it, the oscillator tubes pick up electrical oscillations through the circuit of the device 
itself. As stated, the Moray device picks up these surgings or oscillations of energy coming and 
returning to the universe. It is tuned to oscillate in harmony (sympathetically) with the oscillations of 
the universe just as musical instruments can be made to vibrate together. Every oscillation, whether 
large or small, is completed during the same interval of time, the heartbeats of life. The oscillations of 
the universe are governed by the same eyelet of time and are completed during the same interval of 
time. As Moray stated years ago, these waves of energy have a regular beat note of time, coming and 
going like the waves of the sea. They are in a very definite mathematical order of time, coming to the 
earth from every direction. They are stronger in the day time than at night, but always coming with a 
regular beat note that might be referred to as the Father of Time; the Sire of Gravitation. 

This energy has a definite elastic rigidity and density, which is subject to displacement and strains. 
When the strain is removed, this medium will spring back to its old position and beyond, surging back 
and forth as the waves of the sea. It will continue to oscillate until the original pressure is used up. If the 
internal impedance is too great, there will be no oscillations. It will merely slide back in a dead beat to 
its unrestrained state. By cutting down the resistance to the minimum and by synchronous resonsnce 
(sympathy) of the device with that of the universe, recovery will be quicker and quicker. Finally inertia 
will assert itself and lengthen the time of final recovery by carrying the recoil beyond the natural 
oscillation. Thus, the vibrations are prolonged by oscillation. When the recovery is distinctly 
oscillatory, resonance sets in. The oscillations will go on forever because they come from the universe. 
These electric oscillations are not simple ones, but surges with a definite beat note. 

One will ask, how can you get steady energy from such surging? Since there is a great amount of 
energy at such a terrific potential could not a steady flow of water be obtained from the surging of the 
sea? 

The operation of the condensers need not be repeated here as they have been fully explained in the 
enclosed account. 

It is not claimed that all of Moray's theory is proven. But it is claimed that the device works. The results 
are certain. In the absence of better explanations, Moray's theories are as good as any. Moray explained 
his theory to a well-known and noted American scientist, who said, "You go into your theory that goes 
back to the law of gravitation". 



In this day and age, anythmg is possible. What was done with radiant energy has been called "radical". 
Nevertheless, of the great number of learned men who have seen and heard of Moray's work, not one 
has been able to disprove h s  claims, theories or discoveries. Some of these men are amongst America's 
foremost in science. They have spent fiom five hours to many days on the theory and claims and made 
test experiments. Hence, these further explanations of the Moray theory, on which he has spent his time 
from boyhood. 

Fully realizing that whatever the difficulties in discovering new truths, there are still greater obstacles in 
getting them recognized. As Mark Twain once said, "It takes many years to get a new idea fixed in the 
human mind". One should not be long surprised at the attacks of some or at the exasperation of a 
certain number of worthy people. Not surprising is the silence of a greater number of the scholars who 
have heard of these experiments. It is hard for the average human mind to rid itself of inherited ideas, 
which so completely and unconsciously control our line of thought. Franklin, Faraday, Cavendish and 
others were unable to always express themselves so that their peers understood their inner meaning. 
They gave to the World their ideas in a form unintelligible to others of their day. Yet their ideas have 
since become known facts. 

The theory described here is not new in the main, nor is it contrary to ideas that science has accepted 
today. It is however original with Moray in application. When Moray f ~ s t  advanced them years ago 
they were "killed" by those who heard of them before they got very far. Be that as it may, Moray has 
studied "radiant energy" and found a means of using it. Heat, light, power and energy are not things in 
themselves. They are sensations, or effects produced by this "cosmic power", directly or indirectly. 

"ASTRONOMY" by Robert M. Baker, P.H. D. Professor of Astronomy, University of Illinois 

Page 303: 

Another problem relates to the apparent lavish expenditure of this radiation. Of all the energy that 
pours forth from the sun, the planets and their satellites intercept less than one part in 200 million. The 
remainder spreads through interstellar space with little chance, so far as we know, of being recovered. 
The suggestion that the sun shines only in the direction of material that can intercept it may appeal 
fiom the point of view of economy, but appears to have little else to recommend it. It would seem that 
Nature is squandering its resources of energy so prodigally that it must end in bankruptcy. But we 
doubtless have at present, an imperfect account of the situation. 

"FOUNDATIONS OF THE UNIVERSE" by M. Luckiesh, D. SS. Director of iighting Research 
Laboratory, General Electric Company printed in 1925 

Page 5: 

In the far-off stellar crucibles, we see the same laws being obeyed as in our laboratories. Tracing down, 
to the almost infinitesimal constituents of the extremely minute atom, we find that apparently it does 
not exist at all. It is not even as the realistic matter that we have supposed it to be. There at its very 
foundation, it seems to consist of electric charges that probably simulate the motions of celestial bodies. 
It is becoming more and more certain that the apparent complexity of Nature is due to our lack of 
knowledge. As the picture unfolds, it promises a marvelous simplicity. 



Pages 41-43: 

The great success of the atornistic principle relating to the kinetic theory of matter, is one of the 
wonders of the modem scientific age. As expected, it has found other applications equally fascinating 
and promising. It is now being pressed further into the service of explaining the structure of matter. 

Maxwell's Theory 

When Maxwell (1873) propounded the electromagnetic theory of light (radiation), his achievement 
was epochal. The exact manner in which the radiant energy traversed space was not known. The next 
epochal event was the founding by Planck (1900) of the quantum theory. Here we have the atomistic 
principle applied to energy instead of being confined to the material of the universe as it had been. In 
other words, in the quantum theory, we have the atornistic idea applied to physical processes. We now 
have the atom of matter, the atom (electron) of electricity and the atom (quantum) of action (a product 
of energy and time). Planck assumed the emission of radiation (from the sun, a lamp filament, etc.), to 
occur discontinuously. He conceived elements of energy of equal magnitude; analogous to the equality 
of electrons, or atoms of a given element. Radiant energy is emitted at various wavelengths or 
frequencies that must be taken into account in the laws of radiation. Now, the physicist uses quanta as 
commonly as he does electrons and atoms and molecules. Bodies are built of molecules, the molecules 
of atoms, and the atoms of electrons (and protons). Here we see the atomistic principle applied to 
"material" (matter) and then to electricity (what shall we call it)? Finally, a physical process, the 
radiation emitted by the electrons, is divided into quanta. With such pictures of the universe being 
constructed, we may cease to be surprised at anythng, but our interest and admiration will grow. 

One of the most marvelous relationships that have ever been revealed in the entire science of physics is 
that between light and electricity. Knowing how to view the structure of atoms, this relationship is not 
quite so surprising. Half a century ago, there was a total absence of knowledge, pertaining to the 
existence of electrons in atoms of matter. So, the sudden revelation, that light (and radiation in general) 
is an electrical phenomenon, was very startling and revolutionary. Even today those persons, who are 
unfamiliar with fundamental physics, find it difficult to believe that energy traveling from yonder star 
to the eyes, is electromagnetic in nature. But that has been amply proved. It is the atoms in those distant 
stellar crucibles that possess moving electrons that are emitting electromagnetic waves of many 
wavelengths or frequencies. Here on earth, we have many "receiving stations" that are tuned to certain 
ranges of wavelengths. 

"RADIANT ENERGY" by Edgar Lucien Larkin (1903) 

Pages 17-18: 

Radiant here means proceeding from a center in straight lines in every direction. Energy is internal and 
inherent. 

Professor Barker, "Physics", page 4, states, "Energy is defined as a condition of matter in which any 
definite portion may effect changes in any other definite portion". This was written in 1892 and 
discoveries since confirm it. Energy then, is a state of matter. Or rather, is it the result of a particular 
state in which matter may be when any observed phase of energy appears? 

These two notions, matter and energy, or, possibly one, is the sum total of all that has been found 
during three centuries of incessant research. This search has been in that portion of the universe visible 
in a forty-inch telescope, armed with the most powerfbl spectroscope ever made. 



It is the belief of the writer that all this space is saturated with inconceivably minute corpuscles. J. J. 
Thomson recently discovered these. These are doubtless either electricity in its ultimate refinement, or 
very closely allied to it, or its immediate carriers. The smallest particle of hydrogen has long been 
thought to be the smallest mass of any known particle of matter. But the corpuscles detected by 
Thomson have only one-thousandth the mass of the hydrogen atom. The earth and sun, all suns and 
dark bodies in space, all granular matter, moves through the primordial cosmic mass of electrical 
corpuscles as would a wire screen through water. The wide spaces in diamond, glass, steel, flint, or 
anything else, allow these "bodies smaller than atoms", as Thomson calls them, to pass through. 

Larkin's Theory on the Transmission of Eneigy 

From the definition of energy, it is the potential of the universe. When matter is in a phase allowing it 
to be active, it affects other quantities of matter at a distance. The method of transfer is known to be by 
means of wave motion. Each impulse moves &om the emitting to the receiving mass on a rigorously 
straight line. One continuous set of oscillations in this straight line is called a ray. Each negative or 
Thomsonian corpuscle makes a double vibration to and fi-o like a pendulum straight across the 
direction of the ray - i.e., at right angles to it. The corpuscle moves over and returns to the original 
position it had before the excursion. The corpuscles are negative and can be drawn out of their original 
straight path by the action of magnetism. So, the entire wave motion of the universe is electromagnetic. 
This is what Maxwell prophesied forty years ago. Thomson hlfilled the prophecy. 

After one corpuscle makes an oscillation across the direction of the ray and returns, the next does 
likewise and the next and so on. After the first corpuscle makes a swing, another distant fi-om it 
186,000 miles in the same straight line, will also make a vibration at the end of the frst second of time. 

"ATOMS AND RAYS" by Sir Oliver Lodge, Fellow of the Royal Society of Science and holder 
of five or six Doctors degrees from colleges, with honors from a score more. He has held offices of 
President in a dozen or more Scienmc Societies. Printed in 1924 

The term "light" strictly speaking, means that kind of ethereal radiation which is able to affect the eye. 
But it is common knowledge that there are many other wavelengths of radiation besides those that 
effects the eye. It is not clearly known why the eye is sensitive to some kinds of ethereal radiation and 
not to others. That, no doubt, is a question for physicists and physiologists in collaboration. But the 
eyes of animals, insects and man, all appear to be sensitive to a limited range of ethereal radiation, 
which is therefore called light. Some kinds of radiation can affect a photographic plate. Other kinds can 
stimulate the chemical actions going on in the leaves of plants and thereby supply the energy needed 
for vegetable growth. Another kind, a rather deeper harmony as it were, supplies everything on earth 
with warmth and by evaporating water contributes to most of the phenomena of weather. Other kinds, 
again, are omitted when individual electrons, traveling at a high speed in a vacuum, encounter the 
obstruction of a target. These kinds of invisible radiation are called x-rays. And, at the opposite end of 
the scale, great antennas emit another kind of radiation. These are the Hertzian waves employed in 
radio. 

If describing these kinds of radiation as different, we are not speaking quite accurately. They differ 
only as treble notes differ fiom bass notes. They differ in rapidity or rate, or vibration or wavelength. 
They do not differ in any other particular essential. The longest waves are the telegraphic ones, which 
may be a mile long. Much, much shorter are the x-rays, whose wavelength is actually smaller than 
atoms, and only expressible in billionths of an inch. This whole range of waves, travel at precisely the 
same speed. This is the only speed at which the ether is able to transmit energy. They are all of the 
same electromagnetic character. They are all subject to the same optical laws of interference, of 
reflection and polarization, which have long been studied in departments of physics. 



Moray qualifies these statements by saying that there are speeds greater than the speed of light 

Whatever an electric charge is, or is not, it certainly is a focus of energy. Imagine an ether vortex, 
containing the known mass of the electron and circulating with the velocity of light. The energy of this 
vortex would be equal to that of the electric field in the space surrounding the electron. This 
coincidence, if it were a coincidence, can hardly fail to have some meaning. Some thinkers are 
beginning to view the whole material universe as being built up of ether in various states of self 
contained or intrinsic motion. These adjectives are intended to discriminate between rotary motion, like 
that of a top or a whirlpool and ordinary locomotion, or whiffling -from place to place. Locomotion has 
not been attributed to the ether, which is the most stationary thing we know. It is perhaps the only 
stationary thing that exists, but it may be full of what is sometimes called "stationary motion". This is a 
paradoxical term, appropriate to the condition of a sleeping top. 

Those who hold this view of the universe are strengthened in their position by Einstein's expression of 
energy in general. It is well known that all ordinary energy, such as the motion of railway trains, or 
croquet balls, etc, is merely relative to the earth, or to some other piece of matter. There is nothing 
absolute about it. But Einstein gives an expression for what could be called absolute energy, in which 
the only relevant velocity is that of light. All the phenomena of Nature, at any rate, inorganic. Nature 
may be due to this great ethereal velocity. It must appear in a form that enables it to appear to our 
animal derived senses. For the spinning motion itself is impalpable and beyond the ken of our 
instruments. It can be detected only when it partially exhibits itself as transmitted waves in the form of 
radiation. 

All the light that we experience can be resolved into vibrations or tremors in the ether. That is how we 
frst knew about the ether. But all electric and magnetic phenomena and therefore, all chemical activity 
are likewise known to be modes of manifestation of the ether of space. The complete manner and 
meaning of which have still to be worked out. 

So the question arises, What is matter? Is that too a manifestation of some peculiar properties in the 
ether? We know now that matter is built up of protons and electrons. But analyzing these into their 
fundamentals, we find far more than a hint that they are but special modifications in the all-pemading 
ether. They are essentially resolvable into ethereal energy of a specific lund. Hence, we are beginning 
to think that matter itself is a form of energy. 

Energy is one thing in the physical universe that directly appeals to us. We apprehend it under a great 
variety of dorms. And it is becoming provable that what we call matter is one of those forms. Most of 
the known forms of energy are convertible one into another. The energy of motion turns into heat, as 
does the energy of electric currents, unless it is converted into the energy of chemical separation or 
electric charge. Conversion fiom one form to another, without loss, is the natural-sign of energy. The 
proof that matter is a form of energy will not be clinched until it can be demonstrated that matter too is 
convertible into other forms of energy. 

Such a process has not yet been performed in our laboratories, or has it? Though it is believed to be 
occurring in the giant stars. The interior of stars is at an altogether exceptional temperature and 
pressure. This constitutes a laboratory where results can be beyond the scope of our present 
manipulation. In the light -from those stars we see some small residual outcomes of this production of 
energy at the expense of matter. In their motions, we probably see the same thing. That, which we 
ordinarily recognize as the locomotive energy of bodies, seems now to be overflow or surplus of the 
violent constitutional energy within. This energy, at present seems inaccessible to us, but is possessed 
in enormous amount by the very constitution of the atoms of matter. Fortunately, a few of those atoms 
have given us the hint. They have spontaneously emitted their energy. We call it radioactivity. It is only 



the heavy atoms of fission material and other substances at that end of the series, which still retain the 
property of spontaneous disintegration. The other more familiar atoms seem to have lost that power, 
and settled down into apparent stability and quiescence. These atoms show no obvious sign of 
possessing any such power. But to the eye of science, it is there. 

The combination of atoms into molecules and the interaction of molecules generally have long been 
known to give rise to various forms of energy. Witness ordinary combustion and the power of 
explosives. Simple atoms like those of hydrogen, can be packed together so as to form the more 
complex atoms of higher elements. This process will liberate vast stores of energy, much greater 
than could be obtained from ordinary kinds of chemical combination. It is highly unlikely that this 
will go on spontaneously or uncontrollably or dangerously, under such conditions, as we are familiar 
with on earth. They may be violent enough under the conditions in the interior of stars, including 
perhaps our sun. But here, on earth, they are traceable, guided and controllable. They will not run 
rampant and do damage, except by reason of bad or malevolent arrangements and then only on a 
relative small scale. 

How soon energy of this kind may become commercial, no one can say with certainty. The practical 
way is by using energy fiom the cosmos; i.e., not by so-called fission material. 

Another Testimonial 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN, 

This is to certify that on the evening of March 16, 1929, along with Dr. Wilhson, of Cedar City, I 
witnessed a demonstration at the laboratory of T. Henry Moray, Salt Lake City, Utah. 

Dr. Moray claims to have invented an apparatus that will produce electrical energy without the use of a 
prime mover. This apparatus was demonstrated on this occasion. 

i. 

1. Description of the Apparatus 

The apparatus uses an antenna specially balanced or an aerial capacitor and a special ground wire. 
These were connected to the terminals of a switch. Two wooden boxes were placed on a table. On one 
of these boxes was a high-fi-equency transformer. In the other box were two sets of condensers, ten 
large ones in one set and ten small ones in the other set. There were two composition cylinders, each 
about 1-118 inches in diameter and four inches long. Each of these cylinders weighed about three or 
four ounces. In addition, there was another box approximately hemispherical in shape, about two 
inches in diameter and weighing about two ounces. There were also coils of wires and other 
equipment. These pieces of apparatus were connected by a number of wires. 

Two of these wires were led out to the switch. One was attached to the blade of the switch and the other 
its' jaw. When the switch was closed, the antenna, lead-in, apparatus in the boxes and ground wire were 
all in series. 

The other wires leading out of the box were connected to six 100-watt lamps connected in multiple 
during part of the demonstration. A flat iron was connected during part of the demonstration, as well. 



2. Demonstration 

During the demonstration the apparatus was connected in series as above described, except that a small 
switch connected in series with the coil was left open. 

Dr. Moray energized and synchronized the device in three or four minutes. The lamps were lighted and 
remained bright as long as the switch was left closed, which was about 60 minutes. He then connected 
an electric flat iron. In a short time, the iron was hot. When the "ground wire" was disconnected and 
then the lead-in was disconnected, the lights went out. 

3. Objections people have made 

I. That there is a hidden wire from the electric lighting current that obtains the power. 

11. That the power is obtained fi-om batteries. 

4. Tests 

Before and after the demonstration I closed the big switch that connects or shorts the antenna and 
ground. I also made other tests. If the antenna or lead-in were connected to the lighting circuit this 
would have produced a short circuit. I further tested the device by closing and opening the switch 
several times to see if any sparks appeared. But there were no sparks. I placed my wet finger between 
the blade and the jaws of the switch and could not feel any electricity. I touched my hand to both sides 
of the switch and the wall to check for ground but could not feel anything. We turned the table over 
and examined it carefully for hidden wires but found none. With the apparatus all connected and 
operating the lights, the contacts with the switch were moved b~?t  did not produce arcing. This indicates 
that the circuit was dead. 

While the demonstration was being conducted and the lamps were receiving energy through the 
apparatus, the main switch, that controls the lights in the building, was opened. All lights on the house 
circuit went out but the lights on the Radiant Energy circuit were not altered. They were neither 
brighter nor dimmer at that time. Thus the lights could not have received their power fi-om that source. 

The condensers were thoroughly tested. The terminals were shorted, the positive to the negative. If they 
had been batteries they would have showed a spark. But no sign of spark appeared. I connected them to 
the electric terminals then tested them. After being charged, the large condensers gave a vigorous 
dscharge, showing a brilliant strong arc and a loud sound. They showed a sudden discharge as 
condensers are supposed to do and batteries never do. 

The small condensers were less vigorous in discharging. They displayed the same snappy discharge of 
a condenser and not how a battery discharges. These tests proved positively that condensers and not 
batteries were in the cases. Besides no batteries of such size, could produce such power. The boxes 
were completely emptied thus leaving no possible place for batteries to be stored. Besides the boxes 
were not large enough in order to hide batteries. 

During the time that the lights were burning the connections with the big switch were moved along the 
switch and vigorous arcing occurred. Thus, proving that electrical energy was passing through this 
apparatus. 



5. Conclusions 

The electric lamps received energy fiom some source. During the demonstration, which lasted for more 
than an hour, the lights were brilliant at all times, just as bright at the end as at the beginning of the 
demonstration. 

The lights were of a different color, brighter and whiter than those on the house circuit were. The 
electric energy that lighted the lamps and heated the flat iron was not received from the house circuit. 

One is therefore forced to the conclusion that the electric energy was received fiom some other source. 
As difficult as it is to understand, with our present knowledge, the only conclusion that can be drawn 
from the demonstration is that the energy was received by and through the apparatus as claimed by Dr. 
Moray. 

T. J. YATES, KE N.E. 

This next letter is from Murray 0. Hayes Ph.D. 

To all whom it may concern, 

It is now more than two years since I frst became acquainted with Dr. T. H. Moray and the work he is 
carrying on. In that time he has demonstrated inventive ability of an exceptional order. 

Perhaps the most wondefil of his inventions is a device whereby he is able to draw electric power 
from the Cosmos. This energy is not derived by induction from power lines, as has been suggested by 
some, nor is it derived from radio stations. This has been demonstrated by taking the apparatus more 
than 50 miles from the nearest power line and over a hundred miles from the nearest radio station. At 
this location it operated just as well as anywhere else. This device was subjected to an endurance test in 
which it was operated continuously for a week. During this test a 100-watt lamp was lighted 
simultaneously along with the heating of a 575-watt standard Hot Point flat iron, making a total of 675- 
watts. It is very evident that no batteries could sustain such a current drain as this. Besides the current is 
high frequency. 

He has also invented a very sensitive sound detector whereby it is possible to hear conversations 
carried on in an ordinary tone of voice, at a distance of several blocks. 

He has also worked out numerous radio designs that eliminate many of the parts now considered 
necessary for good reception. Yet, there was no apparent diminution in quality or volume. In fact, there 
was a notable elimination of interference from static when some of these designs were used. 

He has devised a means for measuring with some degree of accuracy the energy evolved during mental 
activity. His device shows variable deflections of a sensitive galvanometer needle that appeared to be 
related to the rigor of mental activity. 

There are a great many other equally remarkable things that he has done. For example, reducing old 
rubber fiom truck tires to the state of a viscous fluid. This fluid is readily vulcanized without the 
addition of a smoke sheet as is necessaq with other processes. He also created a high frequency 
therapeutic device and numerous other devices, which show great ingenuity. 

Murray 0. Hayes Ph.D. 



This letter was addressed to Mr. Lovesy and is from Murray 0. Hayes, Ph.D. 

Dear Mr. Lovesy, 

As promised during our recent discussion, I am writing about my acquaintance with the construction 
and operating principles of the Moray device for utilizing cosmic energy. 

You are already aware that I have seen many demonstrations of what this mechanism will do. Also, I 
have seen the parts of which it is built. Recently Dr. Moray has shown to me the wiring diagram of the 
device. I can find no inconsistencies in it, not anything that does not appear to be logical and sound. 
While this device appears to be very complicated, when looking at the machine, it is in reality very 
simple in essence. It is based on reorganized laws of electricity, when all is explained. There are many 
features which appear to be incidental, but they are in reality of basic importance. 

He has also shown to me and explained the detector that his device uses. In this he has applied a 
fundamental principle of electric circuits whch, I believe, would not have been noticed unless pointed 
out by him. This detector also has numerous features which appear incidental but are the heart of the 
matter and of first importance. 

In my own home he connected his detector into a crystal set for receiving radio in place of the crystal. 
The reception was better than with the Erla crystal, though the antenna was merely one of the bell type. 
He also took a lump of lead treated according to a process of his own. He used in it place of the crystal 
and got wonderfbl reception of radio signals. They were loud enough, in fact, to operate an old fashion 
horn speaker of the type put out by RCA around or about 1923. 

I was recently present when an electrical engineer representing the Russian government was given a 
demonstration of the energy machine. He at first said that the amplification of radio waves accounted 
for the output energy. However, it would be a real achievement to amplify such waves sufficiently to 
light six one hundred-watt lights at one time. This is in addition to heating a flat iron of the standard 
five hundred seventy-five-watt type. When this engineer saw the inside of the device, he adrmtted that 
it could not have been radio waves. He remarked many times, "It is very interesting". 

Th~s machine has been operated in my presence so many times, under so many dfferent conditions of 
weather and of Season that I am positively convinced that it is what its' inventor claims it to be. I also 
believe that its' commercial adaptation is feasible. I believe that Dr. Moray has explained everything to 
me without reservation. I am sure that this is a revolutionary and epoch making invention. 

Sincerely yours, 

Dr. Murray 0. Hayes 



Patent Correspondence 

Dear Henry, 

For your information, I wish to report on the matter of your radiant energy machine since coming here. 

We anived here Friday, July 10. On Monday, July 13, I spent the whole day in the search room of the 
Patent Oflice. I examined every patent issued by the U. S. on devices for the reception of radiant 
energy. Most of them were so obviously dissimilar to your invention that they did not consume much 
time. Not one is there which shows, on reading, even the remotest resemblance to your radiant energy 
machme. Not one mentions such an idea. 

Neither is there any patent that suggests anything like your oscillator tubes. I feel perfectly safe in 
saying that there is not one chance in a hundred thousand that the examiner will find any disclosures 
that will restrict your claims. I have always felt certain that you would obtain broad protection on your 
radiant energy invention. But now I know it for certain. 

You may use this letter in any way that you see fit. 

Very truly yours, 

Murray 0. Hayes 

Thomas J. Yates, EX, ME, wrote this notarized letter 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN, 

I witnessed a demonstration of the apparatus invented by Dr. T. H. Moray by which he produces 
electrical energy. A report of that visit has already been made. 

I now have, about two years later, witnessed a second demcmtration of the same device; some changes 
in the apparatus were noted. A great improvement was made in the performance. The condensers, coils 
and other parts, noted at the previous test, were now in one small box about 10 x 10 x 30 inches. A 
safer and better means of starting the device has been devised Once the apparatus is put in operation, it 
will continue to charge itself. 

The lamp rack that formerly held six 100-watt lamps has been replaced. The new rack is larger' and 
holds thrty-two 50-watt lamps, three 100-watt lamps and a receptacle to receive an extension plug and 
cord. On the other end of this cord a 575-watt electric iron was connected. During this test, all of the 
electric lamps were lighted at one time. Their light was whiter and more brilliant than other lights in the 
room, which were supplied from the house circuit. When the lights were on bright, the electric iron was 
plugged in There was no noticeable blinking or sudden diminution of the lights as in the usual house 
lighting systems when an electrical iron is turned on. The lights were as bright as before the iron was 
plugged iu The iron heated quite rapidly. In about 2% mbaes it was hot enough to be used for 
ironing. 

I made a thomugh and careful examination of the entire system to see if electricity could have been 
introduced fiom some another source. I inspected every part of the system, all wires were checked; the 
switch was removed and examined. Leads fiom the switch to the box containing the condensers and 
coils were checked The box itself was lifted and examined. The leads from the box to the lamp rack 



were inspected. The lamp rack was lifted and examined, as was the ground wire from the switch to the 
water pipe on which it was grounded. Not an inch of space was overlooked where there might be any 
metal that would carry the power. I am prepared to say that no such connection existed fiom urhich 
power could be had from any other system. 

A crystal radio set was connected to the lead-in wire from the antenna on one side and to the ground 
wire on the other. Perfect reception was had. If there had been power fi 9m other sources on the antenna 
or lead-in wire radio reception would not have been possible. Instead a loud humming sound would be 
produced; this was demonstrated by connecting the radio set to the house lighting system. 

When Moray's system was working, the lights were burning bright. The terminal attached to the 
antenna was disconnected. A vigorous arcing occurred and the sparks jumped over an air gap as long 
as eighteen inches. This would indicate that the power was high voltage. The nature of the sparks 
indicated a high frequency current. 

I do not understand the principle by which Dr. Moray's device produces the electric energy. The 
condensers and the coils of wire are common. The cylinders called "oscillators" and the small conical 
shell called the "detector" are the only things not commonly known, but the system works. It produces 
electric power in abundance and does all that Dr. Moray claims for it. 

I do not own any stock or interest in Moray's work. My only purpose in issuing this statement is in the 
interest of the advancement of science. I consider this development a great advance in the science of 
producing electrical energy. 

Very truly yours, 

In witness to the above I hereunto sign my name. 

(Signed) Thomas J. Yates, E.E., M.E. 

STATE OF UTAH COUNTY OF SALT LAKE 

Thomas J. Yates, being first duly sworn, deposes and says that he has read the foregoing statement 
and acknowledges that he wrote and signed the same as above set up. 

Thomas J. Yates 

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 18th day of December 1930. 

My Commission expires R. J. Chapman May 7, 1934 Notary Public 

Residing at Salt Lake City, Utah. 



This letter was addressed to Moray from W. H. Lovesy 

Dear Henry, 

I have handed you the original letter fiom Murray 0. Hayes, in which he described being shown and 
having explained to him the wiring chagram of your R.E. device. Also the fundamentals of the detector 
were explained to him. In that letter he stated plainly these fundamentals would not have been noticed 
unless pointed out by you. At the same time, he had become familiar with all of the details of the 
construction of your device for utilizing cosmic energy. He added that you had applied only 
fundamental principles of electric circuits. 

There is attached a second letter containing details of Mr. Hayes educational record. 

I made the memorandums on the face of these two original documents at the time I was consulting with 
Murray 0. Hayes in my office. At the time he definitely advised me of being shown every detail of 
your invention. Mr. Hayes stated that he could make one of the machines himself from the information 
that had been given him. 

Murray 0. Hayes made similar statements to me several times. I have made repeated requests that he 
would make these declarations. Namely that he had been shown every detail of the invention. Perhaps 
these repeated requests gave him the impression that I had a doubt about the invention. 

Personally, I have never had a doubt. But I thought that only you held the real detailed secrets of the 
invention. I had a conference in New York with Dr. Harvey Fletcher and Dr. Carl Eyring at the Bell 
laboratories. I agreed with them to ask you to give the details of your invention to Murray 0. Hayes. 
The purpose was to determine if he could duplicate your machine. In every instance his answer was 
emphatic and to the effect that he could do so. 

Yours truly, W. H. Lovesy 

This letter is from Geo. R. Pyper 

To Whom It May Concern, 

I have worked in electricity all my life. I was with the Utah Power and Light Company for thirteen 
years and worked in all departments including sub stations. I have been with the Keams Corporation 
for over seventeen years. I have been in charge of all the electrical work for the Tribune and Telegram 
Publishing Company and in the Kearns and Tribune Buildings. 

In last December I witnessed a demonstration at Dr. Moray's laboratory of his electrical marvel box. He 
let me see inside this box. There was a H. F. transformer, some of his cold tubes and some condensers. 
Dr. Moray connected this box to a special balanced aerial and ground wire from outside the building. 
Two of us held a counter poise antenna attached to glass insulators in the room. When he connected the 
box to this counter poise antenna, I saw the same results as with the external aerial. 

I 

During this demonstration and while the lamp and appliances were operating, I shorted the aerial and 
ground wires. There was no spark; it just turned off the power from the box. I then took hold of both of 
these wires and felt nohng. They were cold. 



He then took a larger box, about 18 x 30 x 15 inches and connected it to the outside aenal ana ground 
wire. From this box he lighted about fifty 1 00-watt, 120-volt lamps, ran a small motor specially wound 
at great speed, an original electric iron and a 500-watt glow heater. 

Dr. Moray then disconnected the appliances and lamps and attached two long wires to the box. We 
pulled the main line, Utah Power and Light Company service switch for his building. We attached the 
wire from the box to the building side of the switch. He lighted his building and heated iron heaters. In 
fact, he did everyhng the Utah Power and Light Company service would do except run motors that I 
understand have to be specially wound. 

Standard globes were used. They seemed to give a softer whiter light that was more like daylight. 

I am satisfied from my experiences with electricity that there was no fake of any kind such as 
concealed batteries or wires. Everything was in the open so I could see every operation. I did not see 
the inside of the larger box. 

It was a very remarkable demonstration and one that I will always remember. 

Geo. R. Pyper 

Kev Clues Given by T. H. Moray 

Radiant Energy by T. H. Moray, second edition 1931 

As far as atomic energy is concerned for heat, light and power, it is and always will be nothing 
more or less than an expensive, dangerous, glorified steam plant or an equally dangerous 
thermoelectric device. The process involves breaking into the lines of force of the radiation field 
that surrounds the reactor to capture energy. Such a plant, no matter how efficient, never is the 
complete answer to the World's energy problems. Costs and weight will always be a great 
problem. Any nuclear fuel, even the most "super nuclear pile reactor", or what have you, is, and 
always will be, just another way to operate an energy plant from any heat, light and power 
viewpoint. p. 1 

The facts involved are the same in both the radio receiving set and this device. The nature of the 
mechanism, however, in one differs greatly from the other. The radio receiving set receives 
transmitted energy waves out of the air and transposes them into sound waves. The R.E. device 
receives oscillations from the universe, and transposes them into electricity. p. 13 

Cosmic rays are constantly creating radioactive carbon. The fusion of small atoms together to 
make larger ones gives off more energy than so-called "splitting" of the larger uranium or 
plutonium atoms. The uranium energy release ratio is only 1 to 1000 - that is only 111000 of the 
heavy atoms are changed in the uranium "atom splitting" process of the atomic pile. p. 60 



"Radiant Energy" by T. H. Moray, third edition 1945 

This account will endeavor to give a brief explanation of the Moray Radiant Energy device 
whereby it is possible to utilize the vast store of energy of the universe without a prime mover 
through the spliding (natural decay) of the atom by the action of the universe not man-made 
splitting of the atom. 

The Moray device is not perpetual motion, but it utilizes energy that already exists and transforms 
it into useful forms. p. 7 

This energy, or as Dr. Moray explains it, these oscillations of energy, are picked up by the device 
through the oscillators, or neutron bombardment. p. 8 

As in the reception of radio waves and radio active waves, so in this the circuit is tuned by the\ - X  
right arrangements of inductance and capacities and of a special "valve" of our own construction, \ 
to prevent-the return of the power to the outer circuit and force it to go through the power 
application circuit. 1 
In reference to electrons, neutrons, protons and ions, it is my theory, in using these terms, that 
they are the energy of the universe. p. 17 

My device oscillates because of the oscillations of the universe caused by the disintegration of 
matter. p. 18 

"The Sea of Energy In Which The Earth Floats" by T. H. Moray, fourth Edition 1960 

Nikola Tesla was not referring to so-called atomic energy or nuclear energy but to the energy that 
is continually bombarding the earth from outer space. Call it cosmic, or what one will. p. 1 

Enough energy is coming to the earth to light 1,193,600 one hundred-watt lamps for every human 
being alive today. No fuel of any kind will be taken. Energy can be "picked-up" directly by great 
ocean liners, railroads, airplanes, automobiles or any form of transportation. In addition, heat, light 
and power can be available for use in all kinds of buildings. 

(~lectrans are spontaneously being emitted from the nucle 
on the subject bears out the claim that all "space" is filled with e 
amperes at very high voltages. p. 89 

Pellets were made of a mixture of the Moray lead that withstands heat over 1800°F. Using pure 
germanium mixed with bismuth, iron sulfide, triboluminescent zinc and certain other impurities 
including' the Moray fission material, he obtained a substance that had wonderful properties as a 
detector or valve for radio signals. p. 128 

With this germanium combination alloy used as a detector, it was found that radios would operate 
without batteries or any source of power other than that obtained from the radio transmitting 
station. p. 128 

To make this special R.E. energy valve, he used a lump of lead (Moray lead). It was treated 
according to the process that he has discovered and got wonderful reception on a radio. p. 129 



This is from a speech that was given by T. H. Moray on Jan. 23, 1962 at the Valley State 
College Northridge, California 

It is now estin%ted, because of present advances in dielectrics that a 100-lb. unit can be made to 
deliver 300KW. That is gross weight, not net weight. p. 11 

"The Sea of Energy In Which The Earth Floats1' by T. H. Moray, fifth Edition 1978 

The Eyring Research Institute, before Henry Moray died, was working on "Direct Energy 
Conversion Systems". This involves using radioactive material in conjunction with the quartz 
junction. p. 89 

In 1942, shortly after World War I1 began for the United States, Henry Moray attempted to 
rebuild a radiant energy device. He used the remaining bit of what was known as the "Swedish 
Stone". This material limited the amount of power that his device could draw. Consequently, in 
the larger unit, he developed a second detector that forced him into extensive research involving 
nuclear mat rials and radioactive reactions. He became deeply involved in the study of(synthetic 
radioactivivlas described by Gustave LeBon in his book, "The Evolution of Matter". p. 186 

% - (others may discover Direct Energy Conversion Systems using synthetic radioactive materials.) 
Bell laboratories have made millions of dollars from semiconductors, though no credit has been 
given to Henry Moray. p. 190 

1 1 April 1990 

Arthur Glenn Poster 
Principal Engineer 

There are some interesting side details. "We" (a group of us in government and industry, loosely 
coupled) were pursuing "Project X .  We had a contract to process some of the Moray "valve", 
fine-ground, "Swedish Stone" into pressed "detector" pellets. The pellet material was doped with 
a tiny amount of unpurified radium reduced from U238 yellow cake. 

The pellets were subjected to a huge number of millibars of pressure by a tetrahedral press used 
for manufacturing artificial diamonds. This technique was developed and patented by Dr. Tracy 
Hall after he left GE. When a certain critical pressure was reached "something" in the material 
"flashed". The electric pulse produced was so violent that it burned out the 2000-amp carbon-die 
heater power supply, blew the main breakers in the building and blew the power line transformer 
on the outside power pole! 
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Whenever radiation from a radioactive substance ionizes atoms, electrons are emitted. The 
electrons almost immediately recombine with the positively charged atoms that expelled them in 
the first place. Charge equilibrium occurs at the exact moment of recombination, along with 
electromagnetic oscillation. A by-product of this phenomenon is called ionic oscillation. 
Radioactive particles will again separate the newly recombined atom. In fact, any electrically 
neutral atom will lose electrons when exposed to radioactive matter. The atom that is left behind 
becomes a positive ion. This process of ionization and recombination is a continuous cycle as 
long as the atom is exposed to a source of ionizing radiation. 

Whenever a fairly large amount of oppositely charged ions coexist within a small volume of 
space, the accumulative radiation from recombination can add up to an intense, constant wide- 
band frequency. This phenomenon prevails around many stars in our own galaxy and is 
concentrated around nebulas and star clusters. Indeed, this is a very old source of energy. All we 
have to do is attach our machines to this "wheelwork of nature". 

By studying radioactive reactions the final secret to harnessing the very wheelwork of nature is 
revealed to us.(~onic recombination of the decay products of radioactive isotopes will produce 1 
intense surges of electromagnetic energy. More often the wavelengths created are in the infrared 
(thermal) range. However, the wavelengths generated can also manifest within the radio 
frequency range or even far into the gamma end of the electromagnetic spectrum. They can even 
be made to manifest as free electrons. What does the decay of radioactive matter teach us about 
the true nature of energy? 

In United States Patent 2,728,867, it is stated that each gram of nuclear fuel that is undergoing 
fission gives off around twenty watts of power. In comparison, one gram of polonium will 
generate about one hundred and forty watts of power. This is seven times more energy than what 
is available from a conventional nuclear reactor! However, being as attractive this appears, 
polonium emits radiation that is deadly to life. It is the most toxic substance known to us. It is not 
the answer to our energy needs. 

-(under the right conditions, ordinary matter can be made to generate intense surges of radiant 
energy that can be heard on a radio receiver as static noise. Build a device that can efficiently 
capture this energy and convert it into useful electrical currents and you will have yourself a 
powerful source of electrical power. This device will be powered by artificially disintegrating 
matter as described by Gustave Le Bon in his book "The Evolution of Matter" and in his book 
"The Evolution of ~orces".) 

Energy and matter are two distinct entities of the same manifestation. Matter represents a stable 
condensed form of energy. Heat, light, electricity, etc., are uncondensed vibrations of matter 
oscillating at differing rates. "Cosmic Energy" is the term that Le Bon used to define matter and 
energy as being one and the same manifestation. He theorized that when stable matter is disintegrated it 
is transformed into energy that we recognize as heat, light, electricity, radioactivity, etc. 



3 - There are semiconductors that will generate intense surges of electron oscillations that become 
powerful sources of radiant energy. A simple ion-valve, or call it what you will, can be used to 
generate and convert this form of radiant energy into useful electromagnetic oscillations. A tuned 
transformer can be used to directly convert these oscillations into to a practical voltage and 
amperage. This unique valve is shown in Figure 4. Before it can function it must be connected to 
a suitable voltage source. The circuit in Figure 5 demonstrates the full working concept. Other 
embodiments are also possible. The proof of concept circuit reveals how radiant energy can be 
generated and converted into useful electrical currents. Many additional stages can be added for 
more power. Many other circuit and component configurations can also be used but the 
fundamental conversion principle remains the same. The circuit and components shown should 
give you a very clear idea of how the technology works. The actual mechanics and electronics of 
building and validating a radiant energy prototype are relatively simple. Contrary to what some 

k e o p l e  might think, dangerous levels of radioactivity are never used in my devices. -I 
If you want to get involved in building prototypes, you must first confront some serious issues 
before beginning. I will try to enumerate a few pitfalls and make the descriptions as clear as I can. 
This will fortunately and blessedly push some of you into action, but for others it will be viewed 
as an impossible challenge. 

What are the most important assets for beginning my research? 

1. Dedication 
2. Motivation 
3. Passion 
4. Do instead of just theorizing. 

What is the second most important thing? 

The lone wolf researcher will need a lot of skills if their project is to be successful. Among the 
most valuable skills are those involving electronic technologies. Plus, some familiarities with 
machine shop practice and materials. A good sense of organization is important. Being able to 
stand-back and observe the big picture, along with a lot of plain, good old common sense, are 
necessary skills to have. The "hands-on-imperative" must be at the very core of your efforts. 

What if I have few tools and skills but have the dedication? 

Then you will need to have some cash, the green stuff. You will have to buy the skills, knowledge 
and time of others. You can farm out electronic and machining chores but it will be expensive. 
The more that you can do for yourself the better off it will be for you in the long run. 

A fully equipped, skilled, advanced amateur radiant energy experimenter might slip by for about 
$500.00 for everything. If you have only a few tools hanging around then a proof of concept 
prototype might cost you around $1.500.00 because of the extra tools and supplies that you will 
have to purchase. Later you can build a more powerful prototype to replace the proof of concept 
design. Your basic working design will not have to be replaced. You can add more components as 
your research progresses. Simple dedication goes a long way. Watching, paying attention to 
details and doing it right the first time are all very important. With this borne in mind, you could 
complete a powerful prototype for around $10,000.00 that could provide power for the average 
home. However, it is not now my intention to instruct you on how to build a home power unit. 
This book was written so that you may understand the technology. 



Are there any dangers involved? 

Yes, of course there are! There are a number of ways to wind up in an early grave! Most of the 
lethal dangers can be avoided with skills. Read first and do second. Reference books and a solid, 
broad-based scientific library are your true assets. Access to the Internet would also be very 
helpful. Know the danger zones in the various disciplines that you are going to come across in 
your research endeavors. 

The radiant energy circuitry is connected to an antenna and ground. A lightning strike could fry 
the device and burn down your house to boot. I take no responsibility for this. You build these 
circuits at your own risk. Take the time to install lightning protection on the antenna and ground 
leads. It could save you a lot of grief in the long run. 

Some specific dangers. . . 

. Crushed and mangled hands of the unwary or metal splinters in the eyes or skin. 

2. There are bum and eye damage hazards. 

3. Imploding glass bell jars and ion-valves can scatter glass splinters at high velocity into your 
face and body. Always use glass enclosures that can withstand the vacuum that is being 
applied. 

Do you have what it takes to go the distance? 

If you have what it takes and you have a burning passion for this research then you are probably 
ready to begin the journey. This is not a place for a wimpy mentality. If you become frustrated or 
fail in your experiments, have the courage and good grace to realize how this came about. Make 
the effort to find out where you made your mistakes. 

More than likely, you are going into this research learning from books that have been written to 
hide certain facts from you. Do not expect results over night. Learn all that you can by careful 
observation, educate yourself, search out the truth first and let Nature be your guide. 

There are political powers in this World that would not like to see us succeed in getting radiant 
energy power implemented. They know quite well that this energy source will liberate the global 
community. This mode of power generates not only power, but it will also generate hope for our 
decaying World. 

Fundamental Radiant Energy Device 

First of all, let me say, there is no fringe science involved with radiant energy power generation. 
This is a very old source of energy being extracted and harnessed in a unique way. What I have 
discovered is practically a limitless source of energy. Radiant energy has existed since the 
beginning of time. What I hold claim to is an improved method to generate and to convert radiant 
energy, kinetically active ions, cosmic energy, call it what you will, into useful electrical power. 
Think of the radiant energy power generator as a type of energy detonator that liberates great 
quantities of energy with only a small exciting spark. No laws of physics are being violated. No 
new laws are being implied. They are being expanded. The concept is not that much different 
than how a lighted matchstick is able to start a bonfire. 



Ion-valve Oscillator 

"Standard" scientific principles are not being vioaed. There is no fringe science involved. This is 
a very old source of energy being harnessed in a unique way through my discoveries. The 
discoveries that I have made have for the most part have gone unnoticed. What I claim is a 
method to generate a source of radiant energy that is converted into useful electrical current. 

Basic Radiant Energy Receiver - Figure 3 

The excess energy that is generated from my ion-valves comes from the transformation of matter 
into radiant electricity. It does not come from the splitting of atoms. To obtain high wattage from 
a spontaneously radioactive substance would require unsafe amounts of radioactive material. 

The ion-valve utilizes catalytic reactions that take place when positively charged ions from the 
cylinder are accelerated against one another around a negatively charged corona wire. The 
cylinder consists of a catalyst - platinum, palladium, nickel, etc.. . from which positive atomic 
ions are emitted. The reactants stream through the chamber parallel to the length of the wire and 

%attain the polarity of the negative molecular ions by the high electric field close to the wire. As, 
the negative molecular ions are accelerated at right angles to the wire in the direction of the 
electric field toward the positively charged catalyst cylinder, they are met with an avalanche of 
onrushing ions from the cylinder that meet with them. Introducing radon gas will increase the 
emission from the wire and therefore its efficiency. The radon gas is attracted to the negatively 
charged cathode wire where it decays and leaves a deposit of electron emitting lead-210. If the 
valve is properly constructed only a minute amount of radon gas is necessary. 

My ion-valve oscillators now function on the principle of the magnetron. They are cold cathode 
tubes. I use a small amount of Naturally Occurring Radioactive Material (N.O.R.M.) in the tubes. 
This material is used so that they function without the need to heating the cathodes. Further 
research might make it possible to completely eliminate the need for the N.O.R.M. altogether. 
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The ion-valve converter (ion-valve) shown here has an axial negatively charged tungsten cathode 
wire that extends the length its cylinder charged and is capable of emitting secondary electrons. 
The anode cylinder is positively charged and is made f?om a semiconductive material that readily 
captures efectrons. 

Ion Valve - Figure 4 

Within a few milliseconds the accumulated negative ions are attracted to the positively charged 
onrushing ions. When the negative and positive charges collide they neutralize each other 
generating a surge of radiant energy. Ultraviolet photons cause atoms in the cathode to 
disintegrate and emit secondary electrons. 

There appears to be a common thread shared between several alternative energy devices. It is the 
pre-glow discharge. The report on the Hans Coler device released by the British Government 
indicates that there is excess energy released when electrical contacts are opened and closed. The 
Lester Hendershot device utilized a buzzer circuit that opened and closed its electrical contacts. 
In the Alfred Hubbard coil pre-glow discharge flowed through electrical contacts, a distributor 



cap and radium soaked spark plug. The Joseph Newman motor used a sparking commutator. 
Thomas Moray invented a glowing, cold cathode discharge tube that was the heart of his radiant 
energy generator. Hermann Plauson was granted U.S. Patent No. 1,540,998 that used spark gaps 
to collect and convert atmospheric energy. Prank Wyatt Prentice was granted Canadian Patent 
No. 253,765 that detailed his invention, which lighted 50 sixty-watt carbon lamps with an input 
of only 500 watts. His invention utilized a spark gap driven high frequency tuned resonant 
system. Chancy Britten used pre-glow ion valves constructed with a central wire that was 
surround by a coil of wire which is described in his US Patent No. 1,826,727. Britten's valve was 
said to have lit up his home in the 1930's according to a local newspaper article of that time 

~9 period. Alexander Chernetski experimented with what appears to have been a type of ion-valve 
- that was filled with hdrogen gas. It is said that he got up to five times more energy out of his 

9 

device than what he put into it. Edwin Gray was granted U.S. Patent No. 3,890,548 for his 
efficient spark gap driven capacitive-discharge motor. He improved on this patent by replacing 

- the spark gap with agre-glow discharge switching tube.)~is U.S. Patents No. 4,595,975 and No. 
4,661,747 describes this tube in detail. Gray's patents claim to conserve battery power by sending 
unused energy back to the supply batteries. Gray thought that counter-electromotive force was 
solely responsible for recharging the batteries in his system. When in fact it was the generated 
radiant^ energy during the pre-glow discharge cycle that was the main recharging factor. Paulo N. 
Correa and Alexander N. Correa also obtained patents to their pre-glow discharge system that 
demonstrated a small over-unity effect. 

Moray and the Correas were the only inventors that appear to have been aware that excess energy 
was generated because of the pre-glow discharge effect between their electrodes. However, it 
appears that they did not know the exact physics that generated this excess energy. 

- The ion-valve should not to be confused with a current rectifier. The ion-valve provides a stable 
potential difference that prevents energy from flowing back to the high voltage feed. It allows AC 
to flow through it. It is an "energy dam" for the lack of a better description. The valve has a 

f charge blocking effect. This is why Moray stated that the valves are not rectifiers in the sense that 
they operate as radio valves in changing AC or HF to DC. The ion-valve has an actual valve 
action in stopping the "flow" of potential energy in one direction. Diodes used to change AC or 
radio frequencies to DC are current rectifiers. The ion-valve is a charge separator. Its function 
may be thought of as an oscillatory action similar to the waves of the sea, without rectification, 
preventing energy from returning back to the energy source. * The Sea of Energy, fifth editlon, p. 209. 

trcpka - 
According to the "sea electron model" metals are bonded to each other through electron sharing. 
In the embodiment in Figure 4 the negative charge on the wire negatively ionizes any gas that 
contacts it. These ions rush towards the positively charged cylinder. When an ion that carries an 
excess electron hits head-on with a positively charged metal atom the electron combines with 
atoms of the metal. The electron that is absorbed by the metal atom passes along its kinetic 
energy. This causes the metal atom to oscillate generating a photon burst. When ultraviolet 
photons are generated and impinge upon atoms some of these atoms are dissociated and excess 
electrons are released. The sea electron model helps to explain this effect. The model suggests 
that metal atoms be bathed in a s ence electrons. If this model is taken one step further it 
can be seen that when metallic are dissociated from each other(excess electrons are 

% -  - released in the form of raw electrical energy. This occurs because the electrons no longer take 1 
part in the inter-atomic binding force that existed before the disintegration took place. It becomes 
clear that impinging photons break the binding force between the inter-atomic structure. The 
freed electrons will add amperage to the output circuit to which it is connected. Henceforth, the 
equation I x E = P holds true in this system. Where, "I" represents the electrons (amperage), "E" 
electromotive force (ionic voltage), and "P" the power generated. 
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dern Radiant Energy 

Obtaining Electrical Energy from the Transformation of Cosmic Energy 

Matter is cosmic energy in a condensed state according to Le Bon and Moray. What this means is 
that matter can be excited and caused to rapidly disintegrate transforming itself into electricity. It 
has been found that certain semiconductors can be utilized under sealed ideal conditions to 
achieve optimum results. 
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Proof of Conce~t - Figure 5 

The proof of concept shown in Figure 5 above obtains energy from the disintegration of matter 
, bringing the circuit to life. The heart of this power device is its radiant energy emitter tube that 

contains proprietary semiconductors. It generates a high-density supply of electrons. These 
electrons charge the surrounding air. The antenna (electron collector) then attracts the charged air, 
which consists of negatively charged air molecules, and grabs their reserve of electrons. The 
captured electrons are directed to flow through a charge separator (radiant energy detector). These 
electrons are stored in a reserve capacitor. The oscillator tube converts the static charge that is 
held in the reserve capacitor into high frequency oscillations. The tuning inductor synchronizes 
the tank circuit with the generated radio frequency oscillations for optimum energy absorption. A 
Tesla step-up high voltage coil is inductively coupled to the tank circuit. This excites the 



semiconductor in the radiant energy emitter into a state of artificially induced disintegration of its 
inter-atomic structure. Excess electrons are generated. A resonant step-down coil is also 
inductively coupled to the tank coil to provide power to the external load. 

According to the law of conservation, when we give to a material body a determined quantity of 
energy, this energy might be transformed, but the body will never give back a quantity in excess 
of what it received. This principle is considered to be too self-evident to be disputed. It makes 
sense that matter can only give up energy that is given to it and is unable to create excess energy. 
Without violating the law matter can be excited into giving up its stored inter-atomic energy. This 
can be accomplished by exposing matter to ultraviolet photons of the correct wavelength. The 
atoms of matter become uncondensed and are transformed into radiant energy. 

Radiant Energy in the ultraviolet region acts like a spark on a mass of explosive material. This is 
to say that the radiant energy emitted when condensed energy (matter) becomes uncondensed 
(energy) will be far superior to the force that invoked it in the first place. The energy that is 
condensed in certain elements of matter can be immense. The result is that an enormous amount 
of energy is released with only a slight loss of matter. Gustave Le Bon demonstrated that the 
action of solar light on bodies produced electric particles similar to those of uranium. He showed 
that it caused all bodies to disintegrate to different degrees. His examinations ended up being 
narrowed down to the ultra-violet region of the electromagnetic spectrum. 

Obtaining Radon for Cold Cathodes 

My radiant energy conversion system uses unique ion-valve oscillators. These tubes do not 
require a source of radon gas but if we are going to generate useful wattage in a small, compact 
unit, then a minute amount of this gas should be used as a catalyst. 

On the pages that follow I will give full details that will show you how to isolate a natural 
substance that will evolve radon gas for experimental purposes. With this information you will be 
able obtain this gas very cheaply. You will have to go out and find the radioactive rocks yourself. 
Be forewarned that the United States Government has notified mineral dealers that they are no 
longer allowed to obtain radioactive rocks from the mines and sell them to the public. 

You will need to do some research to find radioactive ore. Your state map department should 
have a booklet on mineral and mine locations. There are also mineral books that will give you a 
general idea of what these rocks look like. There are well over 100 different radioactive mineral 
types throughout the World. Go to a good bookstore and pick up a mineral book that has color 
photographs so that you can visually identify your samples. After looking over your mineral book 
you can then go out and locate a radioactive rock source. It is much easier if you are prospecting 
for fluorescent radioactive rocks. Fluorescent minersls can be spotted at night by exposing them 
to a source of ultraviolet light. My extraction process is systematically outlined on the following 
page. Your goal is to extract only the radioactive oxides leaving behind the non-radioactive junk 
to discard. If you follow my instructions carefully the natural percentages of the radioisotopes 
will not be altered and the substance produced should be exempt from nuclear regulations. 

Otto Hahn had originally discovered that a radium preparation in a state of fine subdivision would 
evolve large amounts of radon gas. His U.S. Patent No. 1,655,184 - Jan. 3, 1928 describes the 
principle effect in detail. The value of my process may not be apparent at first glance. My 
preparation offers an improvement over this prior art because it eliminates the need to isolate 
radium. Where an inexpensive source of radon gas is required the full value of my preparation 
will be appreciated. 



Step #I. Half-fill a one-gallon pickle jar with crushed radioactive rocks. Next cover the rock 
material with muriatic acid (28% hydrochloric acid). You can get this acid from your hardware 
store. This is used to clean bricks. Your rock material should be fully emerged in this acid 
solution. Let this solution stand for about twenty-four hours before proceeding to the next step. 

Step #2. Pre-screen your extract into a second cleaned one-gallon pickle jar. Use pre-cut plastic 
door screen obtained from your local hardware store. 

Step #3. Next, filter your pre-screened solution into another cleaned one-gallon pickle jar using a 
coffee filter. The color of this extract solution should be canary yellow to dark green. The color 
will depend on your ore source. 

Step #4. You will now need to prepare a barium chloride (BaC12) solution that precipitates 
uranium from your extract. You will need to purchase the BaC12 from a chemical supplier. The 
precipitating solution is prepared by adding BaC12 crystals to a clean one-gallon pickle jar that is 
!h filled with distilled water. You will add the crystals until they no longer dissolve. More crystals 
will dissolve if the water is slightly heated. Slowly stir the solution with a plastic stirrer and add 
the crystals until you obtain a super saturated solution. Be sure to wear safety glasses and rubber 
gloves when working with chemicals. Another safety rule is to always add chemicals to a solution 
and never add water to the chemical. This is to avoid possible violent reactions. BaC12 and H20 
do not violently react but it is wise to wear rubber gloves and safety glasses to avoid skin and eye 
contact respectively. Also, work in a well-ventilated area because BaCI2 is hazardous to breathe. 

Step #5. You will now slowly add the super saturated BaC12 solution that you prepared in step #4 
to the extracted solution from steps #1 through #3. In a few moments you will begin to see clear 
crystals forming in the solution. You will keep on adding the agent until the crystals stop 
forming. Two distinctive layers of crystals will form. My hypothesis is that the lighter top layer is 
a mixture of U234 and U235. The heavier bottom layer is U238. The uranium in the solution 
forms a double salt with the barium. Therefore both layers are double uraniudbarium salts. 
Further testing by an outside laboratory will need to be done to confirm this theory. *see pages 57-58, 

Step #6. Next, you will need to drain off the clear liquid from the top of the crystals. You can 
save the clear liquid for future extracts. Do not attempt to separate the lighter crystals from the 
heavier ones. This would violate nuclear regulations by altering the isotope percentages. 

Step #7. Finally, you will need to find yourself a cast iron frying pan. Here you will-put the 
crystals into this pan. Now, expose the crystals to intense heat using a propane plumber's torch 
obtained from your local hardware store. Be sure to perform this step in a well-ventilated area 
because the crystals bubble and release toxic barium fumes. Do not breathe these fumes! Expose 
the crystals to the torch flame until there is no more reaction. What you want to end up with is a 
grayish-brown powdery substance. Let the pan cool before removing the substance. The grayish- 
brown powdery substance that you have just isolated is only slightly radioactive at this point. It 
begins to show stronger activity within a few days. It will build up to full activity in about 
twenty-eight days. The value of my extraction process is that it economically converts low-grade 
ore into a finely divided high-grade ore that evolves radon gas. The material that we end up with 
from this process can be found in the natural World. This means that the material is exempt from 
nuclear regulation. My preparation consists of U235 in a finely divided state that is widely 
dispersed throughout extremely subdivided U238 and thorium oxides. This gives the material the 
ability to freely liberate radon gas. 



Going Beyond the Curies 

The residues of the uranium extraction process were discarded as valueless for years until the 
discovery of radium by Madame Curie. In her analysis of the radioactive constituents of 
pitchblende, the ore was first fused with sodium carbonate and then dissolved in hydrochloric 
acid. The metals of the lead group in the pitchblende, such as lead, copper, and bismuth, were 
removed by precipitation with hydrogen sulfide. The remaining metals, such as iron and lead 
were also removed by precipitation with suitable agents. A radioactive element combined with 
bismuth was also isolated. It was called "Polonium" in honor of Madame Curie's native country. 

A mixture of barium and radium chlorides remained in solution. After the removal of the metals 
of the first two groups, the last and most tedious process of extraction was to obtain the radium 
chloride as free as possible from the barium chloride. 

The Curie process of extraction of radium chloride from barium chloride is called "fractional 
crystallization". This method depended upon the fact that radium chloride is less soluble in water 
than the barium chloride. Therefore, if a mixture of these two chlorides is dissolved in water or 
alcohol, the first crystals to form are richer in radium than those that remain in the solution. These 
first crystals are the richest in radium. 

The first crystals were collected, again dissolved, allowed to re-crystallize and collected as 
before. The cycle was repeated many times until the crystals became practically free from the 
barium. When the purest radium chloride was obtained its intensity was about 1,500,000 times 
than uranium. ") 

. 

3) Excerpts taken from "RADIUM: and other Radio-active Elements" by L. A. Levy and H. G. WiUis; Percival Marshall & Co., 
from pages 17 - 21. This book is undated, but its bookplate suggests it was new in 1908. 

Madame Curie's process was very time consuming and the barium was never completely 
removed. Only small amounts of radium could be obtained, making it a very rare substance. To 
this day there are very small inventories of this substance, making the cost prohibitive for 
research and practical applications. The Curie process of extraction, being so long and so 
difficult, has made radium research impractical to this day. Besides, it is the effects of the radon 
gas that the radium holds that produces the effects we seek. 

The Perreault Process 

The method that I use to extract uranium, thorium, and radium from their parent ores is the 
opposite of the Curie Process. Instead of evaporating the barium solution, super saturation is used 
to form double salts. My process takes only a few minutes whereas the Curie process takes a few 
months. This makes possible a new era of research that requires radon gas. My method also opens 
a doorway to producing uranium and thorium more economically, without the normally 
associated hazardous and wasteful by-products. 

Due to the expense associated with radium salt no one had thought to expose it to high 
temperatures. It is the heat treatment that yields the extremely finely divided pure oxide. We now 
can study the true nature of what has been dubbed "radium". I have made great strides in my 
research with the discovery of my disclosed preparation. 



Naturally Occurring Radioisotopes 

The natural world contains many storehouses of energy as can be seen by the chart below. 
Here is a listing of all of the naturally occuning radioisotopes that nature has to offer.. . 

Natural Radioisotope Chart - Fi~ure  6 

Isotope Decay Mode Percent found in Nature 

Any of the above listed beta particle emitters' can be used to add electrons (amperage) to the 
voltage that excites my ion-valve. The most practical isotope listed appears to be because 
of its abundance and its present cost. These isotopes were created through billions of years of 
cosmic ray bombardment of ordinary matter. Their matrixes are unbalanced. The correct trigger 
will cause these isotopes to seek their original balanced state. Enormous amounts of electrical 
energy can be obtained from the transformation of stored cosmic energy. These isotopes contain a 
very old energy reserve that can be released in a unique way through the use of my discoveries. 
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Precautions 

My radiant energy power generating system does not involve splitting atoms. Therefore, no toxic 
radioisotopes are created like there are using conventional nuclear processes. Like with many 
other potentially dangerous chemicals, there is not an overwhelming degree of safety hazard 
using some degree of respect. 

Treat the outlined steps and procedures with thoughtful consideration. The hazards of radiation in 
the amount that you will be involved with is far less dangerous than the dozens of toxic, caustic, 
and corrosive chemicals that are handled in a typical lab setting. Use caution to prevent 
unwarranted contamination upon yourself or the environment. The following points should be 
kept in mind. 

Work in a private area that is free from public access. 
0 Cover the surface of your work counter with a sheet of plastic. Then cover it again with a 

smaller piece, edges folded upward, where the dissolving procedure is carried out. This will 
contain any acid spills. 
Wear protective clothing such as lab coat and acid proof gloves that will not be harmed by 
hydrochloric acid. 
Work in a well-ventilated area. 
Have an audible radiation detector nearby to constantly monitor the background or to check 
for possible contamination spots. 
Do not allow the powdery radon emissive substance to become airborne contamination that 
could be inhaled. 
Decontaminate if necessary with toweling and acetone. 
Discard solid contaminated wastes in a sturdy plastic bag or container and personally dispose 
of it in a designated landfill dump. 

Warning 

Radon gas that is attracted and concentrated on the negatively charged wire in the ion-valve will 
decay to lead-210 within a few days. In a few years the lead-210 decays to polonium. Polonium 
is very dangerous to handle in even milligram or microgram amounts. Damage arises from the 
complete absorption of the energy of the alpha particle into living tissue. Once an ion-valve tube 
has been energized do not unseal it. Like anything else it poses little risk if it is respected. It must 
be noted that if you were to get polonium into your blood stream through an open wound on your 
body it could be fatal. With this in mind properly dispose of old tubes. 

As an illustration of the enormous activity deposit of polonium, Marckwald stated that a 
precipitate of only 11100 of a milligram on a copper plate, 4-square-centimeters in area, 
illuminated a zinc sulfide screen so brightly that an audience of several hundred people could see. 

< 

Please, study all aspects of my research before attempting your own experiments. I take no 
responsibility for any form of damage or injury caused by misuse of the information 
contained within the pages of this book. You are experimenting at your own risk. The 
information herein is sold for educational purposes only! 
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Matter and Energy are one and the same.. 

Three Primary Particles 

Atomic theory does not predict every reaction created by the various states of matter and of 
energy. There are principles in Nature yet to be revealed. Something has been missing from the 
over-all atomic picture of matter and energy. There are three primary particles that bring the 
elements into existence. Just as the colors red, green and blue combine to give us the entire 
rainbow, the same holds true of the three primary particles, protons, neutrons and electrons. The 
combination of these three basic primary particles is what gives physical mass to an element and 
to its' unique characteristics. Its physical size, its mass, gives it a signature. With this signature 
comes its "elemental" name. 

If a given element is not in a kinetic state then it is said to be at complete rest. It is cold. The 
external forces acting upon it determine a particle's energy level. When struck by another particle, 
it becomes kinetic. It is this kinetic activity that we call heat. This heat or kinetic energy level 
may be raised by particles which impinge upon it that have higher kinetic energy levels. The 
"heat" of an element may be lowered by other elements that impinge upon it that have lower 
kinetic energy levels. This will cause the element to lose some of its heat. It is therefore "cooled". 
However, the elements fundamental make up is not changed. An element may acquire the kinetic 
energy level of visible light and still retain its fundamental properties. Its' signature is not 
changed. 

Gamma Radiation 

An atom that absorbs or expels neutron particles will ring like a bell. It emits gamma energy. 
Whenever an atom gains or loses neutron energy it generates gamma energy. Gamma energy is a 
disturbance phenomenon. 

The only difference between natural and artificial gamma energy levels is their origins. Natural 
gamma rays are emitted from the nucleus of a radioisotope. Artificial gamma energy is generated 
outside of the atom. Gamma rays and x-rays are often called photons. They have no mass and no 
charge and may be considered to be energy disturbances in space. - 

Wavelength 

The kinetic energy level of a radiating element determines its wavelength of energy. A low 
kinetic level is represented by a long wavelength on the chart. A high kinetic level represents a 
short wavelength on the chart. The "speed of light" is therefore a relative term. Energy is 
contingent upon the matter that it impinges upon. 



The x-rays begin at about the middle of the ultraviolet portion of the spectrum. These are called 
soft x-rays. Those that extend into the lower portion of the gamma range are called hard x-rays. 
Beyond this range, they are called cosmic rays. These energy disturbances are called "photons". 
They are not particles. They are disturbances caused by the kinetic states of particles in motion. 
This energy spectrum proceeds in order of decreasing wavelength; sound, thermal, visible light, 
ultraviolet, gamma, and the cosmic rays. 

Pair Production 

If a photon has sufficient energy, its' energy may be absorbed by atoms. The photon interacts with 
electrons. This gives rise to a process called "pair production", in which the energy of the photon 
is absorbed by the atom. 

Photo Disintegration by Gamma Energy 

Atoms can absorb high-energy x-ray photons, those with energies above lOMeV (Million 
electron Volts). Here, the electrons within atoms are raised to an excited state and instantaneously 

w 
emit high-energy gamma radiation. This makes the atom receptive to nuclear transformation. This 

,, * process is called "photo-disintegration". 

1.02MeV Energy Barrier 

It has been calculated that when one electron pairs with another, O.51MeV of photon energy 
results. Since two electrons are involved in a pair production event, a photon must have at least 
1.02MeV of energy to separate them. A photon with less than 1.02MeV will not produce a pair 
production event. Any energy in excess of 1.02MeV is distributed equally between the two 
electrons. 

Electrical Energy - Electron Cloud 

s ,  

An atom is negatively ionized when it gains electrons. The atom is positively ionized when it 
+i--- loses electrons. How can it be then that a(he1ium partic1e)expelled from radioactive decay is 

charged to(mil1ions of volts positive?)~his observation can mean only one thing, that the electron : w shells are really an abstract thought for mathematical calculations, when concretely the atom is a 
\x W' mixture of electrons, neutrons and protons. The electron cloud consists of thousands of actual 
23 <,I N electrons. It must be noted that an electron is approximately 1,830 times smaller than the mass of * 

a proton. The scientific community has ignored this little fact. As an example it will take around $4 1,810 electrons to equal the mass of one proton in the hydrogen atom. So, it is said that there is 
one proton and one electron in the hydrogen atom. What really should be said is that there is one ' proton and approximately 1,830 electrons. However, it is much easier to state that there is one 4 electron in the hydrogen atom for simplicity. The mathematical electron shell theory need not be 
modified to fit this reality. It is convenient to use the square root of the actual number of electrons 
that surround each nucleus, for day to day chemical formulations. 

&When eleclrons or negative ions rush towards a positively charged atom in order to reach 
equilibrium, it is said that an electric current is generated. This current is created by a particular 
energy state called "voltage". If a metallic conductor has electrical current flowing in one 
direction then one end of the conductor has an excess of electrons. The opposite end has a deficit 
of electrons. All "electric oscillations" are a result of this phenomenon. Battery power, direct 
current generators, alternating current alternators, radio, microwaves, radar, electronic oscillators, 



metallic coils and condensers, electron-tubes, ion-tubes and transistors, magnetrons, klystrons, 
lasers, masers and molecular transitions; all carry these oscillations. 

So then, what is electricity? This question has eluded the most able intellects throughout human 
history. Could this be because science has ignored the fact that the electron in an atom is actually 
representing more than one thousand electrons, not just one? As observation shows, two states of 
energy exist, one "negative" and the other "positive". How could it be that there are two states, 
identical in their properties, opposite in character, both clinging to matter, both attracting and yet 
completely neutralizing each other? From this analogy, it is safe to say that electron differences 
create the effects of electricity. 

Chemical Cohesion 

Atoms are attracted by virtue of their differing kinetic phase relationships. Matter stays together 
because of this principle. Atoms are continually expanding and contracting in unison with their 
kinetic frequencies. Expanding particles are attracted to contracting ones and visa-versa. 
"Gravitation" might turn out to be a grand display of this phenomenon. Atoms will repel atoms 
only if they are in the state of coherent kinetic vibration. This occurs when atoms are vibrating in 
phase with each other. Coherence will raise energy levels. Differing elements will form 
"compounds" when their fundamental frequencies are in accord with each other. They must ring 
harmoniously. 

Ultra Chemistry 

The first law of thermodynamics describes the principle of the conservation of energy. It states 
that "energy is not created or destroyed; it merely changes form". The fact is that the creation or 
destruction of energy is a result of matter being broken down or built up. They both go hand in 
hand. 

I strongly believe that the three primary particles were created at the beginning of the universe 
and that they can not be destroyed. However, the good news is that to serve our needs we can 
artificially alter the combinations of the protons, neutrons and electrons found in matter. 

I will dare to further state that neutrons not only reside in the "nucleus", but they also exist 
throughout the atom as a homogenous mix with the other primary particles. The most simplistic 
expression of the Perreault Atom involves the bold statement that neutrons reside in balance 
with the protons and electrons within the atoms. This concept applies throughout the entire 
Periodic Chart of the Elements. 

Isotopes 

Three hydrogen elements (isotopes) are known to exist that are chemically similar but have 
different weights. The three weigh differently due only to neutron content. These are all hydrogen 
atoms. However, it is the neutron count in the atomic shell that determines what isotope it is. 

It is clearly established that triple weight hydrogen (tritium) decays to helium-3. In this particular 
transformation a charged normal weight hydrogen element (protium) carries an excess electron in 
its shell. It can react with tritium and emit an electron as a by-product of the reaction. At this 
moment the electron is emitted at an accelerated rate and is seen as beta energy. This model will 
not alter the way we view chemistry, however, nuclear transformations should be seen differently. 



Gravitation 

Each individual atom is at the center of it's own universe and has a unique resonant frequency that 
is representative of it's specific mass. Lithium for example has a greater mass than the hydrogen 
atom and will vibrate at a lower frequency in comparison. Therefore, we may say that it is caught 
by the earth's gravitational pull more readily and has more weight. This may help to explain how 
physical objects are attracted to the earth. 

Stored Nuclear Energy 

Have you ever wondered about spontaneous radioactive decay? Is it really a super charged state 
of matter? If an atom can become ionized by either gaining or by losing electrons then why can 
there not be a nuclear ionization too? I hypothesize that atoms do become ionized on the nuclear 
level by gaining or losing neutrons. This may appear incidental but could be at the very heart of 
an ultra-chemistry. I say that it is highly likely that this very phenomenon is behind natural 
spontaneous radioactive decay and explains many unanswered questions about nuclear science. 

Atoms can gain or expel neutron particles, some to a greater or lesser degree. Thorium can readily 
be transformed into a fissile isotope of uranium by absorbing neutrons. It is a known fact that 
thorium stores more energy than uranium, coal, oils and all other fuels combined. This represents 
a tremendous amount of stored energy. Thorium could be our most economic source of energy. It 
is almost as abundant as the element lead. 

- It is only by passing from one state of equilibrium to another that matter can lose or gain energy, 
consequently emitting radiation. The notion that radioactivity originated in a peculiar chemical 
process was adopted and defended by Rutherford. "Radioactivity", says he, "is due to a 
succession of chemical changes". My research seems to indicate that this "succession" is due to 
neutron transformation. 

Nuclear Transformation 

Elements that absorb neutrons and become unstable are called "radioisotopes". When an atom 
absorbs neutrons it is seen as a "fusion" reaction. When an atom loses neutrons, it is seen as a 
"fission" reaction. All elements can "transform" into a radioisotope and visa-versa. Radioactive 
isotopes are unstable and will transform into stable elements. A radioactive isotope will 
eventually revert back to the original element on it's own accord. A radioisotope is a natural 
storehouse of energy. We need not look any farther for our energy needs. Nature holds an 
inexhaustible supply. 

Induced Radioactivity 

When bismuth is exposed to radium, initially it becomes several hundred times more active than 
the radium. This is due to emanation that clings to the surface of the bismuth. Emanation is 
widely known as radon gas that will eventually decay to polonium. It releases more energy than 
any single natural element that has been discovered. 

- 
If beryllium is exposed to radium, neutrons are generated. These neutrons will have penetrating 
power several times that of the most energetic gamma energies. This activity is due, not to an--% 
alteration of the inactive matter itself, but  to an admixture)of a very small quantity of intensely 
active matter. Does the increased activity occur when matter gains or losses neutrons? Could it be 
that a neutron is actually an inert monatomic gas? This would certainly explain a few gaps in 



accepted atomic theory. Could it be that radioactive matter is simply in an atomically charged 
state? It is recognized that when an atom gains or loses electrons, it becomes "charged". 
However, I have taken this one step further by suggesting that matter will also become super 
charged when it gains or loses neutrons. 

Strange Nuclear Facts 

Primary neutron particles and gamma energy levels are generated in nuclear transformations. This 
results in the atom becoming super charged. 

& A "chain-reaction" in radioactive matter is due to the concentration its excess neutrons that it 
contains. The greater the concentration of excess neutrons, the more accelerated the decay process 
becomes. 

For example, if beryllium metal is added to radium metal, neutrons are generated. These neutrons 
can be used to cause secondary nuclear reactions in a fissile material. The beryllium becomes the 
nuclear trigger. 

The energy released by the transformation of beryllium is estimated to be at around 5OMeV and 
that of boron nearly as large. The excess neutrons generated can be used to super charge atoms 
thus transforming them into radioisotopes. 

Cold Fusion 

Here is a "cold fusion" reaction to consider. Radon gas (a pure alpha emitter) generated from the 
decay of radium is deposited onto a beryllium wire. The beryllium in reacting with an excited 
alpha particle will generate a "cold fusion" reaction without the need for excessive heat, as is the 
case for "hot hsion". The reaction that results is: 4 ~ e 9  + 2 ~ e 4  -+ + on1 = cold fusion. The 
secondary neutron particles generated can now trigger a chain-reaction in nuclear fuels. Atoms 
need not become fragmented from the above reaction. Therefore, the reaction is "clean". There 
are other examples but this formula will give you the general idea. 

Alpha fusion is actually a cold fusion reaction. The end result generates neutrons from the 
production of fusion by alpha particle absorption. A simple equation where mass squared by it's 
speed equates to temperature. This equation can be applied to a kinetically energetic alpha 
particle in my model. Simply stated, a fusion reaction occurs when there is a temperature 
differential between the alpha particle and the target that it impinges upon. It must also be noted 
that if no new neutrons result from the reaction then the reaction is considered to be a clean 
nuclear reaction. 

The over-all alpha fusion reaction is cold. This is in contrast to reactions that produce excess 
residual heat. For example, a heat pump will absorb hot particles from the cold air of winter. The 
average temperature is cold. We can apply this to alpha fusion. The average over-all alpha fusion 
reaction is cold. You may still consider the reaction to be hot. In fact, it is in every real sense of 
the word. Even so, the term cold fusion is a non-mathematical one. We can use it to denote the 
difference between reactions that result from a CERN particle reactor and those that are naturally 
directed by ultra chemical reactions. As you can see, I do not buy into what the textbooks say 
about what constitutes a nuclear reaction as compared to a chemical reaction. All reactions are 
chemical in my point of view. The sited alpha reaction is an ultra extension of chemistry. The 
textbooks have over complicated the "nuclear reaction" in my assessment and in doing so have 
fogged the truth in many instances. 



Some Ignored Uranium Pacts 

1. U235 emits ultraviolet light. * Galen Winsor, "Nuclear Scare Scam" -lecture 

2. U238 expels electrons most readily when exposed to a wavelength of 3000 Angstroms in the 
ultraviolet spectrum. * Rentschler, A. I. E. E. 1930, p. 49 & p. 576 

3. The UV light wavelength of 254 nanometers is a catalyst to oxidation processes. 

4. The 254 nanometer frequency of light kills viruses, molds and other pathogens by rendering 
their DNA inactive. It therefore disinfects drinking water. 

5.  The human skin is reddened (erythema) and is most sensitive to the wavelength of 3000 
Angstroms (254 nanometer range). * Hauser and Vahle, Strahlentherapie, 1921, p. 13 & p. 41 

The Effects of Radon Gas Excitation 

When radon gas is electronically excited it generates a healing energy. This particular type of 
radiant energy possesses great powers of penetration, exceeding, in fact, the penetrating powers 
of ordinary x-rays. These rays have been proven to be harmless and may be used, if desired, to 
produce clear radiographs. They are antiseptic, germicidal, and are good tissue builders 
possessing wonderful healing powers. They will also effect photographic plates, produce 
phosphorescence in certain substances, render the surrounding air conductive to electricity and 
can produce heat in some materials. What this means is that ion-valves that are used in the 
circuitry to generate electrical power could have the side benefit of improving our health. A 
patent that utilized excited radon for health benefits was granted to L. Winklemann titled 
"Radioactive Vacuum Tube" U.S. Patent No. 1,466,777 - Sept. 4, 1923. 

Many chemical processes and reactions that do not normally take place, or that proceed with 
difficulty will occur under the action of excited radon gas. Moray stated that he was able to create 
rubber without the addition of sulfur by exposing his rubber solutions to the rays for a short 
period of time. He was also able to produce a metal that would not heat when drilled. Treated 
metal bearings by his process were used in his high rpm, high frequency motors. 

Liberated Energy 

With a slight excitement from a thin beam of invisible radiant energy, or even with no excitement 
at all, as we observe in spontaneously disintegrating radioactive bodies, such as U235, we can 
obtain large quantities of energy. Clearly, we did not create this liberated energy, since it already 
exists in matter, but we release it under the right conditions. This is being done without violating 
the law of energy conservation. The idea that matter could be transformed into energy was absurd 
before the acknowledgement of nuclear transformations. 

A Nu Science is on the horizon. It involves the means of transforming matter into energy without 
splitting atoms. This science recognizes several isotopes of matter that spontaneously liberate 
energy as observed in naturally occurring radioisotopes. It is possible to speed up the natural 
decay process using a minute excitement as from a ray of ultra-violet light, etc.. . With a very 
small quantity of energy we will be able to produce a very large quantity of energy without 
splitting the atoms. My process speeds up the natural decay process without ,generating harmful 
by-product nuclear wastes. 
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"Alpha fusion" is an amazing natural process. Here is a comparison of the energy released per 
atom of uranium that undergoes fission verses alpha fusion, via neutron absorption. 

U235 fission=16 1,000 kWhikg (2x10' BTUIlb.) 
VS. 

Alpha fusion=1.68~10" k W k g  (2.6x1014 BTUIlb.) 

The potential implication of this alpha fusion formula staggers the imagination. There is a lot of 
room for innovation and creativity. Imagine having a device that could safely provide power for 
several decades without recharging. Sounds almost like science fiction you say? It is a scientific 
fact! P l u t o n i ~ 2 3 8  is a non-fissile isotope that decays by alpha particle emission with essentially 
zero associated gamma emissions. This type of plutonium spontaneously produces about one 
kilowatt of energy for two kilograms of mass. This reaction will release alpha particles that can 
only travel a short distance before they are stopped. This process decreases slowly over time. 
After ten years the energy production is about 92 percent of the initial value. Even after 87 years 
the material produces about half as much energy as when it was f is t  started. 

When positively charged helium atoms (alpha particles) collide with the electron cloud that 
envelops another atom the positive charge is eventually canceled by these collisions. This is 
called "absorption". Atoms ring like a bell when impinged upon by alpha particles. This ringing 
state generates x-rays. The wavelength of this generated x-ray depends on the charge of the alpha 
particle and what type of atom it hits. If the x-ray generated has an energy level that exceeds 
lOMeV, atoms absorb it. In this case, the neutrons are raised to an excited state. They may be 
broken loose from the shells of an element or a neutron may be added to a shell. Gaining or 
losing neutrons via this process can create radioisotopes. We can efficiently do this by exposing 
atoms to alpha particles. In the process matter and energy is neither created nor is it destroyed. 

Generally, the formation of a chemical compound is accompanied by the release of a definite 
amount of heat per unit mass of the substance formed. The burning of a fuel is a chemical reaction 
in which oxygen is consumed. The quantity of heat released when a unit of fuel is burned with 
oxygen is called the "heat of combustion". For the average coal, this value is from 7,000 to 8,000 
calories per gram or 12,000 to 14,000 BTUs per pound. 

In contrast, radioisotopic transformation is accompanied by the release of enormous energy when 
compared to conventional oxygen - electron oxidation. However, this does not justify the theory 
advanced that neutrons occupy the center of atoms. It is my hypothesis that neutrons reside in the 
orbital shells of elements and not within the nucleus. To envision this atomic structure one only 
has to look at our own solar system to see this on a grand scale. Isotopic oxidation (neutron 
oxidation) simply involves the neutrons. However, the energy involved is much greater because 
the neutrons represent neutral charge and therefore the binding energy of the elemental shells is of 
a greater magnitude altogether. 



When the unstable isotope of an element reverts back to its original stable state energy is released 
in the transformation. Now, consider what will happen if we tune into the resonant fi-equency of an 
unstable isotope like naturally occurring U235. By tuning into its resonant fi-equency we would make it 
ring like a bell. Assuming its absorption wavelength is correct, according to the resonant frequency 
of this element, its instability would increase, its stored reserve of energy would be released. This 
could be done with any isotope. However, U235 will "self-fission" and under the right conditions, 
will not require any source of energy other than what it emits. Excess energy is released only after 
enough neutrons are captured to cause the transformation of the U235 atom. This is called the 
"break even" point, beyond which excess energy is released to effect a "chain-reaction". 
Therefore, only a minute amount of energy is required to ring this atom like a bell. 

We are not limited to the U235 isotope to use as our fuel source. This element is used in a 
commercial nuclear reactor because it undergoes self-fission and requires no additional catalyst in 
order to "burn". The public does not generally know that the U238 in a commercial reactor does 
not undergo fission. The only reason for its presence is to capture neutrons that transform it into 
weapons grade Pu239. 

U238 will "fission" via fast neutrons generated by the alpha fusion process. However, there is one 
small hitch to the alpha fusion process. A nuclear fusion fuel material is needed along with the 
U238 alpha emitter. This material generates the required fast neutrons for this type of fission. All 
that is needed is the right type of spark to speed up the decay rate. Radium, radiothorium, U235 
can be used as the alpha source. Beryllium, boron, or carbon can be used as the fusion catalyst. 
Any of the elements below periodic number fifteen feasibly could be utilized. However, these 
three elements sited pack the most wallop. The alpha fusion formula that I have described points 
the. way to a simple and economical atomic process. Virtually no excess neutrons would result 
that would lead to a toxic waste problem. Fully depleted U238 could be used that does not contain 
U235. Instead of making nuclear bullets, like the ones used in the Gulf War, we could be using 
our reserves of depleted uranium as a beneficial fuel source. 

Plutonium is not feasible at this time, so plain old, natural, untreated uranium will do the job. One 
pound of "yellow-cake" (U3O8) is equivalent to 3 1 barrels of oil or 10 tons of coal. At the time of 
this writing yellow cake costs less than $10.00 per pound. 

For political reasons' people, organizations and government agencies have strongly opposed the 
use of all forms of nuclear energy. These people have made the general population paranoid of 
any and all radioactive materials. Despite this strong opposition and threats against its 
development, work continues with the dream of harnessing its transformations safely. The atom 
makes energy available to us. I have proposed a radical atomic theory to explain the nuclear 
energy process. Conventional atomic theory has many flaws in my assessment. It does not 
completely explain the energy created by a nuclear reaction. Does this mean that the nuclear 
reactor does not completely create energy? No matter what theory you wish to use in explaining 
atomic power, the fact still remains that energy is transformed. 

James Chadwick discovered the neutron in February 1932. Later, further studies were made to 
discover what effects would be produced by bombarding different materials with this new 
particle. Researchers for the next several years bombarded every known element with neutrons 
and recorded hundreds of new radioactive isotopes. My own research in this area has revealed 
many secrets of the vast reservoirs of energy contained within the atoms. 



Electronically Activated Neutron Source 

In the winter of 1996, I applied a 90,000-volt negative charge to a carbon rod. This carbon rod 
was surrounded with radioactive ore in a closed container. Under these conditions, the radon gas 
emitted from the ore was attracted and absorbed into the charged rod. This marked the beginning 
of my research into ion assisted atomic transformations. 

The initiator for the first plutonium weapon was composed of polonium coated onto beryllium. The 
polonium came from the Radium Chemical Company. 

"It must be first remarked that helium is a gas which accompanies all radioactive minerals. It was 
from these bodies that it was first obtained - a catalyst with an interesting effect." 

"This derivation from radium is a special helium since it appears to possess the property of 
spontaneously vanishing. Its' only resemblance to ordinary helium seems to consist of the 
momentary presence of some spectral rays." * The Sea of Energy by T.H. Moray, 1978 fifth edition, pages 229-230. 

The results of my life-long research have opened a doorway that could lead to electronically 
induced nuclear fusion. I originally named this process "alpha fission" to connote this electronically 
induced atomic reaction. The term was chosen so as to cause the least adverse social reaction to 
this discovery, due to the fact that the public has been duped into a state of paranoia by its global 
governments. Later, this term was changed to alpha fusion, as this is a more accurate term than the 
original chosen term. 

Conventional nuclear reactors generate deadly toxic radioactive wastes as by-products. These 
reactors are even more deadly than anyone realizes. Fuel rods in the reaction process are 
extremely hot and are subjected to enormous internal pressures. Untold dangerous amounts of 
radon gas could leak into our environment if the fuel rods become overheated. We must take a 
close look at clean nuclear processes before it is too late (if it isn't already). 

With the advent of electronically triggered neutrons, a self-sustaining chain reaction can be 
obtained and may be highly controlled. I find this especially true if thorium ore were to be used. 
Thorium emits thoron ( ~ n ~ ~ ' ) .  Owing to its extremely short half-life, thoron by itself can not be 
used as a source of strong radiation. However, in conjunction with its parent substance 
radiothorium, it can indeed be used as a strong source of radioactivity. 

Thoron has a short half-life of 54.5 seconds. On the other hand Radon-222 has a considerably long 
half-life of 3.5 days making it a hazard. Thoron is safe and convenient to work with because there 
are no long-lived products in its disintegration chain. Therefore, there is minimal danger of 
permanent contamination. The parent substance, radiothorium, may be obtained from thorium 
solutions in the manner described next. 

Radiothorium is generally used as a parent source of thoron. Radiothorium has a conveniently long 
half-life of nearly two years. Extractions of radiothorium can be obtained in a highly emanating 
state. A small quantity of iron chloride is added to a thorium solution and precipitated as a 
hydroxide by ammonia or as oxalate by oxalic acid. The precipitate, the hydroxide or oxalate of 
iron, is washed very carefully and dried at room temperature. This precipitate should have a high 
activity rate. It will not lose more than 20% of its initial activity rate for many months. This 
radiothorium preparation may be spread into a thin layer in a shallow brass tray placed at the 
bottom of a small lead-shielded container. The active deposit of thorium can be collected on a 



negatively charged wire, insulated with respect to the container. The emanated thoron gas may 
also be absorbed into various materials. 

The atomic ions emitted from radioactive isotopes can be directly converted to electrical power. 
My conversion method shown in Section 7, Figure 5 can be used to convert this source of radiant 
energy. Additional stages can be added for more power. The circuit shown gives a general idea of 
how such an energy conversion device functions. By no means is this technology limited to this 
one circuit, configuration, or source of radiant energy. 

Radon Super Catalyst 

My research has revealed that the energy devices of T. H. Moray, Alfred Hubbard, Reverend 
Antonio d'Angelo, and Joseph Papp all contained a source of radon gas. We know from the 
statements made by these inventors that they all used radium compounds in their energy devices. 
What we don't know for certain is if they were aware of the effects of the radon gas. When radon 
gas is contained in my ion-valve the applied electric field excites it. In its excited state it appears 
that it becomes a super catalyst before it decays to lead-210. Its reaction with the semiconductors 
within the valve release intermolecular electrons through the disintegration of the molecular 
binding force. The direct result is an increase in electrical conductivity within the valve. Sealed in 
the valve radon is not a health risk. High concentrations of cosmic rays are quite another issue. 
These are extremely short wavelength vibrations of high energy uncondensed matter. These are 
the particles that create radioactive thorium and uranium that we find in the ground. Cosmic 
particles or rays of atomic nuclei, call them what you will, are essentially minute particles called 
"neutrons" as Nikola Tesla had discovered. When they react with either thorium or uranium a 
radioisotope is created. Low concentrations of cosmic rays are consistently bombarding the earth. 
This is why you see a consistent percentage of U235 all over the planet. This percentage 
represents an accumulation of comic ray bombardment over the lifetime of our planet. High doses 
of cosmic rays released from splitting U235 atoms in a conventional nuclear reactor are lethal to 
living tissue. The natural concentration of cosmic rays that we are exposed to from day to day is 
up for debate. 

Nature offers us cosmic energy that manifests itself in many different forms. Electricity is only 
one of its manifestations. From this knowledge we can obtain electrical power with no moving 
parts. The natural world contains many storehouses of this cosmic energy. We do not have to split 
atoms to obtain energy. Energy is all around us just waiting to be transformed. 

Sir William Ramsey considered the action of ultra-violet light, moreover, as a kind of detonator, 
which produces the disintegration of the elements of matter. 

Ultra-violet light acts like a spark on a mass of explosive material. This is to say that the energy 
emitted by the disintegration of matter in the form of electricity will be far superior to the energy 
that invoked it in the first place. The energy that is condensed in matter is immense. The result is 
that an enormous amount of energy is released with only a slight loss of matter. 

Once enough funds are forthcoming I will build a high wattage cosmic energy converter. Through 
my writings, lectures and published articles I have attempted to explain my research. Over the 
years I have made my research available to the public and have asked for little in return. I am 
asking you at this point in time to help me to secure funding to get this technology implemented. 
As a former United States President once stated.. . "Sometimes when we reach for the stars, we 
fall short but we must press on". - L i % k d & W *  



S E C T I O N  1 0  

Present day alternative energy researchers find hope in that, one day, power will be obtained from 
the energy that runs the Cosmos. In reality, this dream has only proved to be a lure to its 
followers, beyond the limits of credibility. A quagmire of unsubstantiated hypotheses exists that 
are bottomless and lack reality. The facts of many newly conceived energy concepts are wholly 
inadequate, lacking justification, and is incapable of throwing any light on the promise of 
inexpensive, abundant sources of energy. 

The earth is indeed bathed in a sea of cosmic and solar energies. Can a device be built that can 
transform these energies into usable power? I believe that T. H. Moray did build such a device. 
This has inspired me to conduct my own research and to build my own prototypes. How the 
radiant energy device really worked might shock a few people once the facts become realized. 

Nature is my best teacher. Within one of her classrooms there are mineral samples that give out 
pure electrical energy. They are the radioactive rocks. If radioactive matter from these rocks 
derives its energy elsewhere, this must be of a type entirely different from any presently known. It 
is capable of penetrating, without loss, hundreds of feet of solid rock. 

Nikola Tesla's investigations brought him to the conclusion that the earth was being showered 
with "tiny particles, each carrying so small a charge that we are justified in calling them 
neutrons". He stated that "they move with great velocity, exceeding that of light". 

Dr. Thomas Moray realized from Gustave Le Bon's research that matter is cosmic energy itself in 
condensed form. Le Bon demonstrated that matter is a stable form of atomic energy. Such a view 
appears to merge perfectly with the continuous and permanent activity of radium. This activity 
seems to last for an indefinite time. There appears to be no rational reason why radioactivity, 
however intense and powerful, should decay or diminish with the passage of time. Yet, 
disintegrating matter does decay. It is not perpetual. The demonstrated "half-life" values have proven 
that the stored energy within radiant matter will eventually be depleted. 

At some point in my own research, I had to ask myself three important questions. 

1) Is there anything opposed, either to reason or to probability, to the view that the energy 
evolved from radium is actually derived from an existing previously unsuspected internal 
process within the atom? 

2) Within the decay process does the element experience a transformation into other elements? 

3) How is it that such enormous stores of energy in matter have remained so long unknown? 

We have learned that when a specimen of radium chloride is dissolved in water and the liquid is 
then evaporated and it is brought back to its dry state, as the result of this very simple operation, 
the radium loses the greater part of its radioactivity. The penetrating beta and gamma rays 
completely disappear. The remaining non-penetrating alpha rays will be only one quarter as 



powerful as they were initially. Then a strange thing happens. Left alone, the radium will 
spontaneously recover its lost activity. Little by little, day by day, until at the end of a month, it 
will be no less active than it was before it went into solution. I have also observed these same 
results with my own preparations. These findings appear to be in direct conflict with the 
zealous statement that "radioactivity of radium cannot be affected by any known process". On 
studying the experiments carefully, we find that when radium chloride or one of my preparations 
is dissolved in water something escapes into the air. This "something" is intensely radioactive. It 
diffuses in the air, but will remain if contained within a gas-tight, closed vessel. In short, this 
"something" is a gas possessing the property of radioactivity to a very intense degree. This gas 
was called "emanation" in the days of old. Today it is called "radon gas". Uranium-238 generates 
RADON-222. It has a half-life of around 3.8 days. This radon gas is highly radioactive. Thorium 
releases RADON-220 that is intensely radioactive and has a half-life of 55.6 seconds. 
Uranium-235 emits RADON-219, the most intensely radioactive substance, having a half-life of 
only 3.96 seconds. 

Radon that has been separated from its parent source will rapidly decay. It is easy enough to 
conclude from this experiment that energy is stored within this atom. This accounts for the 
comparatively rapid decay of the activity of the generated radon gas. This gas is depleting its 
internal store of energy so rapidly that it is soon exhausted. On the other hand how is the gradual 
recovery of the radioactivity of its parent source explained? This question is the golden key to 
unlocking the secret of its power. 

If it is true that energy comes from within, as large as the store of energy within the atom must be 
to explain its radioactivity, yet it cannot be infinite. Therefore, it is expected that the activity will 
slowly decay with the passing of time. Two radioactive bodies, one much more radioactive than 
the other, are compared together. It is expected that the activity of the more powerful body will 
decay faster than that of the other. A time will come for both of these substances, when the 
internal stores of energy are exhausted, that the radioactivity will come to an end. Therefore, 
radium, a substance containing the store of energy, can no longer be radium when the energy is 
lost. Coal is not coal after it is burnt. When energy is obtained from matter, the matter changes. 
Before it can be restored to its former state, the energy evolved must be put back. In no case, is it 
possible for matter to part with its store of chemical energy and remain the same, otherwise 
perpetual motion could be easily realized. 

We can safely conclude that, if the energy is stored in the radium, it must be within the atom. 
Therefore, if radium changes, it must be a change of the atom and of the element itself. This 
change is due to its ultra-chemical reactions. This is a more fundamental and deep-seated change 
than the normal chemistry or any known kind of material change. Until the discovery of 
radioactivity, such changes certainly had never been observed. If the energy of radium comes 
from within, then it must be subjected to this ultra-chemistry that has eluded the chemist. This 
process of ultra-chemistry must be understood as a special extension of chemistry. It is not some 
vaguely possible, transcendental nuclear condition in the sun and stars. Once this is understood, the 
answers will become crystal clear. 

Imagine that a month has passed. The radium chloride is once again dissolved in water and 
evaporated down to dryness exactly as before. Once more you will find in the process, that the 
radium has lost the same large proportion of its radioactivity. Again it gains a new amount of radon 
gas no less than before it went into solution. Repeat this experiment as often as you like. You will 
find the result always the same. The radon that you separate from the radium is decaying away 
from day to day. But the radium will also generate a spontaneous fresh new batch of radon. In order 
to make sense of this, we have to answer these nagging questions; "from where does the energy of 



the radium come"? Does it come from nowhere, or is it being newly created out of nothing? This 
is a view that is not acceptable for a plausible twenty-first-century physical science. 

If our doctrines of energy are true, then there are only two possible answers to consider. Either 
the energy must be derived from within the radium, or it must be supplied fiom elsewhere. This 
simple narrowing down of all the possible answers may appear to you somewhat simplistic, but in 
reality, it carries with it far more than appears on the surface. Being a minute property of the 
element, radioactivity is therefore a property of the atom. If we say that the energy comes from 
within, this means that there must exist an enormous and not previously suspected store of energy 
in matter. 

Dr. Moray believed that radium merely retransmits energy that which it receives, that it converts 
the cosmic rays into electrical particles. He states that it retransmits energy in a form that we 
recognize. Tesla also entertained this view. There are electrical transformers dotted all over our 
country receiving transmitted but dangerous high-tension currents from the power stations. These 
are "transformed" into comparatively safe, low-tension currents for your house. Are the atoms of 
radium acting as the transformers of a mysterious and unknown source of external energy, first 
receiving it and then delivering it up again in a form that can be recognized? It may be said that so 
vague a view, postulating the existence of a limitless and mysterious supply of omnipresent 
energy, cannot be directly disproved. One thing is for certain: this view provides a way of escape 
from some of the more distasteful "logical" assertions, namely that all forms of energy are stored 
within the atoms and molecules. 

If radium owes its activity to an energy source outside itself, one has only to isolate it. We have 
seen that to quench radioactivity, or to modify it in any way is one of the things mainstream 
science cannot do. 

An experiment has proven that even in its natural state in the mine, hundreds of feet deep down in 
the earth, pitchblende exhibits its normal radioactivity. Over 100 years ago, scientists concluded 
that some sort of radiation must exist in the atmosphere. This conclusion arises because under all 
circumstances, air is found to have a slight positive concentration of ionized particles. These atoms 
are minus an electron. This radiation is constantly much stronger at high altitudes than at the earth's 
surface. This leads us to conclude that such radiation does not originate on this planet but rather 
from somewhere in the outer regions of space. The fact that the intensity of this radiation does not 
increase during daylight hours eliminates the sun as its source. Also, the intensity does not 
decrease during the day or increase by night, therefore it cannot be a result of any particular group 
of stars. 

Spontaneous Decay 

Doesn't the "free emanating" state of a salt of radium teach anything about its decay mechanism? 
Results obtained by Dr. Alois Gaschler and Otto Hahn in the 1920's proved conclusively that 
when radium becomes finely divided, it most readily emits radon. This teaches us that radioactive 
change is effected by confinement. How many scientists have paid attention to this all-important 
lesson? Is it actually the true mechanism behind what is being called "fission"? 

It is in my humble opinion that the seat of radioactivity is due to radon gas trapped within the 
lattice of certain heavy metals. The best comparison that I can think of is coal and the stored 
hydrogen gas within its lattice. Its stored hydrogen reserve reacts with oxygen transforming these 
two gasses into Hz0 with the release of heat. The carbon contained in the coal also reacts with 
oxygen when a high enough heat is generated from the hydrogen reaction and combustion occurs, 



transforming the carbon and oxygen into C02, Pretty much the same fundamental principle must 
occur when radon gas is released from its heavy metal prison. The reactant in this later case is a 
neutron from a previous radon gas emission. Radon reacts with a metal, losing a neutron to it. 
When this occurs, the radon becomes highly unstable, emitting alpha particles and rapidly 
transforming this gas into stable lead. From this reaction it is clear that radon is not as inert as we 
were lead to believe. In fact, I say that radon is at the very foundation of all nuclear reactions. 

Since the discovery of radium by Madame Curie, the fundamental method of its extraction has 
not changed. The process utilizes the same methods that were instituted by Madame Curie and M. 
Debierne. Radioactive ores are first treated with a warm solution of hydrochloric acid that 
dissolves the metals. The addition of sulfuric acid precipitates the insoluble barite's that are 
always present, carrying along with them all the radium as barium sulfate. It is necessary that 
barium is present in the process. If the solution does not contain a sufficient quantity, then some 
barium has to be added. It is said that the barium acts as a "carrier" to the radium. Can there be 
any other explanation? It never made much sense to me why the radium would not precipitate out 
without the barium. I simply could not accept the notion that it only served as the carrier. The 
answer to this problem becomes relatively simple if you let Nature be your teacher. Forget what 
the textbooks tell you. We know from her lessons that radiation can be induced into non- 
radioactive elements, do we not? Could it be then, that something in the separated hydrochloric 
solution is transforming the barium into what we call radium? Ala-ka-zam, low and behold, there 
sure is, it is called URANIUM-235. 

Nu Radium Formula 

Radivm may be synthetically manufactured by fusing dry uranium nitrate mixed with about 0.5% 
of dry barium nitrate. This is done in the heat of an electric arc. The mass is then treated with 
nitric acid, water and sulfuric acid, successively. Radioactive barium sulfate, possessing all the 
physical properties of the "element" discovered by Madame Curie, is obtained through this 
formula. This material will emit ultra-violet rays, x-rays, excite phosphor screens and cause air to 
conduct electricity. The chloride and the carbonate of radium may also be created by using 
uranium chloride or uranium carbonate respectively and will display the same properties. 

Uranium nitrate typically contains about 0.72 per cent U235. The barium reacts with the U235 
creating pure radium. We now know for certain that the barium is not just a simple carrier as has 
been believed. Best results are obtained when 0.72 per cent barium is added, making it equal or 
less than the amount of U235 contained in the nitrate. If sulfuric acid is added after the reaction 
takes place, then radium sulfate is precipitated. This material can now be filtered for removal 
from the solution. A seemingly synthetically created radium salt results when barium forms a 
double salt with the U235 atom. It can not come into being otherwise. All other radioisotopes 
might be called into existence in the presence of U235. There are other processes involved but this 
will be explored at a future date. Radioisotopes created by ultra-chemical processes could have far 
reaching ramifications, if and when it is taken under the wing of mainstream science. 
Radioisotopes could be made to order literally in a jar. My findings appear to indicate that all 
radioactive substances originate from the U235 atom. Where did the U235 atom originate? I can 
only speculate at this point that it is created when a cosmic ray hits a stable U238 atom head-on. 
If my conclusions turn out to be correct, then the energy stored in radiant matter is a product of an 
external cosmic force and an internal force without contradiction. 



Clean Nuclear Reactors Are Possible 

Mother Nature offers us a clean nuclear process to supply us with energy. My reasoning is based 
upon her process that leaves behind a clean, non-toxic ash. You have seen it in children's balloons 
at birthday parties. The inert gas that I am referring to here is called "helium". This is the only ash 
that is left behind by Nature's process. There are no deadly radio toxins like the ones found in the 
commercial reactor. It makes all the difference in creation how the reaction is carried out and for 
what purpose. 

Spent nuclear plant material is bad stuff. When atoms are "split" like they are in a conventional 
nuclear reactor the course of nature is diverted and there are detrimental effects. My proposed 
processes could allow nature to go its own way. We would not be splitting the atoms like is done 
in conventional nuclear power plants and creating deadly nuclear by-products. 

Not too many people now this but Virginia Beach is highly radioactive. Its sand contains 
monazite. This is a thorium ore. We do not need to worry about the natural stuff. Studies have 
shown that it is actually a benefit to our health. 

The commercial nuclear reactor releases high concentrations of toxic radioisotopes. This is a 
direct result of the reaction of URANIUM-235 haphazardly splitting into atomic fragments like 
glass. It is highly probable that we can design reactors that will release only pure electrical 
particles instead of the toxic radioisotopes that are created by stray fission fragmentation. Why 
not build clean reactors that do not generate these stray fragments? Nature accomplishes this 
everyday! Learning how nature accomplishes this feat will open the doorway to a safe reactor 
design. My extractiori process could be part of the answer. Excess neutron generation could be 
eliminated. If we study the processes found in the natural world more closely we might obtain the 
knowledge to build a clean atomic reactor. 

Fundamental Atomic Guideline 

1. Alpha bombardment of any element with atomic numbers from 1 through 15 will generate a 
new and stable ele&ent. One excess neutron will result from the reaction. 

2. Neutron bombardment of any stable element from 16 and above will generate a new and 
unstable element through the capture of neutrons. One or more neutrons are released from 
the reaction. The targeted element will gain the weight of the absorbed neutrons. 

3. Neutron bombardment of an unstable element generates one helium4 atom from each 
reaction. The atomic weight of the targeted element looses the weight of one helium-4 atom 
as a result of the reaction. 

4. From these facts, it is not too hard to figure out that it is the beryllium, boron, or carbon 
control rods in a commercial nuclear reactor that are actually what supplies the initial 
neutron kick to begin the "fission reaction". The "moderator" provides high-speed protons to 
boast neutron production where there is not a high enough concentration of U235 to supply 
the required alpha particles. Scientists of yesteryear had been on the correct path. It was 
atomic bomb era mentality that took us off the narrow path. This was all in the name of 
"national security". It will only be when these facts resurface that advances will be made in 
the way we obtain energy. 



BOOK CONCLUSION 

Funding has not permitted me to build a device that can power a home or electric car. However, 
my prototypes have proven beyond doubt that with the proper funding this can be accomplished. 
It is my hope, through the publication of my findings, that hnding will be forthcoming. At this 
point in time, it is most important to me that I receive credit for my for work and that my research 
discoveries do not fall on deaf ears. 

Public tests are performed as necessary to validate the technologies. These demonstrations are 
deemed as research and development tests only. No power claims are expressed or implied at this 
time. 

For almost fifteen years now I have carried out many experiments. The fruits of this research are 
ripening. Many fruits are within grasp but they are not yet quite ripe for the picking. The intent of 
revealing my progress to the World is to insure that this work is not done in vain. Through my 
writings I have attempted to explain the many facets of "radiant energy" and how it is possible to 
draw useable power from it. If radiant energy can be given to the World then humankind will 
have the potential to reach heights not yet dreamed or conceived. Today, I freely give to you the 
results of my life's work. Together we can reclaim our independence! 
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The x-rays begin at about the middle of the ultraviolet portion of the spectrum. These are called 
soft x-rays. Those that extend into the lower portion of the gamma range are called hard x-rays. 
Beyond this range, they are called cosmic rays. These energy disturbances are called "photons". 
They are not particles. They are disturbances caused by the kinetic states of particles in motion. 
This energy spectrum proceeds in order of decreasing wavelength; sound, thermal, visible light, 
ultraviolet, gamma, and the cosmic rays. 

Pair Production 

If a photon has sufficient energy, its' energy may be absorbed by atoms. The photon interacts with 
electrons. This gives rise to a process called "pair production", in which the energy of the photon 
is absorbed by the atom. 

Photo Disintegration by Gamma Energy 

Atoms can absorb high-energy x-ray photons, those with energies above lOMeV (Million 
electron Volts). Here, the electrons within atoms are raised to an excited state and instantaneously 
emit high-energy gamma radiation. This makes the atom receptive to nuclear transformation. This 
process is called "photo-disintegration". 

1.02MeV Energy Barrier 

It has been calculated that when one electron pairs with another, O.51MeV of photon energy 
results. Since two electrons are involved in a pair production event, a photon must have at least 
1.02MeV of energy to separate them. A photon with less than 1.02MeV will not produce a pair 
production event. Any energy in excess of 1.02MeV is distributed equally between the two 
electrons. 

Electrical Energy - Electron Cloud 

An atom is negatively ionized when it gains electrons. The atom is positively ionized when it ;+-- loses electrons. How can it be then that a(he1ium particle expelled from radioactive decay is I 
charged to(mil1ions of volts positive?)~his observation can mean only one thing, that the electron 
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shells are really an abstract thought for mathematical calculations, when concretely the atom is a 
x x  QC mixture of electrons, neutrons and protons. The electron cloud consists of thousands of actual 5 ..3Q 

electrons. It must be noted that an electron is approximately 1,830 times smaller than the mass of -% 2 & - a proton. The scientific community has ignored this little fact. As an example it will take around 
% 1,830 electrons to equal the mass of one proton in the hydrogen atom. So, it is said that there is 

one proton and one electron in the hydrogen atom. What really should be said is that there is one c.9 &- 4 
J proton and approximately 1,830 electrons. However, it is much easier to state that there is one .& electron in the hydrogen atom for simplicity. The mathematical electron shell theory need not be 
9 modified to fit this reality. It is convenient to use the square root of the actual number of electrons 

that surround each nucleus, for day to day chemical formulations. 

X "When electrons or negative ions rush towards a positively charged atom in order to reach 
equilibrium, it is said that an electric current is generated. This current is created by a particular 
energy state called "voltage". If a metallic conductor has electrical current flowing in one 
direction then one end of the conductor has an excess of electrons. The opposite end has a deficit 
of electrons. All "electric oscillations" are a result of this phenomenon. Battery power, direct 
current generators, alternating current alternators, radio, microwaves, radar, electronic oscillators, 



metallic coils and condensers, electron-tubes, ion-tubes and transistors, magnetrons, klystrons, 
lasers, masers and molecular transitions; all carry these oscillations. 

So then, what is electricity? This question has eluded the most able intellects throughout human 
history. Could this be because science has ignored the fact that the electron in an atom is actually 
representing more than one thousand electrons, not just one? As observation shows, two states of 
energy exist, one "negative" and the other "positive". How could it be that there are two states, 
identical in their properties, opposite in character, both clinging to matter, both attracting and yet 
completely neutralizing each other? From this analogy, it is safe to say that electron differences 
create the effects of electricity. 

Chemical Cohesion 

Atoms are attracted by virtue of their differing kinetic phase relationships. Matter stays together 
because of this principle. Atoms are continually expanding and contracting in unison with their 
kinetic frequencies. Expanding particles are attracted to contracting ones and visa-versa. 
"Gravitation" might turn out to be a grand display of this phenomenon. Atoms will repel atoms 
only if they are in the state of coherent kinetic vibration. This occurs when atoms are vibrating in 
phase with each other. Coherence will raise energy levels. Differing elements will form 
"compounds" when their fundamental frequencies are in accord with each other. They must ring 
harmoniously. 

Ultra Chemistry 

The first .law of thermodynamics describes the principle of the conservation of energy. It states 
that "energy is not created or destroyed; it merely changes form". The fact is that the creation or 
destruction of energy is a result of matter being broken down or built up. They both go hand in 
hand. 

I strongly believe that the three primary particles were created at the beginning of the universe 
and that they can not be destroyed. However, the good news is that to serve our needs we can 
artificially alter the combinations of the protons, neutrons and electrons found in matter. 

I will dare to further state that neutrons not only reside in the "nucleus", but they also exist 
throughout the atom as a homogenous mix with the other primary particles. The most simplistic 
expression of the Perreault Atom involves the bold statement that neutrons reside in balance 
with the protons and electrons within the atoms. This concept applies throughout the entire 
Periodic Chart of the Elements. 

Isotopes 

Three hydrogen elements (isotopes) are known to exist that are chemically similar but have 
different weights. The three weigh differently due only to neutron content. These are all hydrogen 
atoms. However, it is the neutron count in the atomic shell that determines what isotope it is. 

It is clearly established that triple weight hydrogen (tritium) decays to helium-3. In this particular 
transformation a charged normal weight hydrogen element (protium) carries an excess electron in 
its shell. It can react with tritium and emit an electron as a by-product of the reaction. At this 
moment the electron is emitted at an accelerated rate and is seen as beta energy. This model will 
not alter the way we view chemistry, however, nuclear transformations should be seen differently. 



Gravitation 

Each individual atom is at the center of it's own universe and has a unique resonant frequency that 
is representative of it's specific mass. Lithium for example has a greater mass than the hydrogen 
atom and will vibrate at a lower fi-equency in comparison. Therefore, we may say that it is caught 
by the earth's gravitational pull more readily and has more weight. This may help to explain how 
physical objects are attracted to the earth. 

Stored Nuclear Energy 

Have you ever wondered about spontaneous radioactive decay? Is it really a super charged state 
of matter? If an atom can become ionized by either gaining or by losing electrons then why can 
there not be a nuclear ionization too? I hypothesize that atoms do become ionized on the nuclear 
level by gaining or losing neutrons. This may appear incidental but could be at the very heart of 
an ultra-chemistry. I say that it is highly likely that this very phenomenon is behind natural 
spontaneous radioactive decay and explains many unanswered questions about nuclear science. 

Atoms can gain or expel neutron particles, some to a greater or lesser degree. Thorium can readily 
be transformed into a fissile isotope of uranium by absorbing neutrons. It is a known fact that 
thorium stores more energy than uranium, coal, oils and all other fuels combined. This represents 
a tremendous amount of stored energy. Thorium could be our most economic source of energy. It 
is almost as abundant as the element lead. 

% - It is only by passing from one state of equilibrium to another that matter can lose or gain energy, 
consequently emitting radiation. The notion that radioactivity originated in a peculiar chemical 
process was adopted and defended by Rutherford. "Radioactivity", says he, "is due to a 
succession of chemical changes". My research seems to indicate that this "succession" is due to 
neutron transformation. 

Nuclear Transformation 

Elements that absorb neutrons and become unstable are called "radioisotopes". When an atom 
absorbs neutrons it is seen as a "fusion" reaction. When an atom loses neutrons, it is seen as a 
"fission" reaction. All elements can "transform" into a radioisotope and visa-versa. Radioactive 
isotopes are unstable and will transform into stable elements. A radioactive isotope will 
eventually revert back to the original element on it's own accord. A radioisotope is a natural 
storehouse of energy. We need not look any farther for our energy needs. Nature holds an 
inexhaustible supply. 

Induced Radioactivity 

When bismuth is exposed to radium, initially it becomes several hundred times more active than 
the radium. This is due to emanation that clings to the surface of the bismuth. Emanation is 
widely known as radon gas that will eventually decay to polonium. It releases more energy than 
any single natural element that has been discovered. 

If beryllium is exposed to radium, neutrons are generated. These neutrons will have penetrating 
power several times that of the most energetic gamma energies. This activity is due, not to an -% 
alteration of the inactive matter itself, but to an adrnixture)of a very small quantity of intensely 
active matter. Does the increased activity occur when matter gains or losses neutrons? Could it be 
that a neutron is actually an inert monatomic gas? This would certainly explain a few gaps in 



accepted atomic theory. Could it be that radioactive matter is simply in an atomically charged 
state? It is recognized that when an atom gains or loses electrons, it becomes "charged". 
However, I have taken this one step further by suggesting that matter will also become super 
charged when it gains or loses neutrons. 

Strange Nuclear Facts 

Primary neutron particles and gamma energy levels are generated in nuclear transformations. This 
results in the atom becoming super charged. 

k A "chain-reaction" in radioactive matter is due to the concentration its excess neutrons that it 
contains. The greater the concentration of excess neutrons, the more accelerated the decay process 
becomes. 

For example, if beryllium metal is added to radium metal, neutrons are generated. These neutrons 
can be used to cause secondary nuclear reactions in a fissile material. The beryllium becomes the 
nuclear trigger. 

The energy released by the transformation of beryllium is estimated to be at around 5OMeV and 
that of boron nearly as large. The excess neutrons generated can be used to super charge atoms 
thus transforming them into radioisotopes. 

Cold Fusion 

Here is a "cold fusion" reaction to consider. Radon gas (a pure alpha emitter) generated from the 
decay of radium is deposited onto a beryllium wire. The beryllium in reacting with an excited 
alpha particle will generate a "cold fusion" reaction without the need for excessive heat, as is the 
case for "hot fusion". The reaction that results is: 4 ~ e 9  + 2 ~ e 4  4 + on1 = cold fusion. The 
secondary neutron particles generated can now trigger a chain-reaction in nuclear fuels. Atoms 
need not become fragmented from the above reaction. Therefore, the reaction is "clean". There 
are other examples but this formula will give you the general idea. 

Alpha fusion is actually a cold fusion reaction. The end result generates neutrons from the 
production of fusion by alpha particle absorption. A simple equation where mass squared by it's 
speed equates to temperature. This equation can be applied to a kinetically energetic alpha 
particle in my model. Simply stated, a fusion reaction occurs when there is a temperature 
differential between the alpha particle and the target that it impinges upon. It must also be noted 
that if no new neutrons result from the reaction then the reaction is considered to be a clean 
nuclear reaction. 

The over-all alpha fusion reaction is cold. This is in contrast to reactions that produce excess 
residual heat. For example, a heat pump will absorb hot particles from the cold air of winter. The 
average temperature is cold. We can apply this to alpha fusion. The average over-all alpha fusion 
reaction is cold. You may still consider the reaction to be hot. In fact, it is in every real sense of 
the word. Even so, the term cold fusion is a non-mathematical one. We can use it to denote the 
difference between reactions that result from a CERN particle reactor and those that are naturally 
directed by ultra chemical reactions. As you can see, I do not buy into what the textbooks say 
about what constitutes a nuclear reaction as compared to a chemical reaction. All reactions are 
chemical in my point of view. The sited alpha reaction is an ultra extension of chemistry. The 
textbooks have over complicated the "nuclear reaction" in my assessment and in doing so have 
fogged the tmth in many instances. 



Some Ignored Uranium Facts 

1. U235 emits ultraviolet light. * Galen Winsor, "Nuclear Scare Scam" - lecture 

2 .  U238 expels electrons most readily when exposed to a wavelength of 3000 Angstroms in the 
ultraviolet spectrum. * Rentschler, A. I. E. E. 1930, p. 49 & p. 576 

3. The UV light wavelength of 254 nanometers is a catalyst to oxidation processes. 

4. The 254 nanometer frequency of light kills viruses, molds and other pathogens by rendering 
their DNA inactive. It therefore disinfects drinking water. 

5.  The human skin is reddened (erythema) and is most sensitive to the wavelength of 3000 
Angstroms (254 nanometer range). * Hauser and Vahle, Strahlentherapie, 1921, p. 13 & p. 41 

The Effects of Radon Gas Excitation 

When radon gas is electronically excited it generates a healing energy. This particular type of 
radiant energy possesses great powers of penetration, exceeding, in fact, the penetrating powers 
of ordinary x-rays. These rays have been proven to be harmless and may be used, if desired, to 
produce clear radiographs. They are antiseptic, germicidal, and are good tissue builders 
possessing wonderful healing powers. They will also effect photographic plates, produce 
phosphorescence in certain substances, render the surrounding air conductive to electricity and 
can produce heat in some materials. What this means is that ion-valves that are used in the 
circuitry to generate electrical power could have the side benefit of improving our health. A 
patent that utilized excited radon for health benefits was granted to L. Winklemann titled 
"Radioactive Vacuum Tube" U.S. Patent No. 1,466,777 - Sept. 4, 1923. 

Many chemical processes and reactions that do not normally take place, or that proceed with 
difficulty will occur under the action of excited radon gas. Moray stated that he was able to create 
rubber without the addition of sulfur by exposing his rubber solutions to the rays for a short 
period of time. He was also able to produce a metal that would not heat when drilled. Treated 
metal bearings by his process were used in his high rpm, high frequency motors. 

Liberated Energy 

With a slight excitement from a thin beam of invisible radiant energy, or even with no excitement 
at all, as we observe in spontaneously disintegrating radioactive bodies, such as U235, we can 
obtain large quantities of energy. Clearly, we did not create this liberated energy, since it already 
exists in matter, but we release it under the right conditions. This is being done without violating 
the law of energy conservation. The idea that matter could be transformed into energy was absurd 
before the acknowledgement of nuclear transformations. 

A Nu Science is on the horizon. It involves the means of transforming matter into energy without 
splitting atoms. This science recognizes several isotopes of matter that spontaneously liberate 
energy as observed in naturally occurring radioisotopes. It is possible to speed up the natural 
decay process using a minute excitement as from a ray of ultra-violet light, etc ... With a very 
small quantity of energy we will be able to produce a very large quantity of energy without 
splitting the atoms. My process speeds up the natural decay process without generating harmful 
by-product nuclear wastes. 
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"Alpha fusion" is an amazing natural process. Here is a comparison of the energy released per 
atom of uranium that undergoes fission verses alpha fusion, via neutron absorption. 

U235 fission=161,000 kWh/kg (2x10' BTUIlb.) 
VS . 

Alpha fusion=l .68xlo1' kWh1kg ( 2 . 6 ~ 1 0 ' ~  BTUIlb.) 

The potential implication of this alpha fusion formula staggers the imagination. There is a lot of 
room for innovation and creativity. Imagine having a device that could safely provide power for 
several decades without recharging. Sounds almost like science fiction you say? It is a scientific 
fact! Plutonium-238 is a non-fissile isotope that decays by alpha particle emission with essentially 
zero associated gamma emissions. This type of plutonium spontaneously produces about one 
kilowatt of energy for two kilograms of mass. This reaction will release alpha particles that can 
only travel a short distance before they are stopped. This process decreases slowly over time. 
After ten years the energy production is about 92 percent of the initial value. Even after 87 years 
the material produces about half as much energy as when it was first started. 

When positively charged helium atoms (alpha particles) collide with the electron cloud that 
envelops another atom the positive charge is eventually canceled by these collisions. This is 
called "absorption". Atoms ring like a bell when impinged upon by alpha particles. This ringing 
state generates x-rays. The wavelength of this generated x-ray depends on the charge of the alpha 
particle and what type of atom it hits. If the x-ray generated has an energy level that exceeds 
lOMeV, atoms absorb it. In this case, the neutrons are raised to an excited state. They may be 
broken loose from the shells of an element or a neutron may be added to a shell. Gaining or 
losing neutrons via this process can create radioisotopes. We can efficiently do this by exposing 
atoms to alpha particles. In the process matter and energy is neither created nor is it destroyed. 

Generally, the formation of a chemical compound is accompanied by the release of a definite 
amount of heat per unit mass of the substance formed. The burning of a fuel is a chemical reaction 
in which oxygen is consumed. The quantity of heat released when a unit of fuel is burned with 
oxygen is called the "heat of combustion". For the average coal, this value is from 7,000 to 8,000 
calories per gram or 12,000 to 14,000 BTUs per pound. 

In contrast, radioisotopic transformation is accompanied by the release of enormous energy when 
compared to conventional oxygen - electron oxidation. However, this does not justify the theory 
advanced that neutrons occupy the center of atoms. It is my hypothesis that neutrons reside in the 
orbital shells of elements and not within the nucleus. To envision this atomic structure one only 
has to look at our own solar system to see this on a grand scale. Isotopic oxidation (neutron 
oxidation) simply involves the neutrons. However, the energy involved is much greater because 
the neutrons represent neutral charge and therefore the binding energy of the elemental shells is of 
a greater magnitude altogether. 



When the unstable isotope of an element reverts back to its original stable state energy is released 
in the transformation. Now, consider what will happen if we tune into the resonant frequency of an 
unstable isotope like naturally occurring U235. By tuning into its resonant fiequency we would make it 
ring like a bell. Assuming its absorption wavelength is correct, according to the resonant frequency 
of this element, its instability would increase, its stored reserve of energy would be released. This 
could be done with any isotope. However, U235 will "self-fission" and under the right conditions, 
will not require any source of energy other than what it emits. Excess energy is released only after 
enough neutrons are captured to cause the transformation of the U235 atom. This is called the 
"break even" point, beyond which excess energy is released to effect a "chain-reaction". 
Therefore, only a minute amount of energy is required to ring this atom like a bell. 

We are not limited to the U235 isotope to use as our fuel source. This element is used in a 
commercial nuclear reactor because it undergoes self-fission and requires no additional catalyst in 
order to "burn". The public does not generally know that the U238 in a commercial reactor does 
not undergo fission. The only reason for its presence is to capture neutrons that transform it into 
weapons grade Pu239. 

U238 will "fission" via fast neutrons generated by the alpha fusion process. However, there is one 
small hitch to the alpha fision process. A nuclear fusion fuel material is needed along with the 
U238 alpha emitter. This material generates the required fast neutrons for this type of fission. All 
that is needed is the right type of spark to speed up the decay rate. Radium, radiothoriurn, U235 
can be used as the alpha source. Beryllium, boron, or carbon can be used as the fusion catalyst. 
Any of the elements below periodic number fifteen feasibly could be utilized. However, these 
three elements sited pack the most wallop. The alpha fusion formula that I have described points 
the way to a simple and economical atomic process. Virtually no excess neutrons would result 
that would lead to a toxic waste problem. Fully depleted U238 could be used that does not contain 
U235. Instead of making nuclear bullets, like the ones used in the Gulf War, we could be using 
our reserves of depleted uranium as a beneficial fuel source. 

Plutonium is not feasible at this time, so plain old, natural, untreated uranium will do the job. One 
pound of "yellow-cake" (U3O8) is equivalent to 3 1 barrels of oil or 10 tons of coal. At the time of 
this writing yellow cake costs less than $10.00 per pound. 

For political reasons' people, organizations and government agencies have strongly opposed the 
use of all forms of nuclear energy. These people have made the general population paranoid of 
any and all radioactive materials. Despite this strong opposition and threats against its 
development, work continues with the dream of harnessing its transformations safely. The atom 
makes energy available to us. I have proposed a radical atomic theory to explain the nuclear 
energy process. Conventional atomic theory has many flaws in my assessment. It does not 
completely explain the energy created by a nuclear reaction. Does this mean that the nuclear 
reactor does not completely create energy? No matter what theory you wish to use in explaining 
atomic power, the fact still remains that energy is transformed. 

James Chadwick discovered the neutron in February 1932. Later, further studies were made to 
discover what effects would be produced by bombarding different materials with this new 
particle. Researchers for the next several years bombarded every known element with neutrons 
and recorded hundreds of new radioactive isotopes. My own research in this area has revealed 
many secrets of the vast reservoirs of energy contained within the atoms. 



Electronically Activated Neutron Source 

In the winter of 1996, I applied a 90,000-volt negative charge to a carbon rod. This carbon rod 
was surrounded with radioactive ore in a closed container. Under these conditions, the radon gas 
emitted from the ore was attracted and absorbed into the charged rod. This marked the beginning 
of my research into ion assisted atomic transformations. 

The initiator for the first plutonium weapon was composed of polonium coated onto beryllium. The 
polonium came from the Radium Chemical Company. 

"It must be first remarked that helium is a gas which accompanies all radioactive minerals. It was 
from these bodies that it was first obtained - a catalyst with an interesting effect." 

"This derivation from radium is a special helium since it appears to possess the property of 
spontaneously vanishing. Its' only resemblance to ordinary helium seems to consist of the 
momentary presence of some spectral rays." * The Sea of Energy by T.H. Moray, 1978 fifth edition, pages 229-230. 

The results of my life-long research have opened a doorway that could lead to electronically 
induced nuclear fusion. I originally named this process "alpha fission" to connote this electronically 
induced atomic reaction. The term was chosen so as to cause the least adverse social reaction to 
this discovery, due to the fact that the public has been duped into a state of paranoia by its global 
governments. Later, this term was changed to alpha fusion, as this is a more accurate term than the 
original chosen term. 

Conventional nuclear reactors generate deadly toxic radioactive wastes as by-products. These 
reactors are even more deadly than anyone realizes. Fuel rods in the reaction process are 
extremely hot and are subjected to enormous internal pressures. Untold dangerous amounts of 
radon gas could leak into our environment if the fuel rods become overheated. We must take a 
close look at clean nuclear processes before it is too late (if it isn't already). 

With the advent of electronically triggered neutrons, a self-sustaining chain reaction can be 
obtained and may be highly controlled. I find this especially true if thorium ore were to be used. 
Thorium emits thoron ( ~ n ~ ~ ' ) .  Owing to its extremely short half-life, thoron by itself can not be 
used as a source of strong radiation. However, in conjunction with its parent substance 
radiothorium, it can indeed be used as a strong source of radioactivity. 

Thoron has a short half-life of 54.5 seconds. On the other hand Radon-222 has a considerably long 
half-life of 3.5 days making it a hazard. Thoron is safe and convenient to work with because there 
are no long-lived products in its disintegration chain. Therefore, there is minimal danger of 
permanent contamination. The parent substance, radiothorium, may be obtained from thorium 
solutions in the manner described next. 

Radiothorium is generally used as a parent source of thoron. Radiothorium has a conveniently long 
half-life of nearly two years. Extractions of radiothorium can be obtained in a highly emanating 
state. A small quantity of iron chloride is added to a thorium solution and precipitated as a 
hydroxide by ammonia or as oxalate by oxalic acid. The precipitate, the hydroxide or oxalate of 
iron, is washed very carefully and dried at room temperature. This precipitate should have a high 
activity rate. It will not lose more than 20% of its initial activity rate for many months. This 
radiothorium preparation may be spread into a thin layer in a shallow brass tray placed at the 
bottom of a small lead-shielded container. The active deposit of thorium can be collected on a 



negatively charged wire, insulated with respect to the container. The emanated thoron gas may 
also be absorbed into various materials. 

The atomic ions emitted from radioactive isotopes can be directly converted to electrical power. 
My conversion method shown in Section 7, Figure 5 can be used to convert this source of radiant 
energy. Additional stages can be added for more power. The circuit shown gives a general idea of 
how such an energy conversion device functions. By no means is this technology limited to this 
one circuit, configuration, or source of radiant energy. 

Radon Super Catalyst 

My research has revealed that the energy devices of T. H. Moray, Alfred Hubbard, Reverend 
Antonio dfAngelo, and Joseph Papp all contained a source of radon gas. We know from the 
statements made by these inventors that they all used radium compounds in their energy devices. 
What we don't know for certain is if they were aware of the effects of the radon gas. When radon 
gas is contained in my ion-valve the applied electric field excites it. In its excited state it appears 
that it becomes a super catalyst before it decays to lead-210. Its reaction with the semiconductors 
within the valve release intermolecular electrons through the disintegration of the molecular 
binding force. The direct result is an increase in electrical conductivity within the valve. Sealed in 
the valve radon is not a health risk. High concentrations of cosmic rays are quite another issue. 
These are extremely short wavelength vibrations of high energy uncondensed matter. These are 
the particles that create radioactive thorium and uranium that we find in the ground. Cosmic 
particles or rays of atomic nuclei, call them what you will, are essentially minute particles called 
"neutrons" as Nikola Tesla had discovered. When they react with either thorium or uranium a 
radioisotope is created. Low concentrations of cosmic rays are consistently bombarding the earth. 
This is why you see a consistent percentage of U235 all over the planet. This percentage 
represents an accumulation of comic ray bombardment over the lifetime of our planet. High doses 
of cosmic rays released from splitting U235 atoms in a conventional nuclear reactor are lethal to 
living tissue. The natural concentration of cosmic rays that we are exposed to from day to day is 
up for debate. 

Nature offers us cosmic energy that manifests itself in many different forms. Electricity is only 
one of its manifestations. From this knowledge we can obtain electrical power with no moving 
parts. The natural world contains many storehouses of this cosmic energy. We do not have to split 
atoms to obtain energy. Energy is all around us just waiting to be transformed. 

Sir William Ramsey considered the action of ultra-violet light, moreover, as a kind of detonator, 
which produces the disintegration of the elements of matter. 

Ultra-violet light acts like a spark on a mass of explosive material. This is to say that the energy 
emitted by the disintegration of matter in the form of electricity will be far superior to the energy 
that invoked it in the first place. The energy that is condensed in matter is immense. The result is 
that an enormous amount of energy is released with only a slight loss of matter. 

Once enough funds are forthcoming I will build a high wattage cosmic energy converter. Through 
my writings, lectures and published articles I have attempted to explain my research. Over the 
years I have made my research available to the public and have asked for little in return. I am 
asking you at this point in time to help me to secure funding to get this technology implemented. 
As a former United States President once stated.. . "Sometimes when we reach for the stars, we 
fall short but we must press on". -LBv&&W+ 
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Present day alternative energy researchers find hope in that, one day, power will be obtained from 
the energy that runs the Cosmos. In reality, this dream has only proved to be a lure to its 
followers, beyond the limits of credibility. A quagmire of unsubstantiated hypotheses exists that 
are bottomless and lack reality. The facts of many newly conceived energy concepts are wholly 
inadequate, lacking justification, and is incapable of throwing any light on the promise of 
inexpensive, abundant sources of energy. 

The earth is indeed bathed in a sea of cosmic and solar energies. Can a device be built that can 
transform these energies into usable power? I believe that T. H. Moray did build such a device. 
This has inspired me to conduct my own research and to build my own prototypes. How the 
radiant energy device really worked might shock a few people once the facts become realized. 

Nature is my best teacher. Within one of her classrooms there are mineral samples that give out 
pure electrical energy. They are the radioactive rocks. If radioactive matter from these rocks 
derives its energy elsewhere, this must be of a type entirely different from any presently known. It 
is capable of penetrating, without loss, hundreds of feet of solid rock. 

Nikola Tesla's investigations brought him to the conclusion that the earth was being showered 
with "tiny particles, each carrying so small a charge that we are justified in calling them 
neutrons". He stated that "they move with great velocity, exceeding that of light". 

Dr. Thomas Moray realized from Gustave Le Bon's research that matter is cosmic energy itself in 
condensed form. Le Bon demonstrated that matter is a stable form of atomic energy. Such a view 
appears to merge perfectly with the continuous and permanent activity of radium. This activity 
seems to last for an indefinite time. There appears to be no rational reason why radioactivity, 
however intense and powerful, should decay or diminish with the passage of time. Yet, 
disintegrating matter does decay. It is not perpetual. The demonstrated "half-life" values have proven 
that the stored energy within radiant matter will eventually be depleted. 

At some point in my own research, I had to ask myself three important questions.. . 

1) Is there anything opposed, either to reason or to probability, to the view that the energy 
evolved from radium is actually derived from an existing previously unsuspected internal 
process within the atom? 

2) Within the decay process does the element experience a transformation into other elements? 

3) How is it that such enormous stores of energy in matter have remained so long unknown? 

We have learned that when a specimen of radium chloride is dissolved in water and the liquid is 
then evaporated and it is brought back to its dry state, as the result of this very simple operation, 
the radium loses the greater part of its radioactivity. The penetrating beta and gamma rays 
completely disappear. The remaining non-penetrating alpha rays will be only one quarter as 



powerful as they were initially. Then a strange thing happens. Left alone, the radium will 
spontaneously recover its lost activity. Little by little, day by day, until at the end of a month, it 
will be no less active than it was before it went into solution. I have also observed these same 
results with my own preparations. These findings appear to be in direct conflict with the 
zealous statement that "radioactivity of radium cannot be affected by any known process". On 
studying the experiments carefully, we find that when radium chloride or one of my preparations 
is dissolved in water something escapes into the air. This "something" is intensely radioactive. It 
diffuses in the air, but will remain if contained within a gas-tight, closed vessel. In short, this 
"something" is a gas possessing the property of radioactivity to a very intense degree. This gas 
was called "emanation" in the days of old. Today it is called "radon gas". Uranium-238 generates 
RADON-222. It has a half-life of around 3.8 days. This radon gas is highly radioactive. Thorium 
releases RADON-220 that is intensely radioactive and has a half-life of 55.6 seconds. 
Uranium-235 emits RADON-219, the most intensely radioactive substance, having a half-life of 
only 3.96 seconds. 

Radon that has been separated from its parent source will rapidly decay. It is easy enough to 
conclude from this experiment that energy is stored within this atom. This accounts for the 
comparatively rapid decay of the activity of the generated radon gas. This gas is depleting its 
internal store of energy so rapidly that it is soon exhausted. On the other hand how is the gradual 
recovery of the radioactivity of its parent source explained? This question is the golden key to 
unlocking the secret of its power. 

If it is true that energy comes from within, as large as the store of energy within the atom must be 
to explain its radioactivity, yet it cannot be infinite. Therefore, it is expected that the activity will 
slowly decay with the passing of time. Two radioactive bodies, one much more radioactive than 
the other, are compared together. It is expected that the activity of the more powerful body will 
decay faster than that of the other. A time will come for both of these substances, when the 
internal stores of energy are exhausted, that the radioactivity will come to an end. Therefore, 
radium, a substance containing the store of energy, can no longer be radium when the energy is 
lost. Coal is not coal after it is burnt. When energy is obtained from matter, the matter changes. 
Before it can be restored to its former state, the energy evolved must be put back. In no case, is it 
possible for matter to part with its store of chemical energy and remain the same, otherwise 
perpetual motion could be easily realized. 

We can safely conclude that, if the energy is stored in the radium, it must be within the atom. 
Therefore, if radium changes, it must be a change of the atom and of the element itself. This 
change is due to its ultra-chemical reactions. This is a more fundamental and deep-seated change 
than the normal chemistry or any known kind of material change. Until the discovery of 
radioactivity, such changes certainly had never been observed. If the energy of radium comes 
from within, then it must be subjected to this ultra-chemistry that has eluded the chemist. This 
process of ultra-chemistry must be understood as a special extension of chemistry. It is not some 
vaguely possible, transcendental nuclear condition in the sun and stars. Once this is understood, the 
answers will become crystal clear. 

Imagine that a month has passed. The radium chloride is once again dissolved in water and 
evaporated down to dryness exactly as before. Once more you will find in the process, that the 
radium has lost the same large proportion of its radioactivity. Again it gains a new amount of radon 
gas no less than before it went into solution. Repeat this experiment as often as you like. You will 
find the result always the same. The radon that you separate from the radium is decaying away 
from day to day. But the radium will also generate a spontaneous fresh new batch of radon. In order 
to make sense of this, we have to answer these nagging questions; "from where does the energy of 



the radium come"? Does it come from nowhere, or is it being newly created out of nothing? This 
is a view that is not acceptable for a plausible twenty-first-century physical science. 

If our doctrines of energy are true, then there are only two possible answers to consider. Either 
the energy must be derived from within the radium, or it must be supplied from elsewhere. This 
simple narrowing down of all the possible answers may appear to you somewhat simplistic, but in 
reality, it carries with it far more than appears on the surface. Being a minute property of the 
element, radioactivity is therefore a property of the atom. If we say that the energy comes from 
within, this means that there must exist an enormous and not previously suspected store of energy 
in matter. 

Dr. Moray believed that radium merely retransmits energy that which it receives, that it converts - 
the cosmic rays into electrical particles. He states that it retransmits energy in a form that we 
recognize. Tesla also entertained this view. There are electrical transformers dotted all over our 
country receiving transmitted but dangerous high-tension currents from the power stations. These 
are "transformed" into comparatively safe, low-tension currents for your house. Are the atoms of 
radium acting as the transformers of a mysterious and unknown source of external energy, first 
receiving it and then delivering it up again in a form that can be recognized? It may be said that so 
vague a view, postulating the existence of a limitless and mysterious supply of omnipresent 
energy, cannot be directly disproved. One thing is for certain: this view provides a way of escape 
from some of the more distasteful "logical" assertions, namely that all forms of energy are stored 
within the atoms and molecules. 

If radium owes its activity to an energy source outside itself, one has only to isolate it. We have 
seen that to quench radioactivity, or to modify it in any way is one of the things mainstream 
science cannot do. 

An experiment has proven that even in its natural state in the mine, hundreds of feet deep down in 
the earth, pitchblende exhibits its normal radioactivity. Over 100 years ago, scientists concluded 
that some sort of radiation must exist in the atmosphere. This conclusion arises because under all 
circumstances, air is found to have a slight positive concentration of ionized particles. These atoms 
are minus an electron. This radiation is constantly much stronger at high altitudes than at the earth's 
surface. This leads us to conclude that such radiation does not originate on this planet but rather 
from somewhere in the outer regions of space. The fact that the intensity of this radiation does not 
increase during daylight hours eliminates the sun as its source. Also, the intensity does not 
decrease during the day or increase by night, therefore it cannot be a result of any particular group 
of stars. 

Spontaneous Decay 

Doesn't the "free emanating" state of a salt of radium teach anything about its decay mechanism? 
Results obtained by Dr. Alois Gaschler and Otto Hahn in the 1920's proved conclusively that 
when radium becomes finely divided, it most readily emits radon. This teaches us that radioactive 
change is effected by confinement. How many scientists have paid attention to this all-important 
lesson? Is it actually the true mechanism behind what is being called "fission"? 

It is in my humble opinion that the seat of radioactivity is due to radon gas trapped within the 
lattice of certain heavy metals. The best comparison that I can think of is coal and the stored 
hydrogen gas within its lattice. Its stored hydrogen reserve reacts with oxygen transforming these 
two gasses into H20 with the release of heat. The carbon contained in the coal also reacts with 
oxygen when a high enough heat is generated from the hydrogen reaction and combustion occurs, 



Polonium Chemistry 

Polonium-210 is a low-melting, fairly volatile metal, 50% of which is vaporized in air in 45 
hours at 131°F. It is an alpha emitter with a half-life of 138.39 days. A milligram emits as many 
alpha particles as five grams of radium. This represents a whopping five curies per 1 /1000~~ of a 
gram, making Polonium 5,000 times more powerful than radium. The energy released by its 
decay is so large (140Wlg) that an insulated capsule containing about half a gram reaches a 
temperature above 932°F. A few curies of polonium exhibits a blue glow, caused by excitation of 
the surrounding gas. Almost all its alpha radiation is stopped within the container that it is stored, 
where it gives up its energy. 

The maximum permissible body burden for ingested polonium is only 0.03 micro-curies, which 
represents a particle weighing only 6.8 x 10-l2 12g. Weight for weight it is about 2.5 x 10" times 
as toxic as hydrocyanic acid. The maximum allowable concentration for soluble polonium 
compounds in air is about 2 x lo-" microcuries/cm3. 

It is said that polonium is very dangerous to handle in even milligram or microgram amounts. 
This is stated due to the damage that arises from the complete absorption of the energy of the 
alpha particle into living tissue. Like anything else, there are little risks if it is respected. From the 
above data that we have on polonium we are told that if we get polonium into our blood stream 
through an open wound on the body it could be fatal. With this said, if an ion-valve contains 
radon gas that has decayed to polonium over several years I strongly advise that you do not 
unseal it - for safety sake. With this in mind you should properly dispose of old tubes. It is better 
to be safe. 

On another note, the concern about radiation poisoning is fully justified under certain conditions. 
A meltdown of a conventional nuclear reactor can release deadly strontium-90 and radioactive 
iodine into the air. Atomic bombs also release deadly radioisotopes. This is an atomic ash that is 
called "fallout". Military shells using depleted uranium will release particles less than 5 microns 
in size on impact with the target. When uranium becomes finely divided and enters the body it 
becomes a deadly toxin. My system of radiant energy conversion poses zero health risk. One 
reason being is that no deadly isotopes are generated as is in the case of conventional reactors. 

On the other hand, radon gas enhanced ion-valves used to generate electrical power will have no 
harmful side effects because the amount used is minute. This is provided that you do not unseal 
the tubes. In fact, the excited radon gas has been observed to have actual health benefits as I have 
already discussed. 

Is Radium a Real Element? 

It was Madame Curie who determined the weight of radium. She determined its weight by 
observing the weight of silver chloride by precipitation with the purest radium sample that she 
had. The radium chloride weighed nearly one centigram in each determination. It was then added 
to some silver nitrate solution that formed a deposit of silver chloride. The resulting deposit was 
accurately weighed. The mean atomic weight of the radium was found to be 225 by this method. 

As radium chloride is hydroscopic (i.e., absorbs moisture), therefore, the weighing had to be 
rapidly performed. The hydrated chloride obtained by crystallization was heated to drive off any 
water that was present. When the weight was found to be constant, it was raised to double the 
temperature. The weight still remaining the same proved it to be absolutely free of water. The 
precipitated silver chloride was radioactive and luminous, but there was no appreciable quantity 



of radium in it. The resulting silver was found to weigh exactly what it should were the chloride 
pure. Runge and Precht determined the atomic weight of radium from considerations based upon 
the spectrum of radium, and found it to be 257.8. Neither of these determinations agreed with 
what was expected from the periodic law of the elements. The law states that elements of the 
same general properties have their atomic weight so related that, if any three elements of a group 
are taken in regular ascending order, the atomic weight of the middle one is half the sum of the 
other two. Thus, as radium is believed to belong to the barium group, its atomic weight should be 
around 234. 

5) Radium: and other Radio-active Elements by Leonard A. Levey & Herbert G. Willis, 1907, p. 75 - 76. 

The above-sited reference is what leads me to believe that "radium" does not exist. What is being 
called radium could very well be in reality a double salt of U234lU235 and barium. The more 
"radium salt" is fractionalized the greater the concentrated the U234 and U235 becomes! 
Therefore, the material becomes more and more active! This makes sense because the half-lives 
of U234 and U235 are much shorter than its associated U238. The activity increases as the 
amount of barium decreases. Fractionalize the radium salt still further and it is reasonable to 
deduce that we will end up with a high concentration of U234 and U235. This U234 and U235 
generates radon gas in their decay chains. The misinterpretation of the nature of the substance 
called radium, in my opinion, has occurred because of the method that was used to weigh it. It is a 
fact that radium can not be completely separated from its associated barium. If "radium" can not 
be separated from the barium then how can we accurately determine its weight? Why hasn't 
anyone today taken notice that what is being isolated along side barium could in fact be U234, 
U235 or a combination of the two? Or have they? 

Over-unity in Nature 

Madame Curie-Joliot and M. Joliot made the very striking observation that the radiation from 
beryllium and from boron was able to eject protons with considerable velocities from matter 
containing hydrogen. In their experiments the radiation from beryllium was passed through a thin 
window into an ionization vessel containing air at room pressure. When paraffin wax, or other 
matter containing hydrogen, was placed in front of the window, the ionization in the vessel was 
increased, in some cases as much as doubled. The effect appeared to be due to the ejection of 
protons, and from further experiment they showed that the protons had ranges in air up to about 
26 cm., corresponding to a velocity of nearly 3 x lo9 cm per sec. They suggested that energy was 
transferred from the beryllium radiation to the proton by a process similar to the Compton effect 
with electrons, and they estimated that the beryllium radiation had quantum energy of about 50 x 
lo6 electron volts (5OMeV). The range of the protons ejected by the boron radiation was 
estimated to be about 8 cm. in air, giving - on a C.ompton process of energy - of about 35 x lo6 
electron volts (35MeV) for the effective quantum. 

It is difficult to account for the production of a quantum of 50 MeV from the interaction of a 
beryllium nucleus and a-particle of kinetic energy of 5 x lo6 electron volts (5MeV). (6)  

6) "The Existence of a Neutron" by J. Chadwick, F.R.S. Proc Roy. Soc, A, 136, p. 693 (Received May 10, 1932) 

The above observations prove that there are at least &o over-unity reactions in the natural World. 
There is clearly up to ten times more energy coming out than what is going into the 
berylliundalpha reaction. I suspect that there are many more combinations that are yet to be 
discovered. Le Bon and Moray were pioneers in this line of research. With the equipment that we 
have today and with the knowledge of the various isotopes I predict that their discovery is near. 



Clean Nuclear Reactors Are Possible 

Mother Nature offers us a clean nuclear process to supply us with energy. My reasoning is based 
upon her process that leaves behind a clean, non-toxic ash. You have seen it in children's balloons 
at birthday parties. The inert gas that I am referring to here is called "helium". This is the only ash 
that is left behind by Nature's process. There are no deadly radio toxins like the ones found in the 
commercial reactor. It makes all the difference in creation how the reaction is carried out and for 
what purpose. 

Spent nuclear plant material is bad stuff. When atoms are "split" like they are in a conventional 
nuclear reactor the course of nature is diverted and there are detrimental effects. My proposed 
processes could allow nature to go its own way. We would not be splitting the atoms like is done 
in conventional nuclear power plants and creating deadly nuclear by-products. 

Not too many people now this but Virginia Beach is highly radioactive. Its sand contains 
monazite. This is a thorium ore. We do not need to worry about the natural stuff. Studies have 
shown that it is actually a benefit to our health. 

The commercial nuclear reactor releases high concentrations of toxic radioisotopes. This is a 
direct result of the reaction of URANIUM-235 haphazardly splitting into atomic fragments like 
glass. It is highly probable that we can design reactors that will release only pure electrical 
particles instead of the toxic radioisotopes that are created by stray fission fragmentation. Why 
not build clean reactors that do not generate these stray fragments? Nature accomplishes this 
everyday! Learning how nature accomplishes this feat will open the doorway to a safe reactor 
design. My extraction process could be part of the answer. Excess neutron generation could be 
eliminated. If we study the processes found in the natural world more closely we might obtain the 
knowledge to build a clean atomic reactor. 

Fundamental Atomic Guideline 

1. Alpha bombardment of any element with atomic numbers from 1 through 15 will generate a 
new and stable element. One excess neutron will result from the reaction. 

2. Neutron bombardment of any stable element from 16 and above will generate a new and -$$ 
unstable element through the capture of neutrons. One or more neutrons are released from 
the reaction. The targeted element will gain the weight of the absorbed neutrons. 

3. Neutron bombardment of an unstable element generates one helium4 atom from each 
reaction. The atomic weight of the targeted element looses the weight of one helium4 atom 
as a result of the reaction. 

4. From these facts, it is not too hard to figure out that it is the beryllium, boron, or carbon 
control rods in a commercial nuclear reactor that are actually what supplies the initial 
neutron kick to begin the "fission reaction". The "moderator" provides high-speed protons to 
boast neutron production where there is not a high enough concentration of U235 to supply 
the required alpha particles. Scientists of yesteryear had been on the correct path. It was 
atomic bomb era mentality that took us off the narrow path. This was all in the name of 
"national security". It will only be when these facts resurface that advances will be made in 
the way we obtain energy. 



BOOK CONCLUSION 

Funding has not permitted me to build a device that can power a home or electric car. However, 
my prototypes have proven beyond doubt that with the proper hnding this can be accomplished. 
It is my hope, through the publication of my findings, that hnding will be forthcoming. At this 
point in time, it is most important to me that I receive credit for my for work and that my research 
discoveries do not fall on deaf ears. 

Public tests are performed as necessary to validate the technologies. These demonstrations are 
deemed as research and development tests only. No power claims are expressed or implied at this 
time. 

For almost fifteen years now I have carried out many experiments. The fruits of this research are 
ripening. Many fruits are within grasp but they are not yet quite ripe for the picking. The intent of 
revealing my progress to the World is to insure that this work is not done in vain. Through my 
writings I have attempted to explain the many facets of "radiant energy" and how it is possible to 
draw useable power from it. If radiant energy can be given to the World then humankind will 
have the potential to reach heights not yet dreamed or conceived. Today, I freely give to you the 
results of my life's work. Together we can reclaim our independence! 
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transforming the carbon and oxygen into C02, Pretty much the same fundamental principle must 
occur when radon gas is released from its heavy metal prison. The reactant in this later case is a 
neutron from a previous radon gas emission. Radon reacts with a metal, losing a neutron to it. 
When this occurs, the radon becomes highly unstable, emitting alpha particles and rapidly 
transforming this gas into stable lead. From this reaction it is clear that radon is not as inert as we 
were lead to believe. In fact, I say that radon is at the very foundation of all nuclear reactions. 

Since the discovery of radium by Madame Curie, the fundamental method of its extraction has 
not changed. The process utilizes the same methods that were instituted by Madame Curie and M. 
Debierne. Radioactive ores are first treated with a warm solution of hydrochloric acid that 
dissolves the metals. The addition of sulfuric acid precipitates the insoluble barite's that are 
always present, carrying along with them all the radium as barium sulfate. It is necessary that 
barium is present in the process. If the solution does not contain a sufficient quantity, then some 
barium has to be added. It is said that the barium acts as a "carrier" to the radium. Can there be 
any other explanation? It never made much sense to me why the radium would not precipitate out 
without the barium. I simply could not accept the notion that it only served as the carrier. The 
answer to this problem becomes relatively simple if you let Nature be your teacher. Forget what 
the textbooks tell you. We know from her lessons that radiation can be induced into non- 
radioactive elements, do we not? Could it be then, that something in the separated hydrochloric 
solution is transforming the barium into what we call radium? Ala-ka-zam, low and behold, there 
sure is, it is called URANIUM-235. 

Nu Radium Formula 

Radium may be synthetically manufactured by fusing dry uranium nitrate mixed with about 0.5% 
of dry barium nitrate. This is done in the heat of an electric arc. The mass is then treated with 
nitric acid, water and sulfuric acid, successively. Radioactive barium sulfate, possessing all the 
physical properties of the "element" discovered by Madame Curie, is obtained through this 
formula. This material will emit ultra-violet rays, x-rays, excite phosphor screens and cause air to 
conduct electricity. The chloride and the carbonate of radium may also be created by using 
uranium chloride or uranium carbonate respectively and will display the same properties. 

Uranium nitrate typically contains about 0.72 per cent U235. The barium reacts with the U235 
creating pure radium. We now know for certain that the barium is not just a simple carrier as has 
been believed. Best results are obtained when 0.72 per cent barium is added, makmg it equal or 
less than the amount of U235 contained in the nitrate. If sulfuric acid is added after the reaction 
takes place, then radium sulfate is precipitated. This material can now be filtered for removal 
from the solution. A seemingly synthetically created radium salt results when barium forms a 
double salt with the U235 atom. It can not come into being otherwise. All other radioisotopes 
might be called into existence in the presence of U235. There are other processes involved but this 
will be explored at a future date. Radioisotopes created by ultra-chemical processes could have far 
reaching ramifications, if and when it is taken under the wing of mainstream science. 
Radioisotopes could be made to order literally in a jar. My findings appear to indicate that all 
radioactive substances originate from the U235 atom. Where did the U235 atom originate? I can 
only speculate at this point that it is created when a cosmic ray hits a stable U238 atom head-on. 
If my conclusions turn out to be correct, then the energy stored in radiant matter is a product of an 
external cosmic force and an internal force without contradiction. 
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9'0 all t o h m  it alny cn?tc?ern: 
J3e it known that 1, IIERMANN PIADBON, 

Esthonian s~tbjevt, residing in Hnnlburg, 
Genliany, Iiave invented certain new and 

6 useful Improvements in tllc Conversion of 
Atmospheric Elwtric E n e r k ,  of whic11 the 
followin is a speci6cation. 

Met110 5 s of obtaining atmospheric efec- 
tricity by means of metallic nettin s set wit11 

10 spilrcs which are held by means o f ordinary 
or ancllorcd kite bnlloons mode of fabrics 
and filled with hydrogen, are in thebry nl- 
ready known. Atmospheric electricity ob- 
taincd in this vay has been suggested to be 

1s used in the form of direct current for the 
cliarging of accumulntors. This knowledge 
I~orne~er is at present only theoreticnl as the 
conversion in practice has llitherto been a 
failure. No m a n s  nre 1;nomn of protecting 

20 tllc apparatus from destruction by lightning. 
The bz3loons used for collecting the charge 
rt~ust also be made of very large size in order 
to be abfe to sipport the weight of the me- 
tnllic netting and the heavy cable connec- 

2s tions. 
Instead o i  using heavy metallic netting as 

cotlectors attached to single air balloons of 
non-ronclucting n~atmirtls nrhic11 are liable to 
bc torn and are permenble to the gas, i t  is 

30 proposed to r~se meta!Iic balloon collectors 
~vllich hnve the following important advan- 
tnges- 

(a) The ~uctallic cases are i~npenetrable 
to tleli~ln~ and I~ydrogen; the also represent 

35 l n r ~ l *  nnlef~llic mestlmr-proo collecting s11r- 
faces. 

P 
( 5 )  Rsdio active rr~enns nnd.the like may 

be ensilp applied internally or externally; 
wl~creby tile ioniziltiou is consitlerably in- 

40 c~~aser l  ~ n r l  tl~cre~ritll also the quantity of 
ntmospl~cric c le~t~ic i ty  capable of being col- 
lected. 

(c) Sucl~ balloon collect~rs of light metal 
drr not require to Lo of large size ns they 

45 hare to carry only their own modcrate 
~veiglit, :tnd that of tho conilllding cable n r  
wire. 

( d )  The o~ltirc system U:ci*efo~r: offers lit- 
tle sr~rfacc, for thc nct~on of stor111 : ~ d  wind 
and is resistant and stable. 

( c )  Eacll bnlloon can bc easily r:lised and 
lowered by means of a wind1 so that a11 rc- 
p:~irs, recharging and f.lw like can be curried 
art withoul danger dnring tlic! operation. 

It is further proposed to use s collecting 66 
aerial network of several septtrate conectors 
spread out in the air above the earth,whicl~ 
collectors are interconnected by electrical 
conductors. 

According to this invention cliarges of at- 
mospheric electricity tire not directly con- 
verted into mechanical energy, and tkis 
forms ale main difference from previous in- 
ventions, but the static electrioity which rum 
to oartli through aarinl conductors in &e 65 
form of direct current of very high voltage 
and low currcnt strength is converted into 
electro-dynamic energy in tile form of high 
frequency vibrations. Many advantages are 
thereby obtained and all disadvantages 70 
avoided. 

The very high voltage of static electricity 
of a low cqrrent strength can be converted 
by this invention to voltages loom suitable 
for tecllnical purposes and af greater cur- 75 
rent strength. By the use of closed oscilla- 
tory circuits it is possible to obtain electro- 
magnetic waves of various nmplitude and 
thereby to increase the degree of resonane 
of such current. Such resonance allows vs- 60 
rious valiles of inductance t o  be chosen 
whereby again the governing of the starting 
and stol)pir!g of macllines driven thereby by 
simply tuning the resonance betwcen coils 
of the madline and thc transformer circuit sa 
forming the resonance can easily be ob- 
tained. F~ixtlrer, such currents have the 
pyoperty of being directly available for va- 
rious uses, even without e~nproying thern for 
driving motors, of wllich there may be par- 00 
ticulnrly mentioned, lighting, production of 
lieat and use in electl-0-chemistry. 

Further, with such currents a series of 3p- 
paratus mny fed witl l~ut  direct current 
sitpply through condi~ctors and also the uz 
elcctro-magnetic high frequency currents 
may h converted by nlenns of special motors 
adapted for electra-magnetic oscillations 
intd mechanical energy, or finally converted 
by special machines into alternating current 
of low frequency or even into direct Current 
of Iljgll potential. 

T11e invention is more pnr.fic:ulnl.ly de- 
scribed with reference to the accompanying 
diagrams in which :- 105 

Tc~gnre 1 is an explnnatory figure. 
Pigxre 2 is a diagrammatic view of tlle 

simplest form. 



Figure 3 shows a method of converting and not an nerisl antenna. 13 and 14 ntc 
otmosplieric electrical energy for use 1~jt81 combs for  collecting tlre static electricity of 
motors. tile influer~co macll~nc. 7 and B are spal'li 

Figure 4 is a dingram showing tllc use of discllarging electrodes, 6 nnd ti condensers, 
5 protective means. Q an inductive prirnnty coil, 1.0 se.conda1.y 70 

Figure 5 i9 a cfiagrnm of an arrangement coil, ll and 12enrls of concl~~ctnrs of the sec- 
for converting large current strengths. ondnfy coil 10. When tllc disc of the static 

Figure G is a diagram of an arrangement influence mnclline is rotated by meclinilical 
illcluding controlling means. means, the conibs cullect tlie elcctricchar.gcs 

Ia Figure 7 sho~vs meails v h r e l y  tile spark one the positivc and the. other the nognt~ve,  7s 
gap length can be sdjnsterl. and charge tilo condensela 5 and G ulltil such 

Figure S shows s. unipolar connection for a, hi@ potential is formed across the sparlr 
the motor. gap r-8, that tlle sparlr gap is jumped. As 

Figure 9 sho-rrs n weak c o ~ ~ p l c d  system the sparlr gap 7-43 fornas a closed circuit 
15 suitable for use ~ r i t l i  small power rnotors. with condensers G ant1 5, and indiicti.ive re- 80 

Figures 10, U. and 12 sllom ~nocllfied ar- s l s t~nce  9, :is is we11 known, v a w s  of lligb 
rnngements. rcquencl electmlnagnetic oscilZations rnf% 

Flgure 13 sliorrs a form of inductive cou- pass in t is circuit. 
p l i n ~  for the motor e i~cr~ i t .  The high freq~lcncy of the mcillitions 

"-u  re 14 is a r,rodifierl for111 of Figure 13 produced in the pri~nnly circuit induces 35 
wit11 mductive coupling. waves .of the  same periodicity in the sec- 

Figure 15 is nn nrmngcment wit11 non- ondary circuit. Thus  in t l ~ c  prj111ar.y cir- 
intluctive  noto or, cuit electromagnetic oscil laticl~~ are formrd 

Figrare 16 is sn nrrnngelnent with mu- by &lie passage of the spnrk over l l ~ e  spark 
5 pfi~ing by condenser. gap and these waves xre lnnirrtained by fresh uo 

Ti'lgures 117,IS and 19 are d i a g ~ ~ a n ~ s  of fur- charges of static electricity. 
tller moddications. By suitably selecting the ratio Ixtnxen the 

F'ipre 20 sliox~s a sirr~ple form in rvhicl~ rlutober of the mi ls  in tl~c? primary and sec- 
the aerial netmarlr is combined with special o n d m y  circuits v i t h  regird  to  s correct ap- 

30 collectors. pliieation of tho co-efficients of resonance 0s 
Fi,a~arc 21 sl~o\vs Jiagrnmmaticslly un ar- (cb acity, inductance, and resistance) tile 

rnngemcnt suit.able for collecting large hig[ rollage of tlie primary circuit may bc 
quantities of energy. su~tabljr converted into lor\- voltage and higI;ll 

Figure 22 is 3 modified a~rangement  liar- current strength. 
3s in2 two rings of collectors. J%'hr?n tho  oscillatory iiisdlmrges in the pri- Btl*l 

Figure 23 sl~oms the collnectiorls for three rnnry circuit becomes wealrer or entirely 
r i n p  of collectors. cease, the condensers are c1 iarged again by 

Fiere 24 slloirs a cnllecling balloon and  the static electricity until the accumulatoil 
di tgom of its connection of condenser bat- charge v a i n  breaks do-wn the spark gap.. 

40 tenes. A31 this 1s repeated as long as elect,ricity is 10: 
F,igures 25 and 26 s h o ~  niodifierl colrector proiiuced by the static machine by employ- 

bnlloon a1.rar1gentents. ing rneclianlcal energy. 
Pigire 21 shows n second method of cnn- An rlcmentary for111 of tllc invention B 

necting condnctor for the 11:~lloon aerials. s l ~ o r m  in Figure 2 in mhicll two spark gaps 
45 Fjgl i r~ ,  28 stlows an anto-trnnsfol*mrr in parallel arc used one rtf irlrisll m:Ly 1,c I l f l  

inethod of connection. te rmed tlie ~vorlring gap 7 in I*'ignre 2. nl~ilst 
F ip re  20 sI1ot1-s t l ~ c  simplest forrn of ~011- the second serres a nsnfcfy device for 

stroctlon wit11 incandescent cat!i.lorii!. cess roItnge and consists of s Inrgcr nulnl~er 
Figure 30 shnm a form xith cigar. sIlnpetl of spark gsps than tile working seelion, 

baIloon. ndlich gaps are arl-angcd in s e ~ i e s  snd are 11; 
Figure 31 is a lnodifiecl arrnngerncnt'. briclged by very snlnll cay:~cities as is illus- 
Figure 32 shams a form vith cnthode and trated in a,, b,. c,, lTigu~e 2 w1:ich allow of 

electrode enclosed in n vacuum chxrnber. ~ tn i fo rm sparking in the sa,fctg sc.ction. 
Fipuy: 33 is a rnoclified Eon11 of Figure 32. In  Figure  2 A is the aerial antenna, for 

5s Figure 34 sl~ows an  arc light collectox.. collecting chnrges of atmospllcric electric if^, 120 
Fipr~re 35 shows s i ~ c l ~  nn nrmngcrnmt for 13 is the earth cor~nection of the second part 

alternating current. of the S~;IZT]E gal), 5 and 6 nre.condrnsers, 9 a 
Figure 36 shows an incandescent colIcctnr pl.irnai-y coil. Now milerr tlirotrpll tile aerial 

with Nerr~st Inn-ip. A 1110 positire atrnosplieric elfactricit..y seeks 
60 Figure 37 s1ton.s a form rvit11 a gas flame. to combinr ~ v i t h  the nee;,ativc c11ar.gc toeartti, 12; 

Figure 1 iilustrntes a sitnple diagram. f o r  this is prevented by (tllc air gap betwec11) 
coirrertine static electricity into dynamic, the spark gays. The resistnnw of the spark 
energy OF a high number of oscillations. gap 7 is, as  sllown in tlre rl~awings, lawer 
For the sajre of clearness in thc drawings on than that of tllc otllcr safety section ~vliich 

6" influence nzaclline is nds~~mccl to  be c~nployed consists of three spark gaps connected in 130 



series, and cunsequentl a three time.. greater ance or an induction coil. I n  the i t t e r  
air resistance is offerc i by the latter. case it is possible to  regulstc tr, a c e a i ~ i  

So long therefore, as the resistance of extent the cffect of the choking coils. 111 
the spark gap 7 is not overloaded, so that the further description of tlic co~lnecting 

6 the other spark gaps have an equal resist- and constructional diagrams tho aerial elcc- 70 
ance with it the discharges take place only trornagnet choke mil is inilicnted by :I 
over spark gap 7. Should lrowever the simple ring S. 
voltage be, increased by any influences so Plgure 3 shows the simplcst way of con- 
that it might be dangerous for charging verting atrnosplleric clectrlcjty into electro- 

I-0 the condensers 5 and G or for the coil in- magnetic wave energy by the use of specinl 75 
mlation 9 and 10 In consequence of brealc motors adapted for high oscillatoiy cur- 
down, by a correct regulation of this spalk rents orestatic charges of electrical energy. 
sp the second spark gap can discharge free Recent mprovements in motors for work- 

from inductive effects direct to earth with- ing a i th  static clinrges and motors working 
16 out endangering the machine. by resonance, thst is to say, having groups so 

Without this second spark gap, arranged of tuned electromagnetic coopcrnth~g cir- 
in parallel having s higher resistance than crjits render this possible but such do not 
the working spnrk gap it is impossible to form part of the resent invention. B collect and render available large qnnntities A motor adapte to operate wit11 static 

20 of eloctric3.1 energy. cllarges will for the sake of simplicity Bc 85 
The action of this closed oscillation cir- diagrammatjcally indicated by two scmi- 

cuit consisting of spark gap 7, two conclens- circles I and 2 and the rotor of the motor 
em 5 and 6, primary coil 9, and also see- by a ring X (Figure 3.) A is s vert1c:ll 
ondary coil 10 is exactly the same as the aerial or aerial networlc. S the sa.fety 

25 one described in F i p n :  1 wit11 the arranFe- choke or electromagnet with coil 0 as niny 90 
ment of the static lnductinn machine wlth be seen is connected with the aerial A. Ad- 
the only difference that here the second jacent the electromagnet S the aerial con- 
spark gap is provided, The electrotpagnetic ductor is divrded into three circuits, the 
high frequency alternating current obtained circnit 8 giving the safety spark gap, the 

30 can be tapped off from the conductors 11 circuit 7. with the wprking spark gap, ant1 03 
and 12 for lighting and heating purposes. tllen a circuit incl~rdlng the stator tcmminal 
$pecia! kinds of n~otors adapted for ~vorlr- 1, rotor md stator terlrlinnl 2 at wllich 
Ing with lliese peculiar electrical chalrgcs R connection is made to the earth wire. The 
may be connectecl a t  14 find 15 which can two sparlc gaps are also cannectecl metal- 

3"orlr with static electricity charges or wit11 lically wit11 the earth wire. The ~ilethod of lo[) 
high frequency oscillations. working these diagrams is as follows: 

I n  addition to the use of spnrk gaps The positive atmospheric electric charge 
in parallel a second measure of security is collect$ tends to combine wilh the negakve 
also necessary for taking off the current. electricity (or earth electricity) connected 

40 This precaution consists according to this with the ettrtll mire. It travels aIonf t h o  105 
invent~on, in the introdn6tion of and method aerial A through the electroniagnct S mit11- 
of connectin certain protectire electro- out being checked as i t  flows in the salrlo cii- 
magnets or c oking coils ill the :ierial cir- rection :IS tlie direct current. Further, iti 
c~iit  as shown by S in Figure 3. progress is arrested by two sparks gaps 

A single e1ectrornap;n~t only having a core plnced in the way and the stator condeliscr 110 
of the thinnest possible separate laminatio~ls surfnccs. The Etator condenser surfaces arc 
is connected with the aerial. chai-ged until thc charge is greater tiial~ 

In  the case of high voltages in the nerial tile resistlmre of the s ~ a r k  gap 7, W ~ ~ L ' C I I ~ O I L  
network or a t  places where there Rre fre- a spark springs over the spark gap 'i nncl all 

60 quent tl~undet. storms, several such magnets oscillatory charge is obtained as by 111e:r~is 115 
may however be connected in seri~s. of the motor M, stator surfaces 1 and 2, nntl 

I n  the case of 1atge units or plnnts sev- s ark gap 7, n dosed oscillation circuit is 

allel or in series parallel. 
E era1 eiectrornagnets cnn be enlployed in par- tained for producing the elcctroinacnetic 

oscillations. The motor here forllls the ca- 
66 The windings of these electromagnets pacity and the ncccssary indaclsmcc :and IT. 120 

may bc simply connected in series with the sistancc, mhich, as is well Irno~vn, are npces- 
aerials. 'In this case the minding preferabl sary for converting static electricity into 
consists of several thin parnllel wees,  w]dcK electmm~gnetie nave energy. 
make up to~cthcr, the necessary section. The discharges farnletl are convertetl into 

80 The wind~ng may be made of primary mechanical energy jn special ~iiotors and can 112; 
and secondary windings in the form of a not reach the aerial ndwork by reason of 
transformer. The primsry winding will be the clectronlag~et or choke. I f ,  howe~er, 
then cdnnectecl iu series w ~ t h  the aerial net- when .z spark springs oover the spar'ic gal, 7 
work, 2nd t l ~ c  secondary winding more or a greater quantity of atmospheric eleclricity 

05 less short-citcuikd over a regulatit~g resist- tends to flow to enrtli, n co:lnter voltage is l3u 



induced in the el.ectrom,agnet, wllich is 
greater tllc inore rapidly snd strongly the 
flow of current direct to the  earth is. By 
the formation of this opposi~iff voltage :I 

5 sufficiently lligtl resistance is nferecl to i.hhe 
ffow of ntrnosplleric elect~leitg rlitbect t~ 
enrth to ~ ) r c ~ c n t  n si1oi.t circuit ~ r ~ i t l l  tlle 
earth. 

Tlie circuit containirlg spark.gap S i ~ a v i ~ ~ g  
In a rliiFcrc~\t ware lengtll ~ r h i c h  IS not in  reso- 

nellce ~ r i t l l  llie natural fi-quency of the 
~itotor, does not cndnngcr tlie motor a ~ t d  
sexes  :IS scctirit.y :~g:~iii.st; C S C ~ S S  V O ~ ~ R R C ,  
~ ~ i i i c l ~ ?  as p~.ar:tic:?l c?s~)crirncr~ts Blase shown, 

15 may still arise in cci.t:~in cnscs, b ~ i t  ran IYA 
conducted ilircrb tn c:lrtl~ tluo~rgli tllis sparlc 
gnp. 
I11 tlie di:~.~rr.am illi~st~:~l;erl in Figure, 4 t i ~ c  

spwIc pap  is sli~llltt?il RCPOSS conde.nsers 5 
20 and 6 Eroru tlic nlotor i\i. This construction 

n.fTords nininly s bettcr insulntion of the 
motor against. escass roltnge and R uniform 
cscitntiol~ tllroligll .the spl?arl~ .,gap 7. 

I n  Fignrc 3 a tlingram is 1llustr:~tcd for 
25 translornling largc ccurrrnt strengtlls which 

I I ~ : I ~  be emplnyr?cl direct v i t l ~ o o t  motors, for 
csnrnple, for lighting or. ficnting purposes. 
The main diiTcrencc is t l ~ a t  11er.c tlre spnrl: 
gap consists of i~ star SII:L~CCI disc 7 ~vhicil 

30 can rotate on its o m  axis nncl is ro tdcd  by 
a motor opposite siniilm.l?+ Gattrd elect,rocles 
P. When sepnrale points of stars face pne 
anathcr, cliscllnrgos talrc place, t l ~ u s  forrnln$ 
an oscillstioll circuit over condensers 5 and 

35 6 and inductance 9 for osci1latol.y discharges. 
Tt is evident tlrnt n rnotor xnity :tls:, be cii- 
rcct.lg connected to tha ends of thc spiral 9. 

'i'lle coiistruction sf thc dixgrnn~ slloxrn 
in Figrlre 6 permits of the oscillation circuit 

48 of tile motor being connected with an in- 
diiction coil. Here n rrpuinting inductive 
rc.;i?toncc is intmduced. fo r  eonntcr-acting 
csccs!: voit:~:.es jrr the nlotor. By cdtting thi? 
~op;i~.ntr: coils 9 (co~rpleil ind~rctisely to  the 

43 ac.rial j i i t  01' nnt tlic i.ni111ctise :iction on t.hc 
i~lntor nlny be m o ~ a  or loss increased o r  
J-nri:~ble aerial zt.ction may be exerted oa tllc 
oc;villntion circuit. 

51 Figt~rc  7 the oscillntion circuit i s  closed 
50 tlirouglr t l ~ o  eart.1-L (E mcl E,). The spark 

gap 7 may be ~>ralongnc\ or sl~ortenecl bp 
mare or fcxvei- spa rl; ~ a p s  bcing successi~et y 
connected by means of n. contact arm 7b. 

Dingram S s t t o ~ ~ s  a unipolar conne.ct.iun of 
s o t h e  nlotor .i\-itIi (;lie ar.rial nc t~~o r l r .  I-Icrc 

two oscillntinn circuits arc  dosed thro~lgll  
the s;lrnc 111otor. Tllc first os~il lat ion circttit 
~msscs I'rt~m nt.i.ial 11 flit'o~lg'll clcetromagl~t?t 
S, point 2, inilt~ctanccl. !la to t l l ~ !  ezrtll con- 

60 denser ti nrld fl~rt.iirr, 01-er spnr.Ir gap 'i t o  
the acri:tf co~idensc~. 5 sac1 Lack to e, Tho 
seco~ld nscil!atiorl circuit starts f r ~ n l  the 
aerial condcnrcr 5 a t  thc paint  n:' over the! 
inductance D to tlic anl*l.h connnzclcnser F at tile 

Gs point s3 and througFi tile co~adenser G over 

&tie spark gap  i back to el. Tlle motor itself 
i s  inserted between the two points of t l ~ c  
sparlr gap 7. X < I . O I ~ .  this ari-angement slight- 
ly damped oscillntion vnl-c currents are pro- 
d ~ ~ c c d .  i f i  

I n  the diagram illustrated in Figurc 9 a 
loosely coupled systen~ of connections is if- 
I ~ ~ s t r a t c d  vrliicli is assumed to be for sma+l,ll 
motors fo r  measuring purposes. A intli- 
cates the aerial conciuctor, S the elcctromag- 75 
rtct in t l ~ e  aerial conductor, 9 the inrl~ictsnce, 
7 the s ~ r i i  gap, 5 and 6 condensers, E tho B onrth, I tlre motor, and I and 2 stator con- 
ncctions of the motor. ?'he. motor is di- 
~ecl.%y rneblhic-ally connectetl mith the oscil- 80 
lntion circuit. 
I11 Pigmre 113 a purely inductive coupling 

k emlploged for the mol;or circuit. T11e mo- 
tor is connected wit11 the secoa~dnry ntirc 10 
as may be seen in Figure 13. in n solncwliat $5 
modified clinpain connection. The same 
applies to the diagram UP Fiau~e  12. 

The diagrams I~itherto described prefer- 
nblg n.lJow of motors of srn:tll nncl m e d i ~ ~ m  
stren,$li~ to be operated. For large ;eggre- 90 
gdess, I~owever, they are too inconvcnlcnt as 
the construction of two or more osci1l:ition 
circuits f u r  I a r p  nlnounts of energy is diffi- 
cult;  the goTrernlng is still more dinici~lt and 
the danger in s\vitchin!: on o r  off is greater. 

A means af overcoming SUCJI dinic~ilties i s  
r;honrn in Ti'igllt-e 13. The  oscillation circuit 
here runs starting from the 1.1oint x ovcr con- 
denser 5, variable indnctance 8, spark ga,~ 
7 :rnd the  two segments (3" and 4a) form- 1 " f ~  
ing arms of a 3Vk1eatstune bridge, bnck to 3. 
I f  the rnotor is connected by brushes 3 and 
4 transrrersclg to the  t v o  arms of the bridge 
as sElorvn in the  drawings, elcctromapetic 
oscillations of equal sign are induced in the 10s 
stator surfaces 1 and 2 and the motor does 
not revolve. If however. the bruslles 3 and 
4 are moved i n  common mitll llne condtrct- 
ing mires 1 and 2 xr1lxic.h connect the trnslles 
with tho stator poles n ccrtnin afteration or 11" 
rlisplacement of tllc l~olari ty is obtained nnd 
the rnotor cpmmences to revolve. 

The maximum action will rcsult it olre 
b r ~ ~ s l i  3 mmes on the ccntral spzrliiilg con- 
tact 7 ancl the otltcr brtad~ 4 on the pnrt a. 11" 
They a re  holvever, umd\y in practice not 
ibrouglit an to  the ccnfral contact 7 hub; onIy 
Bir?ld in Ute path of the bridge segments 4" 
nnct 3" in order not to conrlect the spnrlr gaps 
rvjtli the motor oscillation c i m ~ ~ i t .  l '?O 

As hornever, the eatire oscillntior~ energy 
can thereby not act on the motor i t  is better 
to carry ont  the .wma system acco?*ding to the 
diagram 14. The diagrain 14 differs iron1 
the  foregoing oliIv by take motor not bcing 12; 
directly metallicallv collnccterl with the seg- 
ments of the commutntor, but only n prl- 
mary coil 9 which induces in s seco.r~r1ar-j 
coil 10, current which feeds the motor 3.1 
and takes the place of kfle rotor. By this m~ 



series, and cansequent1 a three times greater ance or an induction cojl. I n  the lattcr 
air resistance is offerc i by the latter. case it is possible tct regulate to a ce&i11 

So long therefore, as the resistance of extent tlre cffect of the choking coils. It1 
the spa.& gap 7 is not overloaded, so that the further description of t l ~ c  connecting 

B the other spark gaps have an equal resist- and constructional diagrams thc serial elm- 70 
ance with i t  the discharges hire plam only trormgnet choke coil is indicates by :I 
over spark gap 7. Should kowever the simple ring S. 
volhge be increased by any influences so Figure 3 shows the simplest may of con- 
that it might be dangerous for charging verting atrnospileric clectr~cjty into electro- 

10 the condensers 5 and G or for the coil in- magnetic wave energy by the use of specinl 75 
sulation 9 and 10 In consequence of break motors adapted for high oscillnto~y cur- 
down, by a correct regulation of this spark rents orestatic charges of electrical energy. 
sp the second spark gap cnn discharge free Recent improvements in motors fo r  work- 

from inductive eflects d~rect  to earth with- ing ai th static charges and motors working 
16 out endangering the machine. by resonance, that is to say, having groups so 

Without this second spark gap, arranged of tuned electromagnetic coopsrati~rg cir- 
in parnuel having .z higher resistance than cuits render this possible but such do ilot 
the working spark gap i t  is inipussible to form part of the resent invention. S collect and render available large qunntities A motor adapte to operate with static 

20 of electrical energy. charges will for tho sake of simplicity Bc sa 
The action of this closcd oscillation cir- diagrammatically indicated by two semi- 

cuit consisting of spark gap 7, t.wo condens- circles 1 and 2 and the rotor of the motor 
em 6 and 6, primary coil 9, and also set- by a ring M. (Figure 3.) A is a vertiw~l 
ondsrg coil 10 is eiactly the same as the nerial or aerial networfr. S the a fe ty  

25 one described in F i ~ m  1 wit11 the arrange- choke or electromngnct with coil. 0 as may so 
ment of the static znduction lnacllinc with be seen is connected with the aerial A. Ad- 
the only difference that here the second lacent t!le electromagnet S the aerial con- 
spurk gap is provided. The electrolpagrietic ductor IS dimded into three circuits, the 
high ffrecluency alternating cnrrent obtained cjrctlit 8 giving the safety spark gal>, the 

30 can be tapped off from the condndors 11 clrcnit 7. with the working spark gap, unrl 95 
and 12 for lighting and hcnting purposes. then a circuit including the stator terminal 
$pecia! kinds of motors adapted for ~vorlr- 1, tllc rotor and stator terminal 2 at which 
~ n g  with tliese peculiar elect~ical chxieges R connection is made to the earth wire. The 
mRy be connected nt 14 and 15 which can two spark gaps are also connected ~rletal- 

35 work with static electricity chnrges or with licnlly with the earth wire. The method of Iflo 
high frequency oscillations. working these diagrams is as follows: 

In  addition to the use of spark gaps The positive atmospheric electric chargo 
in parallel n second meawm of seclirity is collected tends to combine wihh the negative 
also necessary for taking off the current. electricity (or earth electricity) conrtected 

40 This precsutlon consists ~ccording to this with the earth mire. It travels along t h o  105 
invention, in the introdudion of and method aerial ii tl~rough the elcctrvmagnct S with- 
of connectin certain protective electro- out being checked as i t  flows in the si~ilic cZi- 
magnets or c f oking coils in the :lerial cir- rection 2s tlie direct current. Further, iti 
cuit as shown by S in Figure 3. progress is arrested by two sparks gaps 

46 A single electromagn~t only hnving a core placed in the way and the stator condenser 110 
of the thinnest possible separate Isminations surfaces. The Etator condenser surfacesare 
is connected with the aerial. charged until tire charge is pbeater tlla11 

I n  the case of hi& voltages in the aerial Litlie resistance of the spark gap 7, whercuporl 
network or at  plnces mhcre there sire fre- a sparli: springs over the spark gap 7 m d  all 

60 quent tl~undet storms, several such magnets oscillatory charge is obtained as by nle:tcls 116 
may however be conliected in series. of the motor M, sbtor  surfaces 1 and 2, nnrl 

In the case of lntge  nits or plnnts sev- s ark gap 7, a dosed oscillation circuit is 

allel or in series parallel. 
E era1 electromagnets can be en~ployed in par- o tained for producing the electromacnetic 

oscillations. The motor here forlns the c:1- 

6s The windings of those electromagnets pacity and the ncccssary indtlclanca a~icl IT-  120 
may be simply connected in series with the sistancc, which, as is well lcnomn, are nrceq- 
aerials. I n  this case the minding preferabl sary for converting static electricity into 
consists of several thin pnrnllcl wlres, wlldci electmmagnetic wave enerey. 
make up to ether, the necessary section. The discl~arges farnxetl are cnn\~ertcil into 

The nincfng mny be made of primary meelranical energy in special inotors and can 1% 
and secondary windings in the form of a not reach the aerial ndwork by I*cuson of 
transformer. The primary minding will be the electromagnet or d~olre. I f ,  hoverer, 
then cdnnectec1 in series m ~ t h  the aerial net- when a spark springs over the spnrlc g3.1) 7 
work, snrl t l ~ c  secondary winding mare or a greater quantity of atmospheric eleclrtcity 

05 less short-citcuitad over a regulnti~rg resist- tends to flow to earth, n cn:inler voltage is I3u 



arra~lg(!:cient a good transformin action is sulficient strength to be able bo resist any g; ubtsiiiat, ;i. loose coupling slid a so an os- pressurc which may arise. Any unde&mble 
cillntio~i circuit without a spark gay. excess super-pressure which ]nay ba formed 

In Figurr: 15 the motor is not purcly in- must be antomaticaIly let uif. 1 have em- 
5 ductively as in 14, bnt. directly metallicnlly pioyctl wit11 very g o d  rw~~lts  lnercury else- 70 

bl-:~nched ofE from the primary coil (at a trodes which were frozen in liquid carbonic 
and 2) after the principle of the auto-trans- acid, the cooling being maintained during 
former. the operat.ion from the, o~ltside through the 

I n  Figure 16 instead of an inductance a m:llls. 
10 conilenscr G is in similar manner, ~ n d  for Figure 20 is one of the simplest forms of 76 

the same ubject inserted between the seg- cvnstn~otion of an aerial network in com- 
n>enls 311 rind 4.: I%is bas the advanta e hinntion wit11 collectors, trnnsforrners and 
tha t  tlie scgments 3s and 41 need not be-mu 3 c the like illustrated din ~rlmmatictlll~. E is 
of solid metal but may consist of spiral coils here the cart11 wire, 8 t % e safety spark gap, 

15 whobeby a mow esact regulation is possible 7 the worklng spark gap, I and 2 the stator 80 
and further motors of high induchnco may surfaccs of the motor, 5 a, condenser battery, 
be e~trployed. S the protective magnet which is connected 

The nrrangcn~ents of Figures 11, 18 and with thc coil in the aerinl condnctor, A1 to 
19 mag be employed for use with resonance A'' aerial antenna: with colle~ting balloons, 

20 311~1 psrtic~1arl-y wit]] induction condenser N horizontal collecting or connecting wires B5 
motors; between the large stator induction from which, to tho centre a number of con- 
condenser sr~rfaces, s~nall  reve~ssing pole con- nections run. 
cicnscrs are connected, which, as may be seen The actual colIectors consist of metal 
fwm Figures 17. l a  and 19 are led togetlicr sheaths preferably made of an aluminium 

9s to earth. Such revelsing poles have the magnesium alloy, snd are filled with hydro- 90 
advailtage that with hi-ge quantities of p n  or helium and are attached to copper 
electrical energy the spark formation be- plated steel wires. The slze oE the balloon 
tween the separate oscillation circuits ceases. IS selected so t.hnt the actual weight of the 

Figure ID shows n Xnrtlier method wliich b?lloon and t lx  weight of the conducting 
prevents electromsgnetic oscillations of high mire is supported thereby. On the top of 96 
xnnnber of nlternkt.ions formed in the oscil- the bdloon aluminium spikes, made nand 
lntion circuit strikinR back to the aerial con- gilded in a special ~nnnller hereinafter de- 
rluctor. It is bnsetl.on the well knovn prin- scribed, are m~anged in order t o  produce a 
ciple that a rnt?rcnry Inrnp, one electrode of condrzctur action. S1na.11 quantities of " wliich is formed of mercury, the other of radiufn preparations, more particularly 100 
solid metal s ~ c h  as steel allows an ele:tric plon~uxn-!on~um of inesothorium prepma- 
c11arge to pass in anly one direction from t~ons  cons~derahfy Increase the jonization, 
thc mercury to the steel and not vice versn. and therewith the action of tllese collectors. 
Tlic mercury clectrode of the vacuum tube In addition to metal balloons, fabric bal- 

J Q  N is Illerefure connected with the aerial 1001ls mhieh are superficially metal coated 105 
concluctor and the steeI electrode wit11 tlie nccording to Schoop's metal spraying proc- 
oscillntion cirr:nit. From this i t  results that PSS, may lrorvever also be employed. A 
cli:rrges c:;xr~ pass only from the aerial metallic surface m3.y also be produced by 
tl~ro~~gl:h tlie vacuum tube to tlrs oscillation lacquering with metallic bronz~s, preferably 
drci~i t ,  1~1k not vice versn. Oscillations accorcling to ScI~oop's spraying process or 110 
1~11icl1 nre forlncd on being transformed in lacqtl~ring with metalTic bronze powders in 
thc osc,illztio~l circuit cannot pass to the 1 x 0  elect~jcal series of widciy different 
iwri:tl cond~~ctor. metals, because tl~creby the coIl~eting effect 

In p~xctice these rscuunl tubes must be is considerably increased. 
j o  connected bellincl an electromagnet as t.lw Insteacl of the ordinaly round balloons, 116 

latter alone itffol-ds no protection againsf, the olongnted cigar s h p e d  ones may be em- 
c1:la~er of ligl~tning. ployed. I n  order also to utilize the fric- 

*Zs- lcgsrds the nse of spark gtps, tio~lal energy of the wind,, patches or strips 
:1r1*:1nge1,lcnfs :is USCC~ for wireless telea- of non-conducting substances which pro- " rafihy rllsg 1,e O f  c.nt~r.so t,lkr spar]< clncc electricitv by friction, ]hay be attached 120 
g:q)s in Ixrgo nlndlirles must 1:ha.ve a sllfli- to Llle inehllizetl balloon snrfaces. The 
cientl?, large surface. In very large ~ ta t i011~ mi~ld   ill impart a portion of its energy in 
they n1.e cooled in liquid carbonic ;,ci(l 01- tho forin. of frictional eIectricity, to the 
1lcttrl. sti!l in liquid I~itl.ogen or hydrogen; balloon casing, e~ld thereby the collecting 

"0 in nlost cases tile .roolinp 1lla.v also t ~ l i c  effect is s1.11)stantially increased. 125 
plnre by nnleans of I ~ q u e f d  lorn llornolow~~t.,~ In practice however, very high tolvers 
of t.lw'lnet:~l sel~ies 01- by means of  l1~2t.o- (up 1:o 300 m e t ~ ~ s  is fully ncln~iss~ble) may 
cnl-bons the heezing point of which lies at Be cmployeil as antenna?. In  t;l>ese towers 
bctween -go0 C. and -40" C, T l ~ e  spark cropper tubes rlse freely ffarthet above the 

05 ~ R B  casing must also bc insulated and be of top of the tower. A gw lamp secured 130 



against the vinrl is tllen lit. xt the point of 
tlis copper tube and a netting is secured t o  
the copper tube over the flame of this lamp 
to form a collector. The gas is conveyed 

5 tilrouqh the interior of t.lle tube up to the 
sumnirt. The copper tube 1l111st be abso- 
lutely protectccl from moisturc a t  tlw place 
at  ~ v l i i ~ h  i t  eilters the tower and nlso rain 
mr~st be prevented rlmning down the walls 

10 of tlre l o~ re r  wl~iclr might lead to  a bacl 
catnstrophe. This is done by bell shaped en- 
largements vhjc11 expand ctowrt\.;nri\s, be in^ 
nwangerl. in tlle tomer in the form of lligll 
~roitnge ~nsulatols of Siamese psgoclas. 

15 Spccinl attention ~nns t  bc cle~roted to the 
foundations of snch t o ~ ~ e r s .  They rr~lrst be 
n-ell ins~llated from the gronnd. rnhkll may 
be obtained by f i r f  elnbedclin~ a laycr of 
concrete in a Box form to n stlfficient depth 

20 in the g ~ o n n d  and inserting in this an 
asphalt lining and then ghss  briclrs cast 
about 1 or 2 metres in thiclmess. Over this 
in k~ r r i  there is a ferro-concrete layer In 
whicl~ alone die metal foot of the tube is 

"- secured. This concrete block nlust be st 
least 3 metres from the ground and be f11ll-y 
protected a t  the sides by a a~oodetl covering, 
from moisture. I n  the lower part of the 
tomnr x n.oocl or glass 11o11se for the large 

30 condenser batteries or for the motors may 
he constructerl. I n  order to lead the earth 
connection to the gronnd water, s xell  in- 
sulated pit constructed of vitreous briclrs, 
must bc provided. Several sllch tomers aro 

25 erected at equal distances apart and con- 
nected with n horizontal conrlnctor. The 
horizontal connecting mires may eitllcr run 
directly from tomer to tover or be carried 
nn bell shaped insulators similar to tilose in 

40 use for high voltage conductors. The ~ i d t h  
of the networl: tnay be of any s~~i tnb le  size 
and t.11~ connection of the motors can take 
plnce a t  any suitable places. 

I n  order to collect large quantities of 
45 electricity ~ ~ i t l l  f e v  aerials i t  is well to pro- 

~ i d c  ttl~ aerial conductor with batteries of 
conrlcnsers as sho rn  in tmo mcthods of cnn- 
strnction in Pignres 21 nncl 22. In  Bigore 
21 the batteries of condensers 5 are con- 

50 nected on the one hand with tllc aerial elec- 
t,ticity collc~ctors % by tile zerinl condttctor 
A, and on the, other hand intcl~conncctccl in 
series with an nnnnlar cond~~ctor f lorn 
~shicll horizontal conductors run to bhe. con- 

55 nec.ting points C to whir11 t . 1 ~  earth n-ire is 
connected. 

Figure 22 sh0u.s a siniilnl- n~:l.nn~ement. 
Slloulcl two such series of nntcnncl? l.ings bc 
s l l o ~ ~ ~ ~  by n voltmeter to  hare :I. 1a1 .g~  (lit- 
fcrcncc of potential (for esnn~ple, one in  the 
mountains and onc in t.he plain) or cr-cn of 
tiitl'cr~nt polarity these ilifferrnccs mny 11e 
coln~vn.r:~ted for bg connecting s~ificierlt l~ 
Iarge contlcnser batteries (5, G", Sb) by nicans 

6.; of Mxji star conct~~ctors I3 and Dl. In Fig- 

ure 23 a connection of tl~rce s1ic11 rings of 
coilcctors to form a triangIc mith a centrnl 
condcnscr batt-ery is illustrated. 

The condenscr batteries of snch large in- 
stall:~tions ~nus t  br en~l~edtled ill liquefied 7'1 
gases or in l i q ~ ~ i d s  freezing a t  w r y  low 
tempcrntarcs. In  such cascs n portion of 
the atn~osl~hcric cnergy nr~tst he e~nployccl 
for liquefyin:; these gases. It is also prcfer- 
able to employ pressure. By this means the 75 
conclenser surfaces may be diminisbed, and 
st.ill allow for large quantit.ics of energy to 
br! stored, secure against breakdown. Por 
stlialler installations the irnmershg of the 
condensers in well insulated oil or tlie like, 80 
sufices. Solid subst~nccs on the other hand 
cannot be ernployecl a s  insulators. 

The arrangement in tile diag~ams hitilerto 
described was always such that the con- 
denser batteries were conneoted mith both $5 
poles directly to the aerial conductors. An 
improved diagram of the connections for 
obtaining atmospheric electricity for llic 
condenser batteries l ~ a s  Ito~vcver, bee11 found 
to be very advantageous, illis nrmngcment 90 
consists in thzt they arc conncctccl by olily 
one pole (unipolar) to tlie collccting. net- 
mork. St~ch a metllod of a1.1-nngcmcnt is 
very important, as by means of it a constant 
current and an increase of the normnl mork- n-i 
ing pressure or  vo l t sg  is obtained. If for 
esantplc s collecting balloon aerial which is 
allo~vcd to rise to a Ileight of 300 metres, 
shows 40,000 t-olts abovc earth voltage,. in 
pmctice it has been fo1rni1 that the nlorlnng ":O 
voltage (with a \viLlid~:~mal of tllc power 
according to t . 1 ~  metllod heroinbefore de- 
scribed by means of oscillating sparlr gxps 
and tho 1IIre) is only about 400 volts. Tf 
ho\~e\-cr, the capacity of the condenser snr- lf15 
faces he increased, whicli capacity in tIlc 
z b o ~ c  nlentioncrl cnsa was eqnnl tn that of 
the co'Ilecting surface of t11e balloon ae~.i:ils, 
to double the anlotmt, by connecting the 
condenscr batteries wit11 only one polc, thc! 110 
voltage rises under nn cqunl ~~~i t l id rawnl  of 
carrent 111) to and beyond 500 volts. 'lll~is 
can only be ascribed to the E;~~or~r:~bic! ztction 
of the connecting methorl. 

I n  acldit,ion to tliis substantial improve- 'I5 
ment i t  has also been found prcforxl)le to 
insert do~rl)lt! ind~~ctances wif:l~ tleci~.o~nap- 
licts n11c1 to plnm thn capaciti~s ~>rc.Tr.~*nl~ly 
I~rtviecn two s~irll ~lcet.~.o~~la~ncf;s.  J t  l ~ i s  
nlso been fo~rncl that tho 11s~f11l :ic.tinn of ' 2 "  
sr1c11 condensers can he f~trt.ller incrcnspd i f 
xn indnction coil be conllccterl :ts intl~~cti\-c 
resistance t u  the uncunncctecl pole of t l ) ~  
condenser, or still bcttcr if the contlt~~isri. 
itself he inadc as an indiiction conilrnsc.r, 
Sucl~ n conclenscr may be compared n.iI:h :I 
spring which n-lien compressed carries in 
itself acctlm~lletcd force, vhich it ngnin 
gives of f  11-hen ~+elc.nscd. I n  cllnrging! a 
charge with reversed sign is fnl-morl nf +ll= I?' 



otl~cr free condenser l~ole? and if through the lmving an adjt~stable coil SZ, tllen to tile 
spark gap a short clrcult results the accu- spark gap 5 and to tllc secol~cl earth co~i- 
mulated enorgy is .p in  given back since ductnr Ez. The actual ~ ~ o a l i i ~  circ~lit is 
now new quantities of energy are induced formed tllrol~gli the spark gap (, conilc~isers 

3 at the condenser pole connected with the 5 and 6, and through the 1)rirnsl-y coil 9; 70 
conductor network, which in fact charges liere the static e1ectricjt.y forriled by oscil- 
with opposite signs to tlmt at the free con- latory discharges is ncc~l.mulat.ed :ind eon- 
denser pole. The new induced charges have vertc.4 iiik 11i~11 frcqi leni .~ eSectronia:,:llclic 
of course the same sign as the collector net- oscilltitions. Be twec~  the ele3romsgnets S1 

l o  work. The whole ~01% eneru in the nnrI S2 a t  the crossir~g twint 13, forir COH- 75 
aerial is t;llereb+ however increased. In the drnser battones rrc? i.!ilrduced whrcli nre 
same space of time lager qua~t i t ' e s  of only indicated diagrammatically in tho 
energy are accurnnla.td than is the case drawings ench by one condenser. Two of 
without such inserted wndenwr batteries. these batteries (16 and 18) are l r l de  2s plate 

15 In F j p i ' ~ ~  24 and 25 two different din- condmbrs  and prolonged by regulating in- 60 
grams of connections are more exact1 illus- duction coils or spirals 17 and 19 mhiIe the 
tl-zted, F ip i rc  24 shows a collecting < a h n  two others (21 and 23) are induc*tion (:on- 
and t l ~ c  diagram of the connections to earth. denaers, As may hc seen from the Idl.:~ wings 
Fip11-c 25 four collecting hllmns and the each of the four  condenvr batteries II:, 18, 

3 parallel connection of the condsnser bat- 21. 23 is connected only by one pole to tlle 86 
taries belonging thereto. ae~ial  or to the collector conductor. fl!e 

A is the collecting balloon made of an second poles 17, I P ,  22, 2-1 nre open- In the 
alnmini~tm mnpesium alloy (electron metal, case. of plate condensers having no  inrli11ct.k~ 
magnalium) of a specific gravity of 1.8 ancl resistanre an induction coil is ~nserteil. T l ~ c  

2.; s tbiclmess of plate 0.1 to 0.2 mrn. Inside object of such a spiral or cniI is !11e displace- 90 
t l~ero nre eight strong vertical ribs of T mcnt of phase of the induction current by ?& 
shaped section a.bout 10 to 20 mm. in height priocls, vliiIst the charzing current of the 
and a h n t  3 mm. in thickness with the ro- condenser poles whidl lie free; in the nir., 
jccting port dirPcM inaards ( i n d i e a J  by works back to Ule collector aerial. Titr con- 

20 n, 6 ,  (:, d and so forth); they are riveted to- secjuence of this is that in discllnrges iil fIlr 93 
gCt11er to fi11.m a firm skeleton and are stiR- collector aerial the back inductive acticttl of 
cvlerl in a hoi-izont.31 direction by two cross t.he Ewe poles allows n higher voltage to 1~ 
iibs. The rihs are fnrther connected with maintained ill thc aerial collecting con- 

..v 
o11e nnot.iicr inter~rally and trnnsvaw*lp by cluctor than would otl~erwitc bo Lhc? c:ase. It 

.,.> nreans of tlljii steel wires, uhercby tBc! bsl- has also i)ee~i foi.~nd that such a biicl; action 1") 
10t11l <d~trir,s g e n t  power of rei~larkce and 31as an c~iremelv bsaul.able eflcct. on t . 1 ~  
elasticity. Rolled plates of 0.1 to 0.2 mm. in wear of the cor&acts. Of course the iniinc- 
Il!jckncss made of magnnlium alloy nre riicn tire cffect may be regulated a t  rill within 
citller solrlrt.ed or  riveted zn this i;kplctc)r: the limits of tlie size of the inrli~r~icrl-I coil, 

*::I a, tliat n f11;ly metallic c a s i n ~  wit11 B ! I I O U ~ . ~ ~  the Jcnpth of the coil in srtiori bong ad- 105 
csierna.1 surftic*c is ol>tnined. Well si!vered jlrstalrle by means of wire coni~ed,icm with- 
or col~pe].ad nlumininm plateil steel wires r11r1 out inciuct.ion (we Fig. 24, No. 20). 
ir11111 cacli rib to the fnstcninrr ring 2. Fur-  S' and S' may aIso 11e plaairlccl wit11 s11ch 
t!~ci., the copj~ercrl steel 11a.cr-sir L pref~rnb1-y regulatii~g detrices in the case of S2 (illus- 
1 \\-istcd orit of separate thin wires ( s 1 1 . o ~ ~  jn trated by 11). I r  excess ~ulta.ge 1% ftjnnc?ll 1lQ 
dotterl lines in Fignra 24) and \.;hich inust it is conducted to earth throtlgl:l! the wire 12 
I I C  lollg enougl~ to al lo .1~ the balloon to rise ancl spal-lr gap S or  thl.ong11 any othe:. suit- 
in tho ilesirecl heigl~t, Irnds to a m~trrl 1.01Icr able apporittns, since this formation mo111d 
or l)ulley 3 ;tnd from thence to n  \ rh~ch 'W, be dangerous for the othcr r t ~ ~ a r a t ~ t s .  

' l i1 well insuIn.tter1 frolr~ the qartl~. l?y nlc:u.ts r:f 'The action of these ~:ondenstu. hattc=ries Ilns 11s 
illis \vinch, the balloon, ntllich is fillccl wit11 already been l~ere i~ lbdore  described. 
l~ytlropen, crr heliutn, ca.11 be nllor*;ed Lo >.ise Tllc! sn~al l  ci~.cles on tlte collec~or 11:~lloon 
to a s~titsl~lr? heiglrt (,3ofl to 5,000 metres) indicntc pli~ctrs a t  ~rllich z inc  itm:tlgnm or 
:lad i~vttpll t  to tl~e. glountl for rec1~argi:ig gold :urlaJgiun or other ph6toclcct.ric actinr 

zj or repairs. nlekils in the fn1.113 of sn~nll patclles ill  PF- 
'l'hc acturll c~rrrcnt is talien rli).ec.t,ly twrncly ihin lnyers (.01. to  .05 mm. 111 

Ilirougl~ n friction contact from thc nietal tbickll6ss) are applied to the b:llloon c s i n g  
l.ollcr 3 or .fi.o~ti tlic wire, o r  even froni t l ~ e  of light ~nekil. Such ~llctullic patcbcs Inilg 
n-jnrh or s i ~ ~ i ~ . ~ l l : i r i e o ~ ~ s l  from all tllrec- by also be appIied to the cntile balloon :is \yell 

G"~~eans of 11~1islles (9 ,  3R nncl 3b). Beyond 11s in  greater thicla~bss to the concluclii~g 12; 
[.lie brusllrs the condiictor is diriiled, the networlr. The enpacity o f  the collecl.os is 
~)zf;lls being:-firstly over 12 to the safety t.hereby coosiclerably strengl;llt?ned a t  tlie 
spnrlr p;11) 8, 11-o~n tltence to the earfll con- surface. The greatest possiblo cflcct in col- 
dnctor IC", and secol?dly over e1e:tromagncb lcckillg n1n.y 1% obtained by ~ ~ l o n i u ~ n  amal- 

"3 S1, point 13, to a second loose electronlng~~et galns and the like. On the surface of the 120 



11 s :Ire col1cc:tor l ) ; ~  lloorl ~ i i e t :~ l  poilits or  spil- a 

:11so fixer1  long tlie ribs, wliich sgilics s c ~ v e  
pnrticulnrly fop colIccting the collector 
chnrgc, Since it is wcll Iino\vn that the rc- 

n sistnncc of tire spil<cs is less tllc shnrper the 
sl~ike is, for this 1)nrpo.c.c it is tllcrcfore es-  
tre~ncip inrpoi-tant to cnlploy :is sllarp 
spikes :IS possible. Espcrirl~cnts rn:tde as 
wgn~~rls 11i~se Ilaru. shovn t 11:lt t l ~ e ,  fonrl:r- 

lo  tion of t.hc 11otly of the spilcc or  p o ~ n t  also 
p ' l a ~ s  :I Ii~r'gc p:~rt. for csn~rlple. spilies m i ~ l e  
of I~nrs  or rollers \~-itlt slrtooth silrfnccs, 
11nvc :1 nl;tlty tinit?s pre:lter poinl resisttulce 
as collector :~ccmltul:ttor spikes than those 

13 TS it11 roligl1 surf aces. v : ~ r i o ~ ~ s  lcinils of 
spilre bodies linve bee11 espcrimentcd with 
for the collcctor Irrlilloons bercinbcfore mcn- 
tionecl. T h e  best rcsnlts verc  ,nil-en Ly 
spiltes whidl  were n ~ a d e  in the fol lor~ing 

20 wnp. Fine  points m:~clr, of steel, copper, 
nickcl, or copper nnd nic1;el nlk)ys, irerc f:ls- 
kncd togetller in 1)11nilles :111cl lllen p1:lced 
ns anode m-it11 tlic poit~ts i n  n suitxbtc clcc- 
trolyte (prcfer:tbly in l~!~drocl~loric nci tl o r  

2.5 ~n~i r in te  of iron soliitions) and so trcntrd 
with veal; current at 3 to 3 volts pressi~rc. 
After 2 to  3 liours nccording to tlie tlliclr- 
ness of the spilies or pins thc points becoine 
estre~nely sharp ant1 the boclies of tlie spil;es 

30 have a rough surface. The bundle ~111 tllen 
be rclnoved and tlie acid vnsl~cd off wit11 
water. T h e  spilies are then plnccd as 
cnthoda in  x bath consisting of soliltion of 
gold, platinum, iridirnn, ~ a l ~ i l i a m  or  xolf-  

:j+aln salts o r  their compoiuncls and coated 
a t  tllc cathode galvanic:~ll~- wit11 n th in  1:lyer 
of precious 11ieta1, rrhich nlr~st I~on-elver he 
s~~ificicntly fir111 to  protcct tlicm from nt- 
niospl~wic orirlation. 

':Q Snch spikes act xt n 20 fold lox~er voltage 
:\l~nost. xs well as the bestlanil finest points 
~nncle 1)y n~ec l~ :~~l icn l  nlealls. Still 11ettcr re- 
s111ts nrc: nlt:~inect if poloiiirilu or rndiirni 
wits ;arc added to thr. plrr inic hat11 when 

4.' f o r ~ n i i ~ g  tlic pn)tcctivo I:~ycr or  coziting. 
Srtch pins hnve :L lorn rrsist:~ncr! nt t h c i ~  
points niid eycn a t  onc ~ o l t  m1d still Ion'er 
pressures h:1~c nn cscelloi~t colIeclor nction. 

I n  Figc~re 24 thc lllrce anconncctctl pcdrs 
"0 x1.c iiot ccn~n~clcil  ~vitli one nnntller in par- 

nllel. Tl~nt is ql~i tc  possible i n  131-nctice 
\sitholtt al twing the ~srinciplr! of thc fsee 
pole. If i s  :11~o p1.rfernhlc to intcrcomlect 

" -  
i l l  1);11.;11lrl to n con~lnon col1rc:fot. l~ctn-c~rl;. 

;);I ;I srsic:; o f  cc~ll.ecti~ig aerials. 
F ~ C I I ~ C  25 P~IO\SS n diagram for s11c11 :1i1 

instn1l:lt ion. i\'. A",119, A* arc fn111. ~ t i r t : ~ l  
c!ollecfor 1):lllconr \x-~tIt gold or ~ ) l : ~ f i n n ~ i ~  
coated spikes x ~ l ~ i c h  nm elect.rol~tiailiy 

Go lilnde in rIic presence of palonirnn em:lli:I- 
tions or  ~.acIi~rni salts, tv11ic.h spiltes or nvr- 
cIlcs arc connr~clcrl o\-er four cler:tt.o-11i;ig11(~1~ 
S': S': S3, F. tIiro11g11 iiln nnm~lnr conilt~ctor 
11. Prom t.his anui~lar  condnctoi. f o t ~ r  \viws " l'uil o w  four further electromngiiets .8", 

Sb: Ijc, Sd, to ( 1 1 ~  connect i~~g point 13. 'Shew 
the c.oncluctor is rljvidcd, ol1e br:~ucll 11:tssing 
over 12 nntl the snfet.y ssp:rrl; gap S to the 
en~t l l  nt El, tlie othcr ovcr iilductive resist- 
ance J ant1 norliing spnrlr g i ~ p  7 to the earth 70 
a t  E?. The  worl;ing circl~it! co~~sis t ing of 
the condenser 5 : ~ n d  (i ;uld n reson:lncc. 
n~o tor  or. a. conclellser tnotor 31, sucll ns here- 
inbefore ilescribcd, i s  connected in  pros- - - irnitg roenil the ~ ~ ~ n r l i i t i g  g:11) section 7. 1 3  

Instend of dil.cctly ru:lnctting t11c con- 
ilc~lscr motor of c o ~ ~ r s c  tlie 11rirnnry circrlit 
for lbigli fl.ecjttc%tlc; oscil l :~to~y current ]nay 
also be inscrtcct. 

The conilenser 11:rtteries arc cc~nnccted by 80 
one pole to tlre :lntiular concluclor R. nnil c,zn 
bc e i t l l r ~  inrl~ictic>nless (16 a i ~ d  1s) or ~nxile 
ns  i i ~ d ~ ~ c t i o n  condel~scrs a s  shown by 21 
nnc1 23. Tlie free polcs of thc indnctionlcss 
conilense~.~ 31-e inclicated by 17 :tncl 19, those $5 
of the intluctini~ condensers 1 ) ~  28 and 24. 
As n1n.y 11e seen from the dr:tu.ings rill thesc 
poles 17. 22. 19, 34 nlny I J ~  interconnected 
in  pnmllcl t lum~gli  a scconcl annr11:tr oon- 
c711ctor lvithont ally fear fixit thereby thc 90 

principle of tllc free pole connection will be 
injured. I n  addition to t.he artvniltnges 
already set forth tlio prtrnllel connection 
nl3o nl1on.s of an equalization of the ~rorlc- 
ing 1)ressurc in the entire collector networf:. 9.5 
Snitably constntcted 2nd cnlculated iutluc- 
tion coils 25 and 26 1nny also he inserted in 
the annular conclnctor of the free poles, by 
means of wliicll a circuit may be formed 
in the secondary coils 2'7 and 25 mhicll al- 1L'o 
Ion-s current prt~duccil in this annular con- 
dactor by fluctu:ltions of tlte charges or 1Itc 
lilre a~penranccls to be measured or other- 
wise utilized. 

According to  what has been Imeinl>efore "" 
stated sepnrztc collector balloons may be 
co~lnecteil nt equiclistant stations distrib~itcrl 
over the cotire country, either collnccted di- 
rectly with oile anotlrer niclnllically or by 
means of intern~ctiintc suitably connected 130 
condenser batteries t l~rough higli voltn:c 
conductors, insulated frorn earth. TIic 
static electricity is converted through n 
spnrlr gap into dynnn~ic energy of :1 high 
n~iinber of oscillntians and may in such form 
be coupled ns a sou~.cc. of allergy by lnetlns 
of a mitable rnckliorl of conncr.ting, Y:ZL.~OIIS 
precautions h r i n ~  ot)scl-vctl. unrl \\-it11 SIIC- 

ciril rcgulntion~. '1'11(: w i r ~ s  1 c ; ~ ( l i n ~  f~-ola 
the collector hnllnc,r)s Iln\-c? llitllcrtc Leen 12' 
connected t.l1rougl1 :In n n ~ ~ i i l a ~ .  c.onrlr~ctor 
lsithout this cnrllcss , rnt~ccLion, which cnn 
Ilc regarded as an n~, l lcss  intluction coil, bc- 
ing xble to cscrt any ;\(:tion on the vhole 
concl~ictor systcnl. 125 

Tt has noxs been Colir~tI that  i f  the nct~~,orlr  
conclvrctor connecting tile ncrinl coIlcctor bn1- 
loons xvitli one :mother is not mndc ns n 
s i~nplc   annul:^.^. r.!mtlr~ctor, but prcfernbly 
short cirhnited iii the folttn of coils o ~ c r  n. 130 



condenser battery or ark gap or through network coil. As the same ~ltornating fieId 
thermionic tllbes or ~a "P ves or audions, then is further transmitted to the aeriaI balloon, 
the total collectin,v network exhibits quite the resistance of its oints is thereby con- R new properties. The collwtion of ahnos- siderably reduced, w ilst the collector ac- 

6 pherie electricity is thereby not only in- tion is considerably b~crea~ed. A further 70 
c r d  but an n1t,ernating field may tte eas- advantage is that positive electrons which 
ily fraluced in the collector network. collect on the metal surfaces durin tho con- f Yurt ler, the atmospheric electrical forces version into dynamic current pro uce a so- 
showing themselves in the higher regions called drop of potential of the collector 

10 may :dso be directly obtained by induction. area. As an alternating field is present, the 76 
In  Figures 26 and 28 a form of construetion negative ions surroundin the collector sur- 
is shown on the basis of arhich the further faces, when dis-harge o f the collector sur- 
foundations of the method will be more par- faces takes place produce by the lam of in- 
ticuirtrly explained. duction, an induction of ~eversed sign on 

15 In Figure 26 1, 2, 3'4  re metal collector the collector surface and so forth (that is so 
balloons, 5, 6, 7, 8 their metallie aerial con- say again a positive charge). I n  addi- 
dtlctors and I tile actual ctiollector network. tion to the adpantages hereinbefore set forth, 
This of fire is mounted on the consti*uctron of connectin conductors in 
hi h voltage insufators in the on high coil form when of suffrcien 8 y large diam- 
rofktge mark (or with a suitable construe- eter, ~ L ~ ~ O W S  of a utilization of energy a r i s  sj  
tion of cabk embedded in the earth). One ing in higher regions also in the simplest 
coil has a diameter of I to 101) km. or more. WsY. As is well known electric discharges 
S nnd S1 are two protective elec+,-ornsgnets, frequent17 take place at very great eleeva- 
F the second safety section against excess tions whch may be observed, such as St. 

26 voltage, E its earth collductor and El the Elmo's fires or northern lights. These 
e ~ r t h  conductor of the working section. energy qllantities have not been able to be 
Wllm an absoTtion of static atmospheric utilized up to now. By this invention all 
electricity is effected through the fotrr bal- these killds of energy) as they a1.e of an 
loon co]l&rs, the current in order to reach electro.magnetic nature and the direction of 

30 the eartll connecLion E1 must flow spirally the axls of theeollector coils stands a t  rigltt g5 
tbrougf~ the collector network over tho elec- angles to tile earth's surface, w n  be more 01. 
tromnpct S, primary induction coil 9, con- less absorbed in the same way as a recoiver 
ductor 14, anode A of the audion tube, in- in "ireless telegraphy absorbs waves coming 
candescent cathode 8, as the way over the from a far distance- w i th  a far@ diameter 

35 ekctrorn~gnet and safety spark gep F offers of the spiral it is ssible to connect large loo r considerably peater resistance. Owing to surfaces and there 7 to take up also large 
the fact that the accumulated current flows quantities of energy. 
in one direction, an electromapotic alter- It is well known that large wireless sta- 
natin field is pr;c3duced in  the interior of tions in the mm.mer months, and also in 

.la the co 'i lector network coil, whereby the whole the tropics are very frequently unable to 106 
free electrons are directed more or less into rewive the sigmls in wnse uence of inter- B tfie interior of the coil. An incre~wd ioni- ruptions which are caused y atmospheric 
zation the atmosphere is therefom pro- electricity, and this takes place with vertical 
duced. In  ansequence of t h i ~  tile p i n t s  coils of Q&' 40 to 100 m. diameter. I f  on 

45 n~ntnlted on the collector balloon stlow a tile contrary h~rizontal coils of 1 to 100 km. 110 
considerably r e d u d  resistance ~ n d  there- diameter be employed very strong currents 
fore increased static chargea between the may be obtained through discharges which 
points on the bslloon and the surrounding are constantly taking place in the ahnos- 
atroosphere are produced. The result of here. Particular1 in the tropics or still 

fect. 
I 50 this is n considerably iincr-d roUector ef- %ebb= in the pa ar regions where the 11s 

northern lights are constantly resent, lar e i A sect~nd effect which could not be ob- q u - m t i t i ~  of .  energy may pro ably be o g - 
tained otllerwise is ob ta i~~ed by the etectro- t ~ ~ e d  ln this way- A with several 
magnetic alternating field which running windings ~Ilould act the best. I n  similar 

55 parallel to the earth surface, acts move or manner any alteraLion of the earth mag- lea 
less with a diminisl~ing or increasing effect netism should act inductively on such a co~l. 
on the earth magnetic field, whereby in the It is not at all unliliely that earthquakes 
case of fluctuations in the carrent a return ?nd spots .on the sun will also produce an 
induction current of reversd sign is always ~nduction in S U C ~ ~  collector coils of sujEeient 

so prodnced in the collector coil by earth mag- size. I n  similar manner this collector con- 
netism. Now if,  however, n constantly pul- ductor mill react on earth currents more 
sl~ting continuoi~s alternating field is pro- particular1 when they are near the surface K cluced as stated in the abore collector net- of the eart or even ernbedded in the earth. 
work I, an alternating cnrrent of the same By coiibining the previous kind of cnrrent 

a periodicity is produced also in the collecting collectors so fala as they are adapted for 130 



the improved system with the improved pos- positively charged and vice versa This 
sibilities of obkaining current the quanti- necessary clifference of phase may be ob- 
ties of free natural energy which are to be taiiinecl by iliost vnriecl connections, for ex- 
obtained in the form of electricity are con- ample, by placing the oscillntion circuit in 

6 siderably increased. the grid cil-cnit 01. by separating the oscil- 
I n  order to produce in the improved col- lation circuit and inductive coupling from 

lector coil uniform arrrent osc~llations of the anodes and tlie grid circuit nnd so forth. 
an undamped nrtture so-called audibn high A second irnporlant factor in this n-:iy of 
vacuum or ther~nionic tribes of suitabIe con- conrerting static atmospheric electricity int,o 
nection nre employed instend of the pre- ~uidnmpccl mcillations is that care must be 75 
viously lrnown s ~ a r l c  gaps (Fig. 26, Nos. tslien that tlie,gl.icl and anocle voltages have 
9-18). The nlain aerial current flows n cert,ain relatlon to one another; the latter 
through electromagnet S (which in the cnse rnay bc obtained by altering the coupling 
of a. high number of slternations is not con- :ulcl. a suitable selection of the self induction 

1s nected here bnt in the eart.11 condi~ctor El) in the grid circuit, or ns shown by dotted 80 
and may be conveyed over the primary coils lines 18: li, 16 by menns of a larger or 
in  the ~nduction mindina through wire 14 smaller number of condensers of suitable 
to the anode A of the Eigh vacuum grid size conl~ected in series; in this cnse the 
tube. Pnrallel with the induction resistance bntterg B1 may be mitted. With a snit- 

20 9 a cegt~lating capacity of suitable size, such able selection of the grid potential n glow 8s 
as condenser 11 is inserted. I n  the lower discl~arge takes place between tlie grld g 
part of the t-ncuum grid tube is arranged and the anode A: and accordingly at the 
the incandescent filament or the cathode R grid there is a cathode drop and x dark 
mhicll is fed through a battery B. From space is formed. The size of this cathode 
the battery B two branches run, one to the drop is influenced by the ions which .are go 
earth conductor E1 and the other through cmittecl in tile lower space in consequence 
battkry B1 nnd secondary coil 10 to the grid of. sh~ci i  ionization of the incandescent 
nnode g in the vacuum tube. B the method c:~fI~odes R and pass thlaugli the grid in d of connections dlorrn in dotte lines, a, de- the u g p ~  space. On tlre other 11:tnd the " sired voltaw at the ,p-id electrode g may number of the ions passing t l~ roug l~  the grid 95 
also bo pro$nced tl~rough the mirc 17 mhicll is clepende~~t on the voltage between tllc grid 
is brancl~ed off from tlie main current con- and thc cathode, Tli~is if the grid voltage 
ductor through snitclles 16 and some small undergos periodic fluctuations (as  in the 
condensers (a, b, c, d )  connected in series, present cnse) the anlotint of the cathode 

:;,' and conductor 18, without the battery Ba drop n t  tlie grid flrictuatcs and consequently loo 
being required. the intcrnal resistance of the tube corre- 

The action of the entire system is some- spondingly fl~lctuates, so that w11en a back 
what as follows :- coupling of the fccrl circuit with the grid 

On the connecting conductor of the aerial circuit taltcs plnce, the neccssaiy means are 
collector netmorlr being short circuited to afforded for producing undamped oscilln- 105 
enrtl~. the co~ldcnser pole I1 is charged and tions and of taking cnrrent, xccoiding to rc- 
slightly c1:lmped oscillations are formed in quircments from tlie collecting conductor. 
tlie short circuited existing osciIlation cir- The frequent>? of tlic undnmped oscill:~- 
cuit formed of tlle condenser 11 and self tions produced is with :L snitnbly loose cou- 

""nductanco 9. I n  consequence of the mu- pling equal to the self fretp~ency of the 110 
pling through coil 10, fluctuations of voltage oscillation circuits 9 :mrl 10. By n suitable 
talie place in the grid circuit 15 wit11 the selection of tlle self induction of the coil 9 
same freqllency, which, fluctuations in turn and capacity 11 it is possible to estend froin 
influence the strength of the electrode cur- frequencies wllich procluce clectro~nagnetic 

50 rent pnssing through the high vacuum am- oscillations of only n fern metres wave 1 i ; ~  
plyfying tu11e nncl thus produce ci~rrent flue- length down to the lorrest practical alter- 
tostions of the same frequency in the nnode nating current frequency. For  large instid- 
circuit. A permanent supply of energy to the lntions n s~litable nlin~ber of frequency pro- 

B5 oscill:~tion circnits 9 and 10 consequently ducing tubes in the form of  tltc ~ v c l l  k n o ~ ~ n  
t:~lres place! i11:til a condition of balance is high v~cutun tnlns~nission tirbes of .5 to 2 120 
set up, in \I-liicll tlie consurned oscillation km. in size rnay be connected in parallel so 
energy is etlunl to that absorbed. Thereby that in this respect no difficulty cxisk. 
constant undamped oscillations are now pro- T l ~ e  use of such tubes for p r o d r ~ c i n ~  un- 

110 
cluc~d in tlie oscillation circuits 9-11. damped oscillations, and also the constr~rc- 

For regulkr worlring of sucll oscillation tion and ~netl~od of inserting such trans. 125 
producers high vacuum strengthening tubes missio~~ tubcs in an accumulatol~ or dynamo 
arc necessary and i t  is nlso necessary thxt circuit is Icnown m d  also that such osciHn- 
the grid and anode voltnges shall have a tion producing tubes only morlr well nt volt- 

ti5 p1in.e rlifferance of 180" so that if tlle grid nges of 1,000 up to 4,000 volts, so that on 
is neg:ttively chargerl, then the anode is the contrary their use a t  lower voltages is 130 



considerably moru difficult. By the use of 
high voltage static e1ecf.ricit-j- this nlethod 
of pl*oducing undan~ped oscillations as com- 

tired with that tl~rough spark gaps n ~ u s t  , Ee regarded as an ideal solution psrticu- 
lrrly for small installntions of outputs of 
from 1 t,o I00 kw. 

By the application of safety spark gaps, 
mith interpolation of electro-magnets. not 
only is short circuiting avoided 1 ~ 1 t  also 
the taking u of current is regu~led.  0 s -  
cillation pro f ucers inserted in the above way 
form a constsntly actin electromagnetic 7 nlternating Geld in the col ector coil, where- 

1 6  by es already stated, a considerable awumu- 
Iating effect takes place, The withdrawal 
wire or working wire is connected st 12 and 
13, hut current may h taken hy menus of 
a secondary coil which is firmly or movably 

20 rno~nted in any suiknbfe WRY inside the 1 ~ ~ 8 6  
collector mil, i. e. in its eleetroxnagoatic 
nlternating field, so long as the direction of 
its axis runs parallel with tlaat of the main 
current collecting mil. 

26 In  prodi~cin~ l~ndarnped oscilIations of s 
high freqr~ency (50,000 per second and 
more) in t11e oscillation cslxujts 9 and 11, 
electronlagnets S and SB must be inserted if 
the high frequency oscillations are not to 

:io penetrate the collector coil, between the os- 
ciilntiori producers and the collector coil. 
I n  ull other they me connected shortly 
before hht! earthing (as in Figs. 27 md 28). 
In Figure 27 a a o n d  method of consEruc- 

35 tion ~f the connecting c.ndncbr of the bid- 
loon serials is illustrated in the form of a 
coil. The main differaucs consists in that 
in addition to the comwtiug wndi~ctar I 
another annular conductor I1 is inwrtecl. 

40 parallel el the former on the high vdtaee 
mests in the air (or enibedded as a cable In 
the wrth) 1)ut both in the form of a coil. 
The connecting wire of the balloon llerisls 
is indicated rs  a primary conductor and also 

45 as a current producing network; the other 
is the consumption networlc and is not in 
unipolar connection with the current pro- 
ducing network. 

In Figure 27 the current mducing net- 
60 wo1.k I is shown with three ?m lloon collec- 

tols 1,2 ,  3 and aeriz~I conda~cCors 4, 6 ,  8 ;  i t  is 
~llort circuitecl thruugh corldellser 19 a?d 
inductanc~ 9. The oscillatiuu forming clr- 
wit consists in this dingram of spark gap 

5s f ,  ind~~ctance 10, and condenser I t ;  the 
cnrth wi1.e E, is connected to earth over 
electromagnet S1. 1" is the mfety s ark gap P which is slso connected to earth t  rough a 
mond elmtromqnet S at E, On eonnect- 

80 ing up tho. condenser circuit, 11 Ll~is is 
charged over the spark pp f whcrchy an 
oscillatory discharge is ormed. This dis- 
charging current acts throu h inductance 
10 on the inductively couplec f secondary 9? 

($5 \rhe~.cby in the producing network 8 modi- 

fieation of t.he potentid of the condenser f 9 
is produced. The consequence of this is 
that oscilllitiolxs arise in the coil sl~aped 

roducer notwork. These oscillatioxls 111- 

{uce n current in the secondnry oil-cuit 11, '0 
which has a s~npller nu~nber of windings 
and a less resistnnce, the voltage of wl~ich, 
according to the proportion of the iler~nber 
oP mind~ngs and of the olunic redstance, *- 
is cor~siderably lower whilst the catrrent 
strength is gretkbr. 

I n  order to conv~1.t the current thus 01,- 
tairned into cumant of an undamped char- 
acter, and to, tune iB wave lengths, ra suffi- 
ciently large regulatable capac~ty 20 is in- So 
serW hetween the ends 12 and 13 of the 
.wndary  conductor 11. Here also current 
m a y  be taken withnut an  earth condacton., 
but i t  is dvissbble to insert a safety spark 
gap Ex and to connect this mith the eerth 6G 
over au el[tctromspt Sx. 

The, producer nehwork may be c~nnected 
with the working netffork 71 eyer an indnc- 
tionless condenser 21 o r  over an induction 
condenser 22,28. I n  this case the secondary 
conductor is unipoladg connected 4 t h  the 
energy wnducbr. 

I n  Itc'i re 28 the connecting conductor be- 8" twean t 0 seponatt: accumulator balloons is o5 
carried out according do the autotrans- 
former principle. The collecting coil con- 
nects four m a 1  balloons 1, 2,8,4, the wind- 
ings of which am not made side by side fjut 
one above the other. In  Figure 26 the 001- 
lecbr mil I is shown with a thin line t l ~ e  
n~etdlicslly connected proIongation coiis I1 
with s tliick line. Bdween the ends I' and 
111 of the energy network X a ~egulating 
capacity 19 is inserted. wire IP is co11- lo:, 
netted with the output wire mc[ with tlre 
spark gap F. 

Bs transformer of the atmosplieric 14%- 
tricity an 'arrangement is ernplayed which 
consists in using rotary pnirs of condensers , ,,, 
in which the one stator s ~ ~ r f a c e  I3 is con- 
nwbd wit11 the main current, whilst the 
other A is connected with the earth ~ob. 
Between thew pairs of short circuitccl COII- 

clensers are caused to rotate from which the 13 
converted currant can be taken by rrlearls of 
two cdlector rings and bn~sl~es,  in the for111 
of an alternating current, the freqnency of 
which is cleepenclent on the r~umber of hd- 
loons and the revolutions of the ra to~ .  As 
the alternating currcnt formed in the I-otor 
(-an act, in this improved metllod of caij- 
nection desci.ihed in this invention, throrrgh 
coils 10 on the indndancr, 9, sn incrsnw or 
diminution of the feed carrent in I can be 125 
obtained according to the direction of the 
current by baclr induction. Current oscii- 
lations of uniform rlltytl~m thereby ~ e s u l t  in 
the cnit shaped windings of the producer 
net-wwk. 130 
As the a d s  of this conductor are sllort cir- 



c,uited tl~rongli thc regul;ltabls condenser 19 tions distributed over the enkjlz conntly or 65 
these rhythms proililce short circllitecl un- 111ay 1)e collriectecl by interl~olnbion of suit- 
damped oscillat~ons in the energy condrrcctor, d11e condenser batteries by means qf .high 
the periodicity aarcl m a w  Ien$.lxi of ~ h i c h  voltage condoctors. The static electr~clCy 1s 

2 osci1l:ttions. call be adjusteil acco~.dina to cor~verteil through a s ark m p  into dynamic L F clesire tly altering tlie capacity 19 to 3, given e n e r g  of a lligll 11um r o oscillutions, and 70 
xva.vo len,"t'il and therem~th also to s gven could then in such for,rtn, with s suitable 
frequency. These currents lnay :tho be enr- nrra.ngeri~cht of the connections, o b s e ~ ~ i n g  
~ ) l y e d  i11.this form dircctly as :rclrkin.;r cur- various nle:\sures of precaution, be employed 

11) rent, through the condrcctors 119anX 111. :rs source of encrpy nftci scpar;~te or special 
By inserting tllc condenser 20 a connection reght ion .  76 
between these coariueto~-s ]nay nlso be rnacle, .-iceording tu this in.vention in order to in- 
*hereby har~nol~ic uscillatio~-rs of desired crr:isc the cijllecting effect of the balloon in 
wnr7c length fire for.n~ed. By this mems flie iierial collector cnacluctor or in the earth 

16 quite new effects ss regards current distribu- \\-ire, riidiatjng c.ollectors arc employed. 
t.ion m e  obtained. Tile \~it!lilrnurnl of cur- Tl~ese consist either of incgndescent met83 80 
re.r~t can even tnlrc place wikhout dircct mirc or oxide electrodes in t.he form of vacuum 
cox~llection if, at R suitable point in the in- grid tubes, or electric arm (mercury and the 
terior of the prodttcing n e t ~ o r l r  {quite irn- lilie electrodes) Nernst laailps, or finally 

20 n1;lterinllg v]t~et.ller tlijs 112s a dinmeter of flames of various kinds may be sirrlply con- 
1 or 100 km.) x coil tunccl to these v-aye nccterl wit11 the res ective condudor. K 85 

lengths 2nd of the desired capacity is firnlly It is vell knavn t a t  energy can be d r w n  
or mounhly mounted in the neria? conductor off from x c:ttl~ocle consisting of an inc~kn- 
in such a way that its asinl direction is in ctesceat body opposite an anode cl~arged 

25 parallel mith that  of thr? collector coil. In ~ r i t h  positive electricity (17acuum grid Lube). 
this cnse a current is inclocecl in the roduc- Ritllcrto lio~rcver, s cathodc mas allvysflrst 
inp netn-orii, the size of wltich is $ - epend- clirectly plaecd opposite art anode., and see- 
e&t 011 the total cap3cit.y and resistnncc and onclly the systenl always consisted of -. 
nlso on tlie periodicity employed. A possi- closed circuit. 
bility is thereby afforcld in future, of- talc- KOTT if \vc dispense .with the ordinary 
irag Pnergy from tine producrr network by Iileils in fo~atning liglit 01 flame ~ r c s  in which 'J!i 
wireless means. As tl~cr-eby in addition to 2. cathode must a l~~rrys  stand directly oppo- 
ntrnnsl)heric electricihy ahso m~titgnetic e:trth site an anode, nnrl if rre place an incandescent 
currents and the energy from the higllcr at- enthode opposite :in anode dlsrged to B high 

35 p no sphere (at Icnst. l~artixlly) may bc s i r~~u l -  potential or anotller body freely ffoating In 
taneor~sly obt:lincd, this last system for  col- the air, or regard the inm~nc2escent cat,hode 100 
lecting tIic ntmoslzheric erccrpy is of partictc only as n. snilrcc of unipolnr discharge 
lar importance fo r  the futurc, jwhicl~ represent group and p i n t  dis- 

Of course r?re~;~lwI>er@ instpad of spnriii chalga.; 411 electro-static machines similar to 
40 gaps suitable grid ~ i c u u m  tt:l,cs may be em- unipolnr djschages), it may be ascertained 

ployeri as ~xoducers for unilnmpcrl, oscillx- f ; t ~ n t  incmlidesccnt c:rtItdw and less perfect- 10.2 
tions. The selmm.!a coils of the prorlucer l y  a,ll incmiclescent roilintors, finriles and the 
net-work wit11 lnrge cli:u~ieters m:1y be con- like adniit of re.latively large m~r rcn t  densi- 
nected with. one :~not~l~cr tlnu11@~11 separate ties xncl allom large qptanhtls of electric 

45 canductols all ill parallel or nll ~n scrjes or energy to radiste into tile open spnca in f;he 
jn groups in series. By regt~latirag the num- for111 of electron streams as transmitters. 110 

her of osr.illntinns 2nd also the extent of the The object of this inve~~tion is as describecl 
voltage more or less large co'l7ector coils of I~eloa, if suc'ii incai~clesueut osiclc electrodes 
this liincl may be ernpluyed. The coils may or other incantlescent mrliators or ffalnes are 

3' also he diridcrl spirally over ttie entire sec- not freelp suspenrled in space Imt connected 
tion. The coils may be cwried orrt in annir- n~ctnllicnfl!; with tllc eilrt.11 s o  that tlaey can 115 
'I nr form or also in trinngular, qnnclrangnl ar, be clln~.ged. wit11 ncgati1.e tcvrestriul elec- 
hexagran:~% or ?ctaganttl fornl. tricity, tllcsc redintors pos:c!ss the property 

. - Of course mires may be carriccl hm,asi l i t -  of ol)smGin:: the free positive c*lectrical 
;I:' nblo place to the cent~e or also Baternllp cllnrpes enntnined in tlie RII. slr;rce ssl~l.round.- 

~ ~ h i c h  scrro tlie currrnt rvnves as  gnidcs. ing tl~enl (tllnl is to say of co'llccting tlleln 120 
Tltis i s  ncccssary ~rllen the currents have to  nnd co~~ilncting tllern t o  enrtll). Tliey con 
ljc conciuct.cc1 over mountains 2nd v:rlleys there.fore, serve xs collectors and l~arre, in 
sncl so forth. In  dl these c ~ s e s  the cuirent cumpsrison t o  the nction of the spikes, or 

6" must; be conrerted into a current of snit;nblc. points, n very large radius of  action R;  the 
periodicity. effective capacity of these collectol is much 125 

As slready hexcinbefor~ menLioned sepu- greater than the geometriatl capcity (Rn-) 
rate collecting balloons may be directly me- cnleulated in am electro-static sense. 
tallicnlly interconnected a t  equidistxx~t sea- Now as our earth is surroundeci as is well 



known, with an electro-stztic field and the grsvitatio? a diminution of the electric - 
difference of potential energy of tbe earth field is not to be feared. 

aV The energies whicl~ the incandescent col- 

a lectors mol~ld withdraw from the earth ficld 
6 can only cause by the withdrawal of motor 70 

of the earth field according to the latest w o ~ k  a lowering of the earth temperature 
inv&igntions, is in summer about Q to (temperature T,=300) and reduce this to 
100 volts and in winter 300 to 500 volts per that of the ace (T=O) by using 
metre of difference in height (ah), a sim Ie the entire is however not the P lo catculation gives the result that when suc 1 u cnse as represent a cos- 75 
radiation collector or flnlnc collector is ar- mically entirely insulated system. On the 
rm-4 for example on the ground, and a contrary there is conveyed to the same ac- 
wand one is mounted vertically over it at cording t~ the recent value corrected by 
a distance of 2,000 metres and both ale Eon- Ferry for the solar constants through the 

l a  nwted by a conducting cable, there is a dif- radiation from the sun an cnerg;V of 18,500 80 
ferencc bf potential in srunmer of about X1OX0 km. Accordingly any lowering of 
2,000,000 volts nnrl in winter even of 6,000,- the earth tenlperatrrre (Tx) without a simul- 
000 volts and more. t~neous lowering of the sun's temperature 

AccOTdiT to Stefan Boltzmann's lam of (Ts) would contradict Stefan Boltzmann's 
20 radlatlon, t i e  quantity of energy which an lam of radiation. 85 

inc~ndescont surface (temperature T) of 1 S=K V$-T,'). 
sq, em. radiates in a unit of time into the 
upen air (tern eraturn T.) is expressed by From this it: must be concluded that if the 4 the follow~ng ormula: part11 temperature (TE) sinks, the total 

25 radiation S absorbed by the earth increase 00 
S=6 ('IY-'I?,,) watt/sq. cm. and further also tllat the secular speed o 2 

and the universal radiation constant 6 is cooling of the earth is directly dependent 
according to the lafest rmarches of Ferry on that of the sun and the other radiators 
(Annsles de Chimi* d de physique 17 page cosmicaRy coupled with the sun and is con- 

a0 267 (1909)) equal to 6.30X1VU watt/sq. cm. nected most closely with these. 05 

Now if an ~ncmdescent surface of 1 sq. The incandescent radiation callectors 
cm. shows, as corn ared with the surround- may, according to this invention, be em- 
in space ? rio& fall of potential IV it ployed fu r  collecting atmospheric electricity 
ra $ istes ( ~ n  8" ependent of the current direc- if they (1) nre aharged mth the negative 

35 tion, that is to s ~ y  of the si ) in accord- earth electricity (that is to say when they 1w 
ance with the above formula, Y' or example st are directly connected by means of a metsl- 
s. temperature of 3725" C. an energy of 1.6 11c cond~lctor with the earth) and (2) if 
kw. per s cm. per second. As tor the large capacities (mebl  surfam) charge4 
radiation &e same rdw can be oalcd~ted with ~ l~o t r i c i ty  are mounted opposite thein 

(O for the collection of energy but reversed. as posltl\le poles in the air. This is regard- 106 
Now as carbon electrodes at  the temperature od as tho main feature of the present in- 
of the electric arc support on the current vention as without these inventive ideas it  
basis a current density a p  to from 60 to 65 would not be possible to collect with an iu- 
amperes per sq. cm. no difficulties will result -descent collector, sufficiantIy large quan- 

45 in this direction in employing radiating col- titles of the electrical cllarges contained 1'0 
lectors as accumulators. in the strnosphe~-e as technolo,gy requires; 

If the earth be rewarded as a cosmically the radius of action of tho flame collectom 
iusulsted condenser ibn the sense of geometri- 1 ~ 0 ~ l d  also he too small, especially if it bo, 
cel electro-statics a: there results from the considered that the very small surface den- " geometric compare Ewald Rssch, "das sity (energy density (6 a b o u t = 2 ~ 7  . lo9 d elektrische hogenlichtfi (The electric arc St. 1. per sq. om.) oes not allow of large 
light) page 169) capacity of tlie earth ac- quantities of charge being absorbed from 
cording to Chmolson : the atmosphere. 

For negative charging 1.3X1Oe\ Coulomb x) Calculated according to  Poisson's cal- 
5"0r n~gative potential V=lOXIOR volts. culation; 120 

From t h s  there results however, EJTg24.7 AV=-4d; as here the alteration of the 
x1oZ4 watt/Sec. Now if it is  desired to potential or potential gradients only takes 
make s theoretic short circuit through an place in the direction of the normal, this 
eartl~eci flame collector this mould represent calculation assumes the simple fom 
an electric total work of about 70,500 12d 

101'J kilowatt years. As tlie earth mufit be 
1 aav O=pw 

regarded as n rotating mechanism which is 
tl~olmo - dynamically, electromagnetically, It has indeed already been roposed to S and also kinematically coupled with the sun employ fl unle wllectors for co lecting at- 

06 and stars system by cosmic radiations and mospheric elestricity and it is known that 



cundescont cathode and also the positive between the two poles 1 knd 2. As the 
electrode may be eliclosccI in a v:ici~u~s cathode 2 i:5 connected with the llegatively 
chanltjer as may be seen in Fig. 32. A c:tblc chnrged ea-rth, and therefore always :ic.k as  
1, is carried well inst11,zf.ed through the a negative pie: n form of rectificntion of 
(:over of a vessd and encls in n contlcnser the alternating current produced b ~ .  tho 71 
disc 5. The corer is arched in order !u dynamo 3 is obtained, tiae second llalf of 
Iieep off the rain. The vessel is entirely or the pcriod is always suppressed. The worlr- 
partially made of magnetic metal and vcll  ing circuit mag be carried out in the snnle 
iosolated inside and outside. Opposite the way as in Fig. 34; the working spark gnp 

I , i  disc 5 mother disc 6 and tm this again a 7 may hosvever be dispensed with, and in- 7 t  
metntlic positive pole- of the vacuum tlhe stead thereof hiwee11 the poink l a  ancl 7 ~ a  a 
9 vith the incandescent cathode (oxide condenser 5 and an induction r e s i h m  I) 
eleck1-ode) N is arrsnged. The negative may t~ inserted from which the c u l ~ e n t  is 
electrode is 011 the one hand connected with ta.iran indnctively. 

I:, the earth conductor E, and on the other Fig. 36 represents a form, of constructiou 80 
hnnd with the inductive resistxnct! 9 which sjmilnr to Fig, 34 only that here instead of 
is also connected with the cable 1, wit11 the 311 aw lamp a Nernst incandescent body 
positive pole and ~ o m d  round the vessel in is elnploye& The Nem& lamp is fed 
coils. TI'@ action is exactly' the =me .as through the battery 3. T"He ~ w k i n g  section 

2~ that in Flg. 29 only instead of an open I!- is connected with the negative pole, the 8s 
cmclescent cathode one enclosed ul vacuo B.S mfety spark gap with the + poles. Thc. 
crnployed.. As in such collectors only small working spark grip 7 may also be dispnst?rl 
bodies ca.n be brought to incandescenca in  mittl a n d  tlte ct1rrent for i t  talren at 12 
large instnlhtions a plurality of such over the oscillation circuit 5, 11 (shown in 

2; vacuum tubes must be inserted in yl-oximity dotted ]in=). 90 
to one another. According to  the previous Flame ca] lebw (Fig, 37) may 8 1 ~  he 
constructions Figs. 31 and 33 are quite self employed to this inrention. Tile 
evident wi ttlout further esplanatiorrs. wire network 1 is aonnected with the *rial 

Figs. 34-37 rep]-esmt further diagrams col]ector emductor A md the burnep mith 
of connections over radiatiag and flame col- tile e:LrtlL. At the uppel. end of the latter, 96 
lectors, and in fad, how thee are to he nr- long are ljrcSvided which projab inl;o 
mnged on the ground. the flame. T1;hi: positive electrode is connect- 

Fig. 34 shows an arc light csllector with ed wit.ll tine negative over R cnndenmr 5 and 
oxide electrodes ?or direct current ~ n d  its th, induction c,il 9 wjth the h h ,  

36 conlllection; Fig. 35 B similar One for after- me novelty in invention js fi&Iy, 100 
riaking current, Fig. 36 an incandescent col- thE use of incandescent rnthoctes oppositae 
lector with a Nernst lamp and Fig. 37 a poles wllich are connected 
similar one with a gas ffanio. large metdlic crtpacities as  autolnatic col- 

T h e  J d e  1 of the mdiating col- lectlxlg sudsces. (2) tho connection of the 
40 lectors is always directly connected to the incandescent a.thodes tkie =Ah whem- lo5 

aerial collecting conductor A. h pig. 34 by, in addition the e]ectrioity corLvag& 
this is further connected over the condenser hem the batkry or m d i n e  which 
battery 5 with second ~mitive eImt,rode causes the incandescing, also the negative 
3. The direct current dynamo 6 produces charge of the earth potential is conve.yd, 

45 current which flows over between the elec- and (8) the connection of Ifbe positive and 
trodes 8 and 2 8s a n  %IT light. On the for- negdive pciles of the &iating collecbrs 
mation of an s rc  the negative incandescent over circui,t done or the 
electrode 2 absorbs electricity from the posi- intrdllpt,ion of a snjt,able inductive resist- 
tive standing opposite it and highly ance, whe.reby simultmeousIy En oscilli~toiy 

ao ch:ht~rg&L with atmospl~eric electricity and osci]le.tioll may be obtaind. The 11" 
conveys the i sme to the working drcnit. coIlecting effect is by these methods qtute 
The spark gap 7, indrrctive resist~nce 9 and considerably incressed. 
induction coil 10 are like the previous- 1 &dare that %hat I claim is:- k? ck-scriberl. The rokctive dectrombfpt I. t i n  e2cctri.cal energy generat;ing sysleln, 

65 S po:~.r<ls the inrteltltion against earth ur- conlprising a condllct,ing s i l r f n ~  Sol. stntic "" 
cu~ting, thc safety spark gap 8 from ex- charps, njenns to s~rppol*t same a t  a dist~ncc 
cess ~oltnge or overchar,uing. above the cart-h, a conductor leading to the 

I n  Pig. 35 the connection is so far  altered earth level, n spadr gap associat.ed with said 
that the dtcrn:tting c-tirrent dynamo feeds conductor to convert elect,rost~tic cllnrges 

60 the esciding coil 11 of the induction. eon- into electromagnetic Iligh freqnency uscilla- lZ5 
denser. 12 is its negztivcs md 13 its posi- tions means to supply said electro~ti:iqnetic 
tive pole; if the coil 3 on t.hhs magnet core energy to ,a net woA, ancl a spark g:tp of 
of tllo dynamo is correctly calculated and greakty increasd rela.tive resistance in pnrnl- 
the periodicity of the nlternating current is lel therewith. 

65 sufficiently high a.n arc light can h formed 2. An electrical enerQ gener-t - : z--sr mn l;r! 
- .. 



col~~pl*ising a condactor, mcnns f.o snpport 
* : I I T I ~  ahove the earth Ievel, ;ti) in(111cta1lce 
tl~csein, ;I sl)arlc gap nssociatcii wit11 said 
conductor, a second spark gap of rnuctl 

5 11i.glier relative rcsii;tance in pnrxllcl thcrc- 
w t h  and an energy receiving circuit caupinl 
wit11 the spsrlr gap of. lesser resistance. 

::, AI: clertl.icill energy ggenerating syste~tl 
co~liprising a collecting surface, l1.te:lns to 
s i lppo~t  saiiw itl~ol-e the earth lercl, n con- 
d~lctov connecting said collecting su~:f:tci: 
with the earth level, a cholc~ in said con- 
ductor, an electron~ag~~etic resistance con- 
re r t i ig  cleetmrtatic i.ne!g[ to cleetroa~itg- 

15 jlet,ic energ,  a snfet~. ?ilg er resistarzce 111 
pari~llel thcscwith :mrl a net worli coul~leil 
with the conrersion ~.esistance o f  lesser 
~ a l u e .  

4. An electrical energy gerierabiiig system 
20 comprising electrii: conductors spaced above 

the earth to for111 eiec.t~oll:;tgnetic oscillat- 
ing circuits, co~iductors connecting. to earth 
lercl, electrostatic to electromagnetrc energy 
conversion means therein, n safety high elec- 

5 ttl.ost:ll;io. resisknnce in parallel therewith 2nd 
means to nltcr the clcctronlagnetic, ehal'ac- 
t'eristic of tllc circuits. 

5. ,cLn electrical energ?. geilcrating system 
comprising in con~lrtination a static cullect.- 
ing surface arranged above the earth, con- 
rlnctors comecting to earth level, a pair of 

sp:u%- gaps in p:~wllel of different clt,ct.ro- 
static resistance, a utilization net work 
sflitrihetl :~cl.uss the spark gup of lesser re-. 
sistitnce and an eleetrornagnet~c daoke in said 36 
conrll.ictors. 

6. A.n eJec,trical energy, generating systenl 
comprising an o en cilzult energy collectl~iig 
aeriaf, x pair o P sparking gaps In pnrrlIleI 
of widely different resistance,. connectal 40 
thereto and a closed electric oscillation cir- 
cuit  in sllilnt across the gap of lesser re- 
sist~tnce 

r- r . ,h electrical e n e r g ,  generating systeria 
comprising an opeil circuit energy collecting 45 
aerial, n pnir of sparking gaps ira parallel 
of widely diflerent resistnncc connected 
tkiel-eto, a closed elcckic os@illa.tion circuit 
in shunt across the gap of lesser resist:incc, 
a plurality of electroststic collecting sur- si 
faces, means to connect. said collecting sur- 
faces in paraflel in g a u p s  and means to 
connect said groups synr~uletrically wit11 said 
aerial. 

In witness whereof, P have hereunto 65 
signed my name this 30 day of Dec., 1820, 
in the presence of two subscribing \vitnesses. 


